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Chapter 1: General introduction
1. Background of the investigations
An earpiece is extensively used in sports. For example, since the end of the 1990s,
drivers in Formula 1 car racing have been kept informed ‘wirelessly’ about the
progress of the race. In the MTV-programme ‘Can’t get a date’ individuals who for
years have unsuccessfully searched for a suitable match are coached synchronously
with the aim of ‘conquering’ a desirable partner.
In this same vein, we assume that it is valuable to extend the current
asynchronous (indirect) coaching of trainee teachers with a synchronous
component. It is possible to whisper instructions synchronously (direct) to a trainee
teacher via an earpiece. This technique offers other coaching options than the
regular asynchronous forms of coaching, in which the teacher trainer discusses the
quality of the pedagogical action with the trainee teacher only after the lesson. The
direct, synchronous coaching method proposed here allows the precise steering of
action during the lesson.
The use of synchronous coaching in the training of teachers has a novel
character, if one considers that this form of coaching has not yet been implemented
in teacher training. The main question of this thesis therefore is: Does synchronous
coaching via an earpiece form a valuable addition to the traditional asynchronous
coaching of trainee teachers?
Following a description of the currently used methods in teacher training,
the theoretical Gestalt and feedback perspectives, both relevant to synchronous
coaching, are discussed. Synchronous coaching in plenary lessons (1), the role of
individual differences in synchronous coaching (2), synchronous coaching and
collaborative learning situations (3), and synchronous (reciprocal) peer coaching
(4) are aspects that are central to this thesis; these are discussed in the fourth
section. Some technical aspects of synchronous coaching are explained before
further elaborating the four aspects.
As indicated, the teacher trainer coaches through whispering instructions
that directly reach the trainee teacher via an earpiece. One option is to send the
instructions through the internet that connects the teacher trainer’s computer to the
trainee teacher’s computer. The last 5 meters between the trainee teacher and his or
her computer are bridged with a Bluetooth connection. Alternatively, the
synchronous instruction can also be done through two walkie-talkies, one carried
by the teacher trainer and the other by the trainee teacher. The teacher trainer
pushes a button to whisper. The trainee teacher receives this intervention via an
earpiece connected to his/her walkie-talkie. A main advantage of this second
option is that less equipment is required. The trainee teacher also only hears a
sound via the earpiece when the teacher trainer pushes in the button to say
something. In the first option the line is continuously open so that the trainee
teacher constantly hears background noise via the earpiece even when the teacher
trainer says nothing. We experimented briefly with the first option and then used
the second one throughout the rest of our experiments.
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2. Current methods for coaching trainee teachers
2.1. Asynchronous character
The character of regular coaching of teachers is that the trainee teacher teaches
while being observed by the teacher trainer. They reflect together (cognitive
coaching) on the teacher behaviour of the trainee teacher as soon as possible after
the lesson (Costa & Garmston, 1994; Showers & Joyce, 1996; Garmston, Linder,
& Whitaker, 1993). This form of coaching supposedly positively influences the
pedagogical action of the trainee teacher through the occurrence of a cognitive
process. These moments of reflection make the trainees aware of less-competent
teacher behaviour and more adequate alternative behaviour, so that an
improvement will occur in future teacher behaviour (Bolhuis-Poortvliet & Snoek,
1996; Schwartz, 1996; Griffiths & Tann, 1992; Zeichner & Liston, 1996).
Besides cognitive coaching one can still distinguish other forms of
coaching with a traditional asynchronous character. Engelen (2002) and Garmston
(1987) provide an overview and clarify variants such as technical coaching,
collegial coaching and challenge coaching. Technical coaching aims at integrating
the skills and the strategies acquired through training into lessons. It is not selfevident that the trainee teacher will apply the newly acquired knowledge and skills
into his/her lessons. This form of coaching is asynchronous as it occurs as a result
of lessons which have been observed by a teacher trainer.
The second form of traditional coaching, collegial coaching, has the aim of
increasing mutual collegiality between teachers. In this coaching variant colleagues
typically stimulate each other to reflect more on their own pedagogical action. The
situation in which a trainee teacher can coach him-/herself (self coaching) in the
long-term is hereby considered as ideal. Technical coaching differs from collegial
coaching in that in collegial coaching the coached teacher indicates the areas in
which he/she wants to be coached.
The third form of asynchronous coaching, challenge coaching, involves
solving persistent problems that manifest themselves in the lessons of teachers
(thus also trainee teachers). Challenge coaching differs from technical coaching
and collegial coaching in that challenge coaching unlike the others begins with
identifying the persistent problem. A second difference is that challenge coaching
occurs in groups. This is in contrast to technical coaching and collegial coaching in
which the coaching is in pairs.
In spite of these differences, Engelen and Bergen (2002) emphasize that
there is a clear similarity between the different forms of coaching. All forms can be
organised under the ‘interactive model’ of professional development of teachers
(Sprinthall, Reiman, & Thies-Sprinthall, 1996), in which the teacher is actively
involved in his/her own learning process. This active involvement is not limited to
implementation of changes in their daily practice of ‘learning to teach’. Teachers
are also involved in developing and shaping change processes in their own school
as a whole (Engelen, 2002).
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The observation of lessons is an important element in the coaching of
trainee teachers worldwide. As discussed, coaching based on these observations is
usually retrospective (asynchronous/indirect). The discussion after the lesson is
usually structured by use of an instrument for assessing the quality of the
pedagogical action of trainee teachers (e.g. a competence assessment) as the
starting point. The teacher trainer fills in the competence assessment during the
lesson. If the manifested teacher behaviour deviates from the ideal behaviour that
is laid down in behaviour indicators, ranked per competence, then the teacher
trainer will discuss this deviation with the trainee teacher. In subsequent lessons,
the teacher trainer looks at whether a change in behaviour has occurred and once
again he/she sets up a discussion. The literature also gives considerable attention to
asynchronous coaching. According to Costa and Garmston (1994), Derksen and
Bergen (2001), Geldens (2007), Joyce and Showers (1995), and Engelen and
Bergen (2001) asynchronous coaching formally consists of:
(1) a preliminary discussion between coach/mentor and trainee teacher on the
activities to be undertaken, with the aim of reaching an agreement on the most
suitable coaching form; existing problems of the trainee teacher are also
discussed;
(2) observation of the activities by the mentor/coach;
(3) analyses of observed trainee teacher’s behaviour;
(4) a discussion between the mentor/coach and the prospective teacher based
on the analyses;
(5) an evaluation of the observed activities, and
(6) a preliminary talk on subsequent activities.
Geldens (2007), Engelen (2002), and Engelen and Bergen (2001) split
phase (4) of the coaching cycle into the following components: 4a) reviewing the
main issues and agreements in the previous discussion; 4b) clarifying the present
situation; 4c) indicating points for improvement; 4d) exchanging suggestions for
improvement; and 4e) making appointments for the coming lessons. In order to
increase the effect of such a coaching discussion, the teacher trainer must
undertake the following activities: 1) provide support and trust; 2) provide
adequate feedback; 3) emphasize that acquired skills should be used at the right
moment; 4) tune new teaching skills to the trainee teacher; and 5) encourage to
practice new teaching skills (Bergen, 2001; Engelen & Bergen, 2001; Joyce &
Showers, 2002; Geldens, 2007).
2.2. Shortcomings of asynchronous coaching
During an asynchronous coaching session, the teacher trainer discusses the
shortcomings of the pedagogical repertory with the trainee. The aim is that the
trainee teacher rationally considers the performed teacher behaviour and eventually
optimises his or her behaviour in the subsequent lesson (Veenman, Gerrits, &
Kenter, 1999). In this context, Schön (1983, 1987) speaks of the reflective
practitioner who after a moment of stop-and-think consciously optimized
intentional action and continued it thereafter. Clark and Peterson (1986) and
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Corporaal (1988) agree with Schön when assuming that the actions of the teachers
are intentional and steered through conscious processes.
However, Elbaz (1991), Eraut (1995, 2002), Korthagen and Lagerwerf
(1996), Dolk, Korthagen and Wubbels (1992, 2000), Korthagen (1993), and
Yinger (1986) believe that generally teachers have no time to reflect on every
choice. Teachers continuously act directly in situations which they have not yet
analysed completely (Harbort, 1997). Dolk (1997), Dolk et al. (2000), and
Korthagen and Lagerwerf (2001) explain that this constitutes immediate teacher
behaviour in immediate teaching situations. These immediate (and often)
problematic situations allow the trainee teacher no time to fall back on a cognitive
mechanism (Dolk, Korthagen, & Wubbels, 2000), that can be steered through
asynchronous coaching. According to them, non-intentional behaviour steered by
Gestalts instead of by cognitions is used in these immediate teaching situations.
The investigations described in this thesis aim to overcome the discussed
shortcomings of asynchronous coaching by extending the coaching with a
synchronous component. Instructions are whispered via an earpiece to the trainee
teacher for this purpose. Two perspectives (Gestalt perspective and feedback
perspective, to be described in the following paragraph) are provided as a possible
theoretical foundation for the effectiveness of this new coaching form.
The choice for the Gestalt approach can be justified on the basis of the
literature on teacher learning. Bransford, Brown, and Cooking (1999) and Van
Eekelen (2005) emphasize that this ‘teachers learning body of knowledge’ rests on
two different theoretical perspectives: 1) cognitive psychology and 2) workplace
learning. The cognitive psychological perspective has enjoyed considerable
attention from researchers (Verloop, Van Driel, & Meijer, 2001) and led to less
attention to behaviourist research. The Gestalt approach starts with the principle of
the success experience and thus fits in perfectly with the behaviourist-like
synchronous coaching.
The feedback perspective is important in other ways, as it provides clues
for discussing the biggest danger of synchronous coaching, namely ‘cognitive
overload’ (Sweller, 1999, 2003).

3. Two theoretical perspectives that argue for synchronous coaching
3.1. Perspective 1: Gestalt approach
3.1.1. Determinants of immediate teacher behaviour
The Gestalt approach in teacher training, introduced by Korthagen, assumes
according to Dolk (1997) that non-intentional behaviour that is manifested in
immediate teaching situations, in which the teacher is required to act directly, is a
result of emotions (Day & Leitch, 2001; Hargreaves, 1998; Sutton & Wheatley,
2003; Oosterheert, 2001). Routines were also shown to be an important
determinant for this direct action (Shavelson & Stern, 1981; Yinger, 1986). They
may be interpreted as non-intentional automatic behaviour.
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In this study, we focus on the action of the trainee teacher in immediate
(problematic) teaching situations. As indicated by Dolk et al. (2000), ‘this
behaviour is steered on the basis of an internal process in which a conglomerate of
needs, values, feelings, thoughts, meanings and action tendencies’ (p.102); in other
words, Gestalts play a role. The view of Lagerwerf and Korthagen (2003)
concerning Gestalts agrees with this. They define Gestalts as complex action
centres in our brain on which the teacher falls back if a combination of
circumstances of pedagogical situations dictates it. One can regard it as a rescue
mechanism in teaching situations (problematic situations) in which direct action is
required without cognitive thinking. Lagerwerf and Korthagen (2003) schematized
this as follows:
Situation

Immediate
behaviour
Gestalt

Observation

Success
experiences
Nonintentional

Figure 1 “The relationship between situation, Gestalt and immediate teaching
behaviour (Lagerwerf & Korthagen, 2003, p. 15)”
Obviously, there are more factors which may explain this non-intentional teacher
behaviour so that reconsideration of reflection on action (Schön, 1983) summoned
by Eraut (1995, 2002) is necessary. Besides the phenomenon of ‘Gestalt’, intuition
plays a role in non-intentional teacher behaviour that often manifests in
problematic situations (De Mink, 1993; Davis-Floyd & Arvidson, 1997; Harbort,
1997).
According to Korthagen and Lagerwerf (2001) the learning process of a
trainee teacher can occur at three different levels (see Figure 2). First of all, one
distinguishes the Gestalt level. This is the intuitive level in the absence of any
relational network (network of elements and relations) in the thought pattern of the
trainee teacher. A following level, the schema level, is the level at which this
relational network begins to form; the trainee teacher becomes aware of his/her
teacher behaviour. Finally, there is a third level, the theory level in which the
relational network is logically ordered.
The behaviour, we want to influence through synchronous coaching, is
shown on the left side (Gestalt level) in Figure 2. Thus, in this thesis we do not
focus on intentional behaviour that can be placed under the headings ‘schema’ or
‘theory’, considering that steering of this occurs through reflection (asynchronous
coaching) (Reiman, 1999; Zeichner & Liston, 1996; Calderhead, 1996).
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Gestalt formation

Experiences with
concrete examples

Theory
formation

Schematization

Gestalt
(holistic)

Schema (network
of elements and
relations)
Reflection

Theory (a logical
ordering of the
relations in the
schema)
Reflection

Level reduction

Figure 2 “Three levels at which the learning process of the trainee teacher can
occur” (Korthagen & Lagerwerf, 2001, p. 191)
The level of non-intentional action decreased when knowledge is formalized
through a synchronous intervention: the transition from Gestalt level to schema
level, or even a step further to theory level (Figure 2) (cf. Dolk, 1997; Dolk et al.,
2000). Taking into account that during a lesson, the trainee teacher has much on
his/her mind that requires attention, he /she experiences it negatively that once
more new points of attention have come by through whispering instructions
(formalization from Gestalt to schema level results in that the trainee teacher
becomes aware of this behaviour). The trainee teacher will continue with further
development of this consciously acquired new knowledge at schema level so that
the knowledge can develop into a general theory. Considering the fact that the
teacher is intensively busy with the knowledge, he/she will attempt to make the
knowledge manageable by labelling it with a ‘label, drawing, model or another
representative form’, according to Dolk et al. (2000, p. 113). The teacher can
subsequently use this manageable knowledge easily in a lesson. It is possible at
any moment that the knowledge is not used intentionally. The familiarity with a
given situation or action (Gestalts search for a similar situation in the past) may
lead to a level reduction: the required knowledge is transformed from schema or
theory level to Gestalt level. The trainee teacher once again uses the reduced
knowledge non-intentionally in an immediate situation, while it remains possible
to fall back onto a cognitive reflection process, if the teacher behaviour unfolds
incorrectly; thus the teacher has developed the knowledge at schema and/or theory
level. One can fall back onto this in difficult situations.
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3.1.2. The role of Gestalts in immediate teaching situations coupled to
synchronous coaching
Lagerwerf and Korthagen (2003) stated a number of properties of Gestalts that are
important in this study. The first is that a Gestalt is a dynamic action centre. A
Gestalt is formed instantaneously (Dolk, 1997; Dolk et al., 2000; Korthagen &
Lagerwerf, 1996; Korthagen, 1998). The use of the Gestalt occurs nonintentionally, so that it is possible to keep the attention free for remaining
situations confronted by the trainee teacher. This is a big advantage of the Gestalt
working. One must not consider Gestalts as applicable thought patterns from which
a choice can be made in every situation. The use of Gestalts is after all a nonintentional process. We see an important additional value of synchronous coaching
coupled to this Gestalt approach. After all, if a Gestalt is used that has a negative
influence on the pedagogical action in a specific situation, then it would be ideal if
the coach creates one or more synchronous coaching moments that are
instantaneously able to adjust the Gestalt.
A second property of Gestalts according to Lagerwerf and Korthagen is that
Gestalts will search for similar situations in the past (Lagerwerf & Korthagen,
2003). In immediate situations a teacher falls back on a previously successful
behaviour tendency that is initiated by the Gestalt. An individual compares a
situation with that in the past and uses the Gestalt that was successful at that time.
It is realistic to assume that this behaviour mechanism is not always appropriate. In
this context, when an unsuitable Gestalt is used, synchronous coaching can steer its
use or change it into a suitable Gestalt. A goal thereby is that a trainee teacher will
experience success by using this synchronously created suitable Gestalt (Korthagen
& Lagerwerf, 1996; Korthagen et al., 2001).
If the teacher doesn’t receive a whispering and therefore is not aware that a
wrong behaviour pattern has been used, the behaviour will remain non-intentional
and a ‘success experience’ will occur so that in a similar situation the ‘incorrect’
Gestalt will once again be used (Lagerwerf & Korthagen, 2003). If a ‘success
experience' occurs in the trainee teacher after implementing the synchronous
instructions by the teacher trainer, then the original Gestalt will be influenced. Not
the original Gestalt, but the Gestalt that was adjusted by the synchronous
intervention will be used in a similar situation in a lesson.
The trainee teacher becomes aware of his/her behaviour pattern directly
after the whispering. A transition from Gestalt level to schema or theory level
occurs. The concept of ‘Level reduction’ offers the possibility of bringing about a
reduction in the level to the Gestalt level after formalization of the knowledge to
schema or theory level (Van Hiele, 1973; Korthagen & Lagerwerf, 1994, 1996,
2001). This level reduction of schema or theory to Gestalt level occurs when the
trainee teacher has become used to the changed behaviour brought about by the
synchronous intervention. Meanwhile, this non-intentional behaviour (Gestalt
level) is obviously steered through Gestalts so that the teacher trainer once again
has his/her attention free for other situations during the lesson that require
attention.
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3.2. Perspective 2: Feedback approach
The second important perspective is the feedback perspective which makes it
possible to establish a link with the biggest danger of synchronous coaching,
namely ‘cognitive overload’.
Ramaprasad (1983) defines feedback as ‘externally given information about
performance, which is used to reduce the gap between the actual knowledge level
and the reference knowledge level’. At first sight, this definition appears to fit in
with our application of synchronous coaching. After all, the coach whispers
instructions to the trainee teacher when the manifested teacher behaviour is deviant
from the ideal behaviour, laid down in the behaviour indicators on the competence
assessment inventory. Hannafin (1992) provides further legitimisation. According
to him, the introduction of technical applications in teaching is a new impulse for
investigations into feedback. Such a technical modernization is central in our
investigations.
Hoska (1993) indicates that feedback is a means to motivate students to
consciously and successfully round off the learning task. The variables ‘content of
feedback’ and ‘timing of feedback’ are important here (Kulhavy & Wager, 1993;
Goodman & Wood, 2004; Mason & Bruning, 1999). In the context of synchronous
coaching, the variable ‘content of feedback’ points to cognitive load theory
(Sweller, 1988, 1999, 2003; Sweller, Van Merriënboer, & Paas, 1998). For that
matter, a synchronously whispered instruction may cause ‘cognitive overload’,
causing the quality of the pedagogical action to decline even further rather than
increase. This danger is present in our application too. Learning to teach is a
learning task, which consists of numerous complex elements. A synchronously
whispered instruction provides yet another flow of information, causing the
cognitive capacity of the learner to become overloaded. If so, schematized
knowledge that is useful in later practice is not developed.
Kulik and Kulik (1988) and Guadagnoli, Dornier, and Tandy (1996)
established with regard to the ‘timing of feedback’ that for less experienced
learners immediate feedback is to be preferred over delayed feedback. This
supports our assumption that synchronous coaching has a more positive effect on
the pedagogical repertory of the trainee teacher than asynchronous coaching.
We avoid ‘cognitive overloading’ by keeping the length of synchronous
interventions short. Therefore only keywords of the behaviour indicators are
whispered to the trainee teacher. This is feasible as brief moments of awareness are
adequate. The synchronously whispered instruction makes the trainee teacher
aware of his or her non-competent pedagogical action. According to Dolk et al.
(2000), during the process of becoming aware, the knowledge that steers the
pedagogical action is formalized to schema level so that the trainee teacher can
establish relationships between the actual behaviour and the desired behaviour. The
trainee teacher will remember the formation of this formalized knowledge during a
discussion after the lesson (asynchronous condition). For that matter, the coach can
refer to the synchronous instruction that he/she did. The coach cuts in as it were
with ‘prior knowledge’, which arose directly after the synchronous whispering
(Lawless & Brown, 1997; Hannafin, Hannafin, & Dalton, 1993).
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The synchronous intervention should be unambiguously interpretable in
order to further reduce the chance of cognitive overload. The intervention is only
meant to make the trainee teacher aware of inadequate, non-competent action. This
moment of intervention serves as a reference point during an asynchronous
discussion. However, the trainee teacher is required to understand the reference to
the synchronous intervention during that discussion. Therefore, it is desirable that
the content of the synchronous intervention is standardized. This standardization
consists of whispering a behaviour indicator (behaviour indicators are arranged per
competence on the competence assessment) on the basis of which the teacher
behaviour of the trainee teacher can be marked as non-competent. Considering that
the trainee teacher works repeatedly with the competence assessment and thus with
the behaviour indicators, he/she recognises the manner in which the teacher
behaviour should be improved after whispering has stopped. As mentioned, the
moment at which the specific indicator was whispered can be pointed out to the
trainee teacher so that he/she understands that pedagogical shortcoming during the
asynchronous discussion after the lesson. A video of the lesson with an audio track
of the whispered instructions can be helpful during that discussion.
3.3. Implications of Gestalt and feedback approaches for investigations
Gestalt theory teaches us that one may expect synchronous coaching to be effective
when a trainee teacher shows non-competent behaviour in problematic situations in
which he/she is required to act immediately. Therefore, we have exposed test
subjects to such conditions. Our assumption that synchronous coaching in such
situations is preferential to the traditional asynchronous variant, was investigated
by comparing the effects of both forms of coaching (synchronous and
asynchronous).
Feedback theory teaches us that the length of direct interventions should be
short. The only instructions we therefore whisper are the keywords of the
behaviour indicators; these are linked to the behaviour indicators on the
competence assessment (a much used instrument in the Netherlands with which the
teacher trainers assess the quality of the pedagogical action of trainee teachers) on
the basis of which the trainee teacher shows non-competent behaviour. The trainee
teachers recognise the behaviour indicators on the competence assessment, because
of the fact that they are used to work with the competence assessment. It follows
from this that they understand the whispering based on one of these behaviour
indicators.
It follows from both approaches (Gestalt and feedback) that it is not
desirable to replace all asynchronous coaching by synchronous, because both
forms are applicable in different situations (synchronous coaching: steering of nonintentional behaviour in problematic situations that require immediate action,
versus asynchronous coaching: steering of cognitions that determine the intentional
(reflective) behaviour). Taking into account that the additional value of
synchronous coaching as compared with that of asynchronous coaching in
immediate (problematic) situations still remains to be demonstrated, the effects of
both forms of coaching were investigated separately from each other in this thesis.
Therefore, one must consider whether an ideal combination between the
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synchronous- and the asynchronous coaching is possible in future follow-up
investigations.

4. The four aspects of research
Synchronous coaching to improve the competencies of trainee teachers is a new
area of research. Four aspects of the main question (Is synchronous coaching via
an earpiece a valuable addition to the traditional asynchronous coaching of trainee
teachers?) are investigated in this thesis. They each cover a separate chapter. A
chapter with conclusions and a discussion of the way each aspect affects our main
research question, concludes this thesis. We will provide an overview of these
chapters below.
Plenary lessons
In connection with the Gestalt- and feedback theory, we investigate the influence
of synchronous coaching on the quality of the pedagogical action of the trainee
teacher. We do so in plenary situations and use asynchronous coaching as our
control situation. Investigations into effectivity of asynchronous coaching
programmes for trainee teachers such as those by Engelen and Bergen (2002) and
Veenman, Gerrits, and Kenter (1999) also focus on plenary lessons. This further
justifies our choice for this classical teaching form. Chapter 2 discusses these
investigations.
The role of individual differences in the synchronous coaching of trainee teachers
Individual differences between learners have enjoyed the attention of many
researchers (among others, Vermetten, Lodewijks, & Vermunt, 2001; Zanting,
Verloop, Vermunt, & Van Driel). These differences are also the focus of attention
in teacher training (Kourilsky, Esfandiari, & Wittrock, 1996; Oosterheert, 2001;
Oosterheert & Vermunt, 2002). If the teacher trainer bears these individual
differences in mind then it is possible to adjust the learning process of the trainee
teachers better to their individual learning needs (Van der Sanden, 2004). In this
part of the study, we investigate whether the effects of synchronous coaching are
related to / affected by specific learner characteristics. The two learner
characteristics are: the ‘Big Five’ personality traits (extraversion, agreeableness,
conscientiousness, emotional stability and autonomy) (De Raad, Hendriks, &
Hofstee, 1992; Busato, Prins, Elshout, & Hamaker, 1999; Hendriks, 1997) and the
learning to teach orientations (closed meaning-, closed reproduction, open
meaning- and survival orientation) (Oosterheert, 2001; Oosterheert & Vermunt,
2002). Chapter 3 looks into the role of individual differences in relation to
synchronous coaching.
Collaborative learning situations
Collaborative learning has attracted the interest of various investigators for several
years (Dillenbourg, 1999; Slavin, 1996; Dillenbourg, Baker, Blaye, & O’Malley,
1996). One then also sees that teaching is not only plenary in nature, but that the
pupils are actively involved in their own learning process, that is shaped together
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with fellow pupils (Van der Sanden, 2004). Obviously, this transition to
collaborative learning demands another role from the teacher (Ebbens &
Ettekoven, 2005; Schmidt & Moust, 2000; Schmidt, Van der Arend, Moust, Kokx,
& Boon, 1993). In this part of the study we investigate whether, in problematic
situations associated with collaborative learning, synchronous coaching of the
trainee teacher has additional value over asynchronous coaching. Chapter 4
focusses on teaching in collaborative learning situations.
Synchronous (reciprocal) peer coaching
Showers and Joyce (1996) emphasized that peer coaching is a very promising
approach for stimulating learning by the coach as well as the one being coached.
This is particularly interesting when the coach is a trainee teacher too. The traineecoach then extends his/her professional expertise by watching a fellow student,
discussing experiences after the lesson and thinking about his/her feedback
(Reiman & Thies-Sprinthall, 1998; Veenman & Denessen, 2001). In this part of
the study, we investigate whether the quality of the pedagogical action and the
coaching skills of the trainee-teachers who whisper instructions to a fellow
(synchronous peer coaching) is improved by being a peer coach. Apart from
synchronous peer coaching (non-reciprocal), this study also deals with the
possibilities of synchronous reciprocal peer coaching (Joyce & Showers, 2002;
Engelen, 2002), in which the teachers take turns being a teacher coach and a
coached teacher. Synchronous peer coaching is the subject of Chapter 5. Finally,
Chapter 6 gives an overview of the results of the four studies. In this chapter we
also paused on critical reflection with respect to these results, the selected
theoretical perspectives and the methodological choices that were made.
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Chapter 2 - The effects of synchronous versus
asynchronous coaching on the pedagogical
action of trainee teachers in plenary situations
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Abstract: Historically the nature of coaching teachers is asynchronously: a
reflective discussion with the supervisory coach is the follow-up after a lesson has
been taught. We expect that synchronous (immediate) coaching may complement
and to a certain extent supplant the asynchronous feedback. Nonetheless, in order
to investigate the additional effects of combining synchronous and asynchronous
coaching, it is essential to obtain an insight into the effects of synchronous
interventions separately from the asynchronous condition.
Test subjects were assigned random to two conditions: synchronous versus
asynchronous. The participants were required to show teacher behaviour on the
basis of video fragments. An observer scored the quality of this pedagogical action.
It appeared from this study that synchronous coaching had significantly greater
effects than the asynchronous condition on the quality of the pedagogical action of
the trainee teacher.
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1. Introduction
The nature of regular coaching of trainee teachers is historically asynchronous. The
trainee teaches in a plenary mode while being observed by the school practice
supervisor and receives feedback in the form of a discussion in which the
development of competencies of the aspiring teacher is at stake. The quality of the
actual pedagogical action is measured with the dedicated competence assessment
tool. This assessment instrument is based upon seven underlying competencies:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

interpersonal competence;
pedagogical competence;
subject contents competence;
organizational competence;
competence in the co-operation with colleagues;
competence in co-operating with external actors like parents etc., and
competence to reflect and develop.

The underlying assumption is that the level of manifested ideal behaviour shown
by the trainee teacher can be observed and rated to the scale of underlying
competencies as defined on beforehand.
A big advantage of the asynchronous alternative is that the student has the
time to learn from mistakes and to experiment to a certain extent within the limits
of sensible education.
Compared to the asynchronous alternative, the synchronous method has the
advantage of confronting and at the same time protecting the student with
disciplinary problems against painful confrontations such as a lesson running out
of hands completely. At critical moments, the coach can draw the attention of the
young teacher to what is going on within the students and send him/her a very
direct hint on what to do now and how to proceed further, in order to let the trainee
experience the success of the complementary intervention.
Comparable practices of ‘whispering in the ears’ via the earpiece are seen
nowadays:
1. In top sports, including the Formula-1 racing where besides asynchronous
supervision, synchronous coaching is also applied. We assume on the basis of
the theory mentioned below that the quality of the pedagogical action of
trainee teachers is also improved through immediate coaching.
2. In presenters and programme leaders who are seconded by directors and
professionals.
3. In coaching of parents by family therapist who attempts to repair disastrous
miscommunication with the partner and with the children.
Therefore, it may be expected that the coaching of trainee teachers will be
improved by the integration of synchronous coaching similarly.
Dolk, Korthagen, & Wubbels (2000) and Korthagen and Lagerwerf (2001)
stress in contrast to Corporaal (1988) that teacher behaviour is not exclusively
rational and not intentional even. The teacher behaviour is often a result of
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previously experienced reflexes, emotions, routines and intuitions. This nonintentional behaviour manifests especially in situations in which there is no time to
consider alternative behaviour.
If the coach, on the basis of behaviour indicators, concludes that the
behaviour is in contradiction with the ideally accepted behaviour then he/she may
immediately draw the attention of the teacher to this by whispering instructions.
The reward is that the young teacher experiences that the class feels better
and sees that the material is transferred much better. As soon as the teacher has
adjusted his/her behaviour on the basis of the ‘whispering’ and has experienced the
positive reactions of the students, room is created mentally to get a ‘grip’ on the
situation once again. The teacher also has more ‘cognitive capacity’ again to
prepare for the continuation of the lesson.
The behaviour that was originally present at the non-intentional Gestalt
level (Dolk, e.a., 2000) is as it were ‘lifted’ from the reflex level to the level of
overview and insight through ‘whispering’ intervention. In terms of cognition this
is called ‘raising to schema level’ (Korthagen & Lagerwerf, 2001). A characteristic
of this ‘higher’ behaviour level is that the trainee teacher can now establish
relationships between the actual- and desirable behaviour so that the behaviour
develops positively over a period of time. A certain amount of ‘routine’ arises, and
as the young teacher develops more, a broader and more adequate behavioural
repertoire arises whereby attention for other aspects of teaching becomes available.
The relapsing to ‘new’ routines is called ‘level reduction’ whereby observation and
reaction of the teacher are steered through Gestalts. Functioning at Gestalt level is
characterised by a higher level of fluency, whereby attention is completely free for
other aspects of the pedagogical situation (Lampert, 1989).
It is stressed above that synchronous coaching can guard trainee teachers
against traumatic confrontations in the classroom. In addition, it can be stated that
the essential competence of recognising the lesson situations and the choice of
appropriate teaching reaction through a synchronous intervention brings it closer to
the real practice. The short period between observation, pedagogical reaction and
feedback has as the advantage that it is remembered better. There is a second
argument for further investigations into the possibilities of synchronous coaching
of teachers based on the report by Kulik and Kulik (1988) who indeed established
that in connection with the ‘timing of feedback’ immediate feedback was
preferable beyond delayed feedback. Mason and Bruning (1999) stated hereby as a
condition that ‘cognitive overload’ should be avoided (Sweller, 1999, 2003).
Accordingly, it may be expected that teacher behaviour is steered better
through the synchronous intervention than through the traditional (delayed)
feedback.
1.1. Configuration considerations
Learning to teach demands a lot from a trainee teacher. For example, dealing with
students and offering structured lessons according to his/her competence that
develops over the years. An additional factor demanding attention, the
synchronous intervention, may pose a threat for the occurrence of an overload.
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The synchronous intervention should be short and clear to avoid ‘cognitive
overload’. This is achieved by whispering only the keywords from the behaviour
indicator upon which the teacher behaviour was considered to be less competent.
The synchronous intervention will serve as a reference point during a discussion.
The coach refers to the behaviour indicator, which he had whispered, eventually
supplemented with video material of the lesson. The trainee teacher remembers the
moment at which the specific behaviour indicator was whispered, so that the
process of awareness is continued further. The discussed Gestalt perspective in this
context stresses the relationship network between actual- and desired behaviour
(Dolk, e.a., 2000). It has to be remarked that coupled to the feedback theory, in
connection with ‘the timing of feedback’, that during the synchronous intervention
knowledge arises that in the asynchronous discussion serves as ‘prior knowledge’
(Hannafin, Hannafin, & Dalton, 1993; Lawless & Brown, 1997).
We expect that synchronous coaching would form a valuable addition to
the regular asynchronous coaching. To test this expectation, both conditions were
initially investigated separately.
The hypothesis of this study was formulated on the basis of the plan above:
synchronous coaching has an additional positive effect than an asynchronous
coaching on the quality of the pedagogical action of the trainee teacher in plenary
teaching situations.

2. Method
2.1. Participants
The participants were forty randomly selected second and third year bachelor of
education students. They were divided into two groups. Twenty students in Group
1 received the synchronous experimental coaching. The other twenty students in
Group 2 received the regular asynchronous coaching (asynchronous intervention).
The average age of the participants who received asynchronous coaching
was 21.8 with a standard deviation of 1.9 year. The average age of the participants
who received synchronous coaching was 21.1, with a standard deviation of 1.6
year. Mean deviation was caused by the fact that 9 (5 asynchronous, 4
synchronous) of the 40 students had initially followed a primary vocational
education (MBO), prior to starting the bachelor of education course.
It is possible to follow a bachelor of education study in three disciplines:
science, language and social sciences. Each of these disciplines consists of
different sub-disciplines; for example ‘language’ can be divided into French and
English. In this study we did not distinguish between school subjects because the
coaching focused on general teaching behaviour and not on teaching behaviour that
was linked to specialized subject knowledge.
2.2. Materials
The Fontys competence assessment VO/BVE was used to measure the
improvement in the quality of the pedagogical action of the trainee teacher. This
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instrument describes seven competencies, which should be satisfied by a newly
qualified teacher. The accompanying behaviour indicator should also be looked at
in order to evaluate whether a competence has been achieved.
In this study, the quality of the pedagogical action was scored using a five
point Likert scale ranging from (1) to (5). The two extremes (1) and (5) indicate
respectively, that the teacher shows very doubtful non-competent behaviour or that
the teacher shows ideal competent behaviour without any doubt.
The conclusion of a joint project carried out in co-operation with the Digital
University was that the acceptation/appreciation with regard to synchronous
coaching may be made operational on the basis of three items:
•
•
•

Comfort of wearing an earpiece.
Distraction from the actual lesson.
Being able to convert the synchronous intervention into concrete action.
After the experiment, each test subject underwent an interview in which
these items were discussed.

In this study, twenty written fragments were also used besides the two instruments
described above. Per fragment, based on one behaviour indicator, the teacher
behaviour can be stated as non-competent. The 20 fragments were filmed in two
ways. The two versions differed from each other on the basis of two criteria. First,
the sequence of filming the fragments was changed. Secondly, small changes were
introduced in the fragments, without changing the indicator that points to noncompetent behaviour. With regards to changes, one may consider using various
groups of actors.
2.3. Design and procedure
2.3.1. Pre-test
The forty randomly selected second and third year students were individually
presented with twenty fragments on paper. Per fragment, the teacher behaviour was
referred to as non-competent based on one behaviour indicator. From the twenty
situations described on the paper, eight were radically altered in consultation with
educational experts because the indicator upon which the teacher behaviour could
be labelled as non-competent was insufficiently clear.
Based on the described situations, the test subjects were required verbally
to mention the indicator referring to non-competent teacher behaviour. An observer
scored the quality of the explanation using the (1) to (5) scale of the competence
assessment. Prior to the experiment, it was tested whether the observations of the
observer corroborated those of the experts. The experts were associated with the
teacher-training programme and had the task of establishing the level of
competence of the teachers. Cohen’s kappa for inter-rater reliability was 0.67.
2.3.2. Experiment
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Twenty students (Group 1), were subjected to the synchronous intervention,
whereas the remaining twenty students (Group 2) were subjected to the
asynchronous condition.
In the synchronous condition twenty video fragments (Version 1) were
presented to Group 1. These video fragments were recorded on the basis of the
twenty described fragments. Once a fragment was over, the screen went blank and
the test subject showed a fellow student and the observer his/her ideal teacher
behaviour. The video fragment particularly showed teacher behaviour that was
incorrect on the basis of one behaviour indicator.The test subject must show that
he/she is able to rectify the incorrect teacher behaviour. If in the observer’s opinion
the quality of the pedagogical action deserved a score of less than (5), then the
keywords of the appropriate behaviour indicator were whispered.
After the experiment, the test subjects of Group 1 were involved in an
individual interview. The measuring instrument ‘acceptation/appreciation with
regard to synchronous coaching’ was discussed. The test subjects were required to
indicate if wearing the earpiece was comfortable, or whether they were distracted
from the actual lesson by the synchronous intervention, and finally whether they
were able to convert the synchronous intervention into concrete action.
In the asynchronous condition, the remaining twenty test subjects were
involved in a discussion if in the observer’s opinion the manifested teacher
behaviour was of low quality. This meant that the discussion was directed at the
fragments based on which the teacher showed behaviour that received a score of
lower than the maximum score of (5) from the observer. The used procedure was
further completely identical to that of the synchronous coaching.
2.3.3 Post-test
The test subjects were exposed once more to the video fragments (Version 2).
Once again, after each fragment they were required to show how they would act in
a comparable situation. Each video fragment once again contained non-competent
behaviour on the basis of exact one behaviour indicator. The procedure was
comparable with that of the experiment. However, Version 2 of the video
fragments differed from Version 1 in two criteria. At first, the sequence of the
fragments on the DVD was changed. Secondly, there were minor alterations in the
fragments without changing the indicator pointing to non-competent behaviour.
One may consider employing various groups of actors for this purpose.
2.4. Data analyses
To determine the underlying structure of the ‘competence assessment’, principal
component analyses were conducted, followed by rotation to simple structure by
means of varimax rotation (Eigenvalues>1.0). For each factor items were deleted
with loadings <0.4. It was necessary to conduct this factor analyses because the
‘competence assessment’ had not been validated in previous research.
To investigate whether synchronous coaching had a more positive effect on
the quality of the pedagogical action of the trainee teacher in plenary teaching
situations, the following were analysed:
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1. In which condition was the progression the highest from the average of the
twenty fragments?
2. Is there an observable difference in the conditions ‘pre- and post-test’ per
fragment?
3. Is there an observable progression (pre- and post-test) per condition and per
fragment?
4. Is the total effect size acceptable?
5. Whether the students who scored low in the pre-test develop more
positively through synchronous intervention than in the asynchronous
variant?
6. Are certain competencies unsuitable for exposure in synchronous
coaching?

3. Results
3.1. Reliability of the ‘competence assessment’
Principal component analysis on a component matrix resulted into 7 components
(Eigenvalues>1.0), which were rotated to simple structure by means of varimax
rotation. Cronbach’s alpha for the ‘competence assessment’ as a whole was 0.88,
which is a high value according to Field (2005).
3.2. Analysis of effects of coaching
1. A total overview of the average of the twenty fragments, conditions and
situations are shown in Table 1. It can be clearly observed that the synchronous
intervention has a more positive effect than de asynchronous condition on the
quality of the pedagogical action. The synchronous progression is 1.48, whereas
the asynchronous progression is only 0.59.
Moment/condition

Synchronous

Asynchronous

Pre-test

2.06

2.17

Post-test

3.54

2.76

Table 1 “Mean comparison”
2. From Table 2 it appears that exclusively in Situation 12 of the pre-test there is a
significant difference between the two conditions considering the quality of the
pedagogical action.
However, the post-test shows significant differences in eighteen situations
in favour of the synchronous condition. Situation 9 shows no significant difference
and the results in Situation 10 were significantly better for the asynchronous
condition (Table 3). It can be concluded that the test subjects of the two conditions
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were comparable considering the quality of the pedagogical action during the pretest. During the post-test this is no longer the case in 90% of the situations, in
favour of the synchronous condition.
Situation

N

µa

µs

t

df

12

20

3.2

2.5

2.333

38

The other

20

Sig. (2tailed)
0.025**

Mean
difference
0.70

>0.05

19 (20-1)
**

Significant at the α=0.05 level, µa=Asynchronous mean, µs=Synchronous mean

Table 2 “Pre-test: synchronous vs. asynchronous”

Situation

N

µa

µs

t

df

9
10

20
20

3.05
4.10

2.80
3.55

1.086
2.476

38
38

The other

20

< µs

> µa

Sig. (2tailed)
0.284
0.018**

Mean
difference
0.25
0.55

<0.05**

18 (20-2)
**

Significant at the α=0.05 level, µa=Asynchronous mean, µs=Synchronous mean

Table 3 “Post-test: synchronous vs. asynchronous”
3. Analyses point out (Table 4) that only in Situation 18 of the synchronous
condition, there is no significant difference between the pre- and post-test.
The asynchronous condition shows in 12 situations
(2,4,6,8,9,10,14,15,17,18,19,20) a positive significant difference between the two
measurement moments. In Situation 12 the difference is negative and in the
remaining 7 situations there is no difference at α=0.05 (Table 5). It can be
concluded that the quality of the pedagogical action in the synchronous condition
improved and this occurred in 60% of the cases in the asynchronous condition.
Situation

N

µb

µa

t

df

18

20

2.70

3.95

-3.206

39

The other

20

< µa

> µb

Sig. (2tailed)
0.05
<0.05**

19 (20-1)
**

Significant at the α=0.05 level, µa=After intervention, µb=Before intervention

Table 4 “Synchronous progression”
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Situation

N

µb

µa

t

df

1
3
5
7
11
13
16
12

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

2.10
2.35
2.15
1.90
2.10
2.10
2.20
3.20

2.75
2.45
2.60
2.30
2.50
2.45
2.40
2.20

-3.206
-0.462
-1.63
-1.453
-1.361
-1.324
-0.890

19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19

The other

20

< µa

> µb

3.979

Sig. (2tailed)
0.05
0.649
0.119
0.163
0.189
0.201
0.385
0.01***
<0.05**

12 (20-8)
Significant at the α=0.05 level, ***Significant but negative progression, µa=After intervention, µb=Before intervention

**

Table 5 “Asynchronous progression”
4. G*Power (Cohen, 1992) after conversion of Cohen’s d to Pearson’s r shows that
in our experiment with α=0.05 the recommended power (1-β) of 0.8 results in a
large effect size (r=0,5). The design provides significant results from which
conclusions can be drawn.
5. The analysis per test subject demands a cut-off value. If a test subject achieves a
total score of ‘40’ in the pre-test, then the quality of the pedagogical action is
regarded as particularly low. The scale of the competence assessment is indeed
from (1) to (5). A total of 40 in 20 situations give an average score of ‘2’ per
situation, indicating that the trainee teacher showed doubtful non-competent
behaviour. From Table 3 it appears that the test subjects with the numbers 7 and 16
(synchronous) and 23 and 28 (asynchronous) scored below the cut-off value of 40.
No cause could be found for the poor presentation during the pre-test of
subjects 16, 23 and 28. However, from the analysis of the results of the
measurement instrument ‘acceptation/appreciation with regard to synchronous
coaching’ of Test subject 7, it appeared that he/she was not positive with regard to
synchronous coaching. This would indicate that during the pre-test he/she was not
motivated to participate.
From Table 6 it also appears that teachers who scored low in the pre-test in
both conditions, progress more than the average teacher. Non-competent teachers
who receive synchronous coaching develop themselves better than those in the
asynchronous variant. It is valid for both conditions that the teachers after
receiving the coaching no longer can be labelled as poor, considering that the
difference with the identical average value (after intervention) is negligible.
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Participant/moment
7 (synchronous)
16 (synchronous)
23 (asynchronous)
28 (asynchronous)
µ (Synchronous)
µ (asynchronous)

Pre-test
38
38
40
39
42.65
43.4

Post-test
71
68
58
58
70.85
55.25

Post-Pre
33
30
18
19
28.2
11.85

Table 6 “Progression of less competent teachers”
6. Table 7 consists of a description of the relative progression per situation,
arranged according to the level at which synchronous coaching is effective. It
appears from this table that the regular asynchronous coaching in Situations 6, 9
and 10 has a more positive effect than the synchronous variant on the quality of the
pedagogical action. In Appendix 1 it appears from the indication ‘C2’ that the
behaviour indicators, which in these situations have been incorporated into the
video material, can all be placed under the second competence: ‘pedagogical
competence’. This result does not mean that the second competence is unsuitable
for improvement through a synchronous intervention. In our experiment, the
second competence has been incorporated into eight situations. The asynchronous
condition provided better results in only three of the eight situations.
Relative Progression/Situation
Relative Asynchronous progression
Relative Synchronous progression

R ela tive P rog ression

1.50
1.00
0.50
0.00
-0.50
-1.00

S3 S13 S7 S16 S11 S20 S19 S4

S2

S5 S17 S1

S8 S15 S14 S18 S6 S10 S9 S12

Relative Asynchronous progression 0.09 0.16 0.19 0.21 0.21 0.22 0.22 0.23 0.24 0.25 0.26 0.26 0.34 0.40 0.40 0.43 0.49 0.56 0.57 -0.80
Relative Synchronous progression 0.91 0.84 0.81 0.79 0.79 0.78 0.78 0.77 0.76 0.75 0.74 0.74 0.66 0.60 0.60 0.57 0.51 0.44 0.43 0.20
Situation

Table 7 “Relative progression/situation”
From the theory it appeared that ‘cognitive overload’ should be avoided.
Whispering of the keywords of the behaviour indicator based upon which the
behaviour can be considered as non-competent, takes care that there is no actual
overload. Since the behaviour indicators are not related to the subject contents of
the lesson, it is particularly difficult to influence the subject content level of the
lesson using the described technique of whispering the third competence ‘subject
contents competence’. This suspicion is confirmed by the results. The synchronous
progression in Situation 18 (Competence 3) is only 0.3 higher than the
asynchronous progression and is thus considerably smaller than the difference in
progression that is achieved on the average in situations, which fall under the firstand fourth competencies (Table 8).
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The first ‘Interpersonal competence’ and fourth competence ‘organizational
competence’ therefore also appear to be highly suitable for synchronous
interventions. The latter can also be deduced from Table 8. The difference in
progression between the first- and fourth competencies is calculated on the basis of
the average progression of the situations belonging to these competence (see
Appendix 1).
Situation

Asynchronous
Progression
0.95
0.41

∆ progression

18
µc1

Synchronous
progression
1.25
1.41

µc4

1.39

0.74

0.65

0.3
1.0

Table 8 “Progression difference/situation”

4. Conclusion and discussion
The null hypothesis that there is no difference in the effects between both
conditions is rejected. Synchronous coaching has a more positive effect than
asynchronous coaching on the quality of the pedagogical action of the trainee
teacher. This conclusion can be refined with the knowledge that the reliability of
the competence assessment and the effect size of the results are adequate:
4.1. Overview of main effects
The test subjects who were exposed to the two conditions were comparable during
the pre-test, taking into account the quality of the pedagogical repertory. The
synchronous condition led to an improvement in the quality of pedagogical action
in nineteen of the twenty situations. In the asynchronous condition this was the
case in twelve of the in total twenty situations. Measured over all the situations, the
total progression in the synchronous condition was 1.48 and in the asynchronous
condition 0.59. In conclusion it can be stated that the synchronous condition has a
more positive effect than asynchronous coaching on the quality of the pedagogical
action. Theoretically, this means that there was no ‘cognitive overload’ (Sweller,
2003) and that the teacher establishes relationships between the actual- and the
desirable behaviour through synchronous instructions (Dolk, 1997).
4.2. Analysis per test subject
Coaching is mainly meant for improving the teacher behaviour of less competent
teachers. Less competent teachers who receive synchronous coaching developed
better than those who were exposed to the asynchronous variant. Both groups of
test subjects booked a higher progression than the average teacher. Teachers who
were non-competent during the pre-test were during the post-test comparable with
the average teacher.
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On the basis of the results of this study, it is not possible to establish a
cause for the fact that teachers presented poorly during the pre-test. Pedagogical
competencies may be deficient. However, the limited acceptation/appreciation with
regard to synchronous coaching could have also influenced the manifested
pedagogical action. In our next study, we will pause at the question whether the
associated learner characteristics such as personality traits and learning to teach
orientations influence the success of synchronous coaching (Vermetten,
Lodewijks, & Vermunt, 2001).
4.3. Analysis per competence
The competencies ‘interpersonal competence’ and ‘organizational competence’ are
suitable for synchronous coaching. For ‘pedagogical competence’ this is doubtful
and for ‘subject contents competence’ this is not at all the case and an
asynchronous approach will have a more positive effect on the pedagogical action.
A cause of this is that the trainee teacher does not comprehend the whispering of
keywords of the behaviour indicator on the basis of which the pedagogical action
can be regarded as non-competent and thus the reference point fails to not arise.
There is also a danger of ‘cognitive overload’ if whispering increases.
Both conditions were investigated separately in this study. We expect that
ideal coaching consists of a combination of both techniques. After all, synchronous
intervention takes care that the process of self-awareness begins in the trainee
teacher, and then a reference point arises to which the coach can refer to during
discussion after the lesson (asynchronous condition). This combination of
intervention strategies will be investigated in one of our next studies.
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Appendix 1 “Elicited behaviour indicator per situation”
Remark: The number behind the ‘C’ corresponds to the number of the competence.
o Situation 1: C1.1. communicate effectively through verbal (e.g. volume,
tempo, articulation, melody) and non-verbal techniques (e.g. facial
expression, appearance, posture).
o Situation 2: C1.4. shows personal involvement and enthusiasm for
individual students and groups of students.
o Situation 3: C1.7. corrects undesirable behaviour and rewards desired
behaviour.
o Situation 4: C1.8. motivates his/her action in comprehensible language to
students.
o Situation 5: C1.3. promotes effective communication through e.g. listening,
summarising, and through questions at the level of contents and
involvement.
o Situation 6: C2.1. offers a safe environment in which students and teachers
treat each other respectfully.
o Situation 7: C2.2. cares for a learning situation in which students can show
their own input.
o Situation 8: C2.3. systematically uses the input of students in teaching.
o Situation 9: C2.4. stimulates discussion on norms and values between
students.
o Situation 10: C2.5. challenges students to think along with him/her on their
own development- and learning process.
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o Situation 11: C2.6. considers cultural, social and emotional differences
between students.
o Situation 12: C2.7. takes action where necessary to improve the social
climate within the group.
o Situation 13: 2.8. signals and names developmental- and behavioural
problems in students and refers further if necessary.
o Situation 14: C4.2. is consequent in applying rules and appointments.
o Situation 15: C4.1. states clearly the content, the form, the structure and the
relevance of the (educational) activity.
o Situation 16: C4.4. establishes priorities and divides the available time
efficiently, both for himself and for the students.
o Situation 17: C4.5. knows how to cope with limited possibilities of the
teaching facility and has alternatives for bottlenecks.
o Situation 18: C3.11. deals with actuality and practice in education.
o Situation 19: C6.1. applies relevant conversation skills and techniques (e.g.
breaking bad news, giving advise).
o Situation 20: C7.6. is flexible and immune to stress: adapts to changing
circumstances and has alternatives.
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Chapter 3 - The role of individual differences
on the effect of synchronous coaching of
trainee teachers in plenary situations
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Abstract: Historically, synchronous (direct) coaching is an addition to the
traditional asynchronous (indirect) supervision of trainee teachers. The new trainee
teacher receives concrete hints on ‘how to proceed further’ via an earpiece.
In this study the role of personality traits, and the orientation of learning to
teach by synchronous coaching of trainee teachers was investigated. Analyses
showed that the personality traits extraversion, autonomy and emotional stability
are indicators for preference in coaching mode. The study involves trainee teachers
from various educational backgrounds in order to detect the more subtle
differential effects. Each group of participants showed a different response to the
synchronous versus asynchronous feedback and thus leads to the conclusion that
there is a basis to tune the coaching of practical skills to personal factors indeed.
Trainee teachers with an orientation towards ‘closed meaning’ in
pedagogical skills appeared to benefit most from being whispered synchronously,
followed by those with a closed reproductive-, survival- and open meaning
orientation.
Keywords: personality; teacher education; educational technology; synchronous
coaching; feedback.

Accepted as: Hooreman, R.W., Kommers, P.A.M., & Jochems, W.M.G.
(accepted). The role of individual differences on the effect of synchronous
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1. Introduction
In competitive sports, including the Formula-1 car racing, synchronous (direct)
intervention via a wireless earpiece is used in addition to asynchronous (indirect)
coaching. The main advantage of this coaching technique is that at any given
moment, the driver has a complete picture on the progress of the race. However,
trainee teachers do not receive synchronous coaching, even though this may have
similar advantages as those in sport events.
The aim of this study is to investigate whether it can be predicted that a
trainee teacher is suitable for synchronous coaching, given the personality traits
and orientation of learning to teach. After all, learner characteristics play an
important role in learning processes (Vermetten, Lodewijks, & Vermunt, 2001).
Individual differences such as personality traits are also crucial in teacher training
(Kourilsky, Esfandiari, & Wittrock, 1996). Therefore, differentiation in coaching is
essential because of individual differences between trainee teachers.
This study is part of a larger research project in the field of synchronous
coaching of trainee teachers. Therefore, some previous findings are described first.
1.1. Prior Results
In a previous study (Hooreman, Kommers, & Jochems, accepted) we investigated
the effects of two coaching techniques (synchronous versus asynchronous) in
plenary situations.
From the analyses it appears that the synchronous intervention has a more
positive effect than the asynchronous coaching on the quality of the pedagogical
action of the trainee teacher. Analyses show that in the synchronous condition
there is a considerable progress between the two measurement moments (pre- and
post-test) in 95% of the cases. This was 60% in the asynchronous condition.
Trainee teachers who were labelled as ‘subcompetent’ in the pre-test showed more
progression in the synchronous condition than those in the asynchronous situation.
Prominently, the competencies ‘interpersonal competence’ and ‘organisational
competence’ appeared to be improved significantly in the synchronous situation.
This effect was less dominant for the ‘pedagogical competence’. The traditional
asynchronous approach appeared to be more beneficial for ‘subject content
competence’.
It could also be concluded that ‘cognitive overload’ (Sweller, 1999, 2003)
had not reached a critical level and it seemed a viable hypothesis that synchronous
coaching via a wireless earpiece in the initial teacher training in plenary situations
is superior as compared to the traditional asynchronous feedback mode.
1.2. Learner characteristics and synchronous coaching
The effect of intervening personality traits on the effect of synchronous coaching
has not been investigated before, although it is supposed to play an important role
in learning processes (Vermetten, Lodewijks, & Vermunt, 2001). According to
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prior research (De Raad, Hendriks, & Hofstee, 1992), the ‘Big Five’ personality
traits are:
• extraversion,
• agreeableness,
• conscientiousness,
• emotional stability, and
• autonomy.
Based on the ‘Big Five’ it is assumed that emotional stability is an important factor
for predicting the preference for synchronous versus asynchronous coaching.
Oosterheert (2001) demonstrated that the variable ‘personality trait’ plays a
particular role in deciding the optimal mode of learning to teach. ‘Emotional
stability’ is seen as the critical factor in it; the novice teacher with a higher degree
of emotional control will not panic when being whispered in the ear
synchronously. He or she will remain calm and will benefit from the information
received via the earpiece. Consequently, we expect that test subjects with high
scores on emotional stability will benefit considerably more from synchronous
coaching. Autonomy is about being creative, imaginative and autonomous. An
indirect consequence of this is that the trainee teacher will be open to new
experiences such as synchronous coaching (Hendriks, 1997). This factor is
important in learning to teach as well as in learning & instruction (Busato, Prins,
Elshout, & Hamaker, 1999). The next factor for which we expect that a high score
corresponds to a high synchronous coaching effect is extraversion. Besides the
proven importance in learning to teach and learning & instruction, a trainee teacher
who is energetic, active and who actively attempts to convert the synchronous
intervention into a changed behaviour, is obviously quite motivated for learning to
teach and therefore suitable for the new synchronous coaching program.
According to Vermetten (1999), the qualities of agreeableness and
conscientiousness are not critical for the mode of teacher training. Besides this, we
expect that a trainee teacher who scores high on the factor agreeableness is less
sensitive to synchronous interventions. Indeed, this factor exemplifies phenomena
like being friendly, flexible and co-operative. There is a danger that a synchronous
intervention is followed slavishly, without the trainee being aware whether the
pedagogical action would actually be improved. The trainee teacher gets used to
following the interventions blindly, so that the process of learning is hampered.
Besides the unproven importance of conscientiousness in learning to teach, we
expect that the combination of systematic and careful behaviour does not
contribute to successful synchronous coaching. These trainee teachers prefer
structured educational surroundings where careful and cautious choices can be
made. An unexpected sudden intervention conflicts with this ideal.
Individual differences in learning to teach have attracted attention of many
earlier investigators (among others, Zanting, Verloop, Vermunt, & Van Driel,
1998). Our main conclusion is that synchronous coaching is an aid for optimizing
individual learning processes. We assume that synchronous coaching is not ideal
for all kinds of personalities and teacher styles. Indeed, Oosterheert (2001)
distinguishes four ‘orientations of learning to teach’, each of which demands a
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specific role from the teacher trainer. Table 1 shows that ‘learning to teach
orientation’ is the second variable in this study, beside personality, which can
predict if a trainee teacher is appropriate for a successful exposure to synchronous
coaching.
Predictor 1: (Personality traits)
Extraversion, Autonomy, Emotional stability, Agreeableness and
Conscientiousness
Predictor 2: (Learning to teach orientation)
Closed Meaning, Closed Reproduction, Open Meaning and Survival
Table 1 “Predictors of synchronous coaching effect”
We expect that trainee teachers with a closed reproduction-oriented learning
orientation are most sensitive to synchronous coaching because this orientation
doesn’t stimulate the process of knowledge accumulation. Self-monitoring is
hereby the key process; it fits better the assessment of the dynamic situations of
lessons. Novice teachers typically strive towards improving their pedagogical
actions based on their self- image as a teacher in ideal teaching situations.
Discrepancies between one’s ideal self image and one’s real experiences are often
ignored or addressed with a minimum of communicative effort. Synchronous
coaching may help this trainee teacher to attain his/her target ideal on how to teach,
even without spending lengthy discussions with the instructor.
Survival-oriented trainee teachers are less open to guidance by the
instructor than those who are oriented towards closed reproduction. The effect of
synchronous coaching is thereby reduced. Taking into account that they rather
prefer ad hoc solutions to problems in all situations, the potential learning effect
may still be relatively high. Based on this, we expect that this group is almost
suitable for synchronous coaching as the closed reproduction oriented group.
The closed meaning- and the open meaning-oriented trainee teachers would
not benefit particularly much from synchronous coaching considering that they
have the competence of improving the quality of their pedagogical performance
individually. Particularly the open meaning-oriented trainee teachers can optimize
their learning process on their own without being subjected to synchronous
coaching. Therefore, we expect that this aptitude of becoming a teacher benefits
less from synchronous interventions. The closed meaning orientation has an
intermediate effect, considering that a synchronous intervention may help to
increase one’s confidence with respect to one’s own observations.
These notions entail to the following hypotheses:
•

Hypothesis 1: Trainee teachers with a high score on the personality traits
extraversion, autonomy and emotional stability respond better to
synchronous coaching than those who score high on agreeableness and
conscientiousness.
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•

Hypothesis 2: Trainee teachers with the survival- or closed reproductive
orientation respond better to synchronous coaching than those with the
closed meaning- or the open meaning orientation.

2. Method
2.1. Participants
The participants were sixty randomly selected ‘bachelor of education’ students.
Forty of them received synchronous coaching, whereas the remaining twenty
received asynchronous coaching.
It is possible to acquire a bachelor of education in three subject strands:
science, language and social sciences. Each strand consists of different subgroups;
for example the strand of ‘language’ can be divided into French and English etc.
Graduates are certified to teach a certain subject at high schools and institutions of
primary and secondary vocational education.
2.2. Materials
For the assessment of personality traits the Dutch version of the Five Factor
Personality Inventory (FFPI) was used. This questionnaire is composed of one
hundred statements. Each trainee teacher is supposed to indicate on a five point
Likert scale the extent to which each statement describes his or her personality.
This instrument was selected because of its high reliability and validity in the
Dutch context (Hendriks, 1997).
The Inventory Learning to Teach Process (ILTP) (Oosterheert, 2001) was
the second questionnaire presented to study the learner characteristics of the
participants. The ILTP consists of 52 items, divided into ten scales. The first three
scales concern experiences on learning to teach (learning conceptions). Scales 4 to
8 concern the mental learning activities that are pursued by the trainee teachers for
steering these activities. The Scales 9 and 10 measure how the trainee teachers
cope with negative experiences in the classroom. The reliability of the instrument
was characterised as ‘satisfying’ (Cronbach’s alpha of the individual scales>0.7).
Fontys’ competence assessment inventory is used to measure the
improvement in the quality of the pedagogical action of the trainee teacher. This
instrument describes seven competencies, which should be satisfied by a novice
teacher. The accompanying behaviour indicator should also be looked at in order to
evaluate whether a competence has been achieved. In this study, the quality of the
pedagogical action was rated using a five point Likert scale. The two extremes (1)
and (5) indicate that the teacher shows non-competent behaviour or that the teacher
shows ideal competent behaviour without any doubt.
A film script with twenty written fragments was the finally-integrated
instrument in this study. Per fragment, based on one behavioural indicator
(Appendix 1), the teacher behaviour can be stated as non-competent. The twenty
fragments were recorded on video in two ways. The two versions differed from
each other on the basis of two criteria. Firstly, the sequence of filming the
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fragments was changed. Secondly, small changes were introduced in the
fragments, without changing the indicator that points to non-competent behaviour.
With regard to changes, one may consider to use various groups of actors and
variations in the theme of the fragment. For example, in Version 1 the trainee does
not want to elaborate on historical cemetery sites because of a recent death of his
or her grandmother. In the corresponding fragment in Version 2 the trainee teacher
is also required to react patiently. However, the reason is not to allow sorrowing,
but in this case: a fear of failure to give a presentation.
2.3. Design and Procedures
Pre-test
The sixty randomly-selected trainee teachers (Groups 1 to 4, see Table 3) were
individually presented with twenty fragments on paper. Per fragment, the teacher
behaviour was referred to as non-competent with respect to one behaviour
indicator. Based on the described situations, the test subjects were asked to
mention the indicator referring to non-competent teacher behaviour. An observer
rated the quality of the explanation using the five point Likert scale of the
competence assessment. Cohen’s kappa for inter-rater reliability was 0.67.
Experiment
All trainee teachers received the two questionnaires (FFPI and ILTP) and
responded to it in their leisure time. The groups were subjected to two conditions
as described in Table 3. In the synchronous condition twenty video fragments
(Version 1) were presented to Groups 1, 2 and 3. These video fragments were
recorded on the basis of the twenty described fragments. After a fragment, the
screen went blank and the test subject showed the observer his/her ideal teacher
behaviour. The video fragment showed teacher behaviour that was particularly
incorrect on the basis of one behaviour indicator. The respondent must show that
(s)he is able to recognize and improve the incorrect teacher behaviour. If in the
observer’s opinion the quality of the trainee teacher’s pedagogical action deserved
a score of less than (5), then the keywords of the suggested appropriate behaviour
indicator are whispered.
The participants in the asynchronous condition (Group 4) were involved in
a discussion if in the observer’s opinion the manifested teacher behaviour was of
low quality. This meant that the discussion was directed at the fragments based on
which the teacher showed behaviour that received a score of lower than the
maximum score of (5) from the observer.
Post-test
The test subjects were exposed once more to the video fragments (Version 2, see
‘materials’). Once again, after each fragment they were required to show how they
would act in a comparable situation. Each video fragment once again contained
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non-competent behaviour on the basis of one exact behaviour indicator. The
procedure was comparable with that of the experiment.
2.4. Data Analyses
To determine the underlying structure of the ‘competence assessment’, first a
principal component analyses (varimax) was conducted, followed by a reliability
analysis. Secondly, ANOVA (Bonferroni posthoc) was applied to obtain an insight
into the differences in coaching effect between the various groups of test subjects
(Table 3). Subsequently, correlations were calculated to see if there were any
relationships between personality traits and coaching effects. Using beta-weights, it
was investigated if personality traits could predict whether the quality of
pedagogical actions of the trainee teacher could be improved through synchronous
interventions. Finally, a hierarchical agglomerative cluster analysis (Ward’s
method) was performed in order to see which learning to teach orientation matches
best for a successful exposure to synchronous coaching.

3. Results
3.1. Part 1: Description of main effects
3.1.1 Reliability of the competence assessment
A principal component analysis, with varimax rotation, resulted in seven
components with an average Cronbach’s alpha of 0.90. It was not necessary to
remove items because the factor load of each item was ≥0.4.
3.1.2. Correlations between the personality traits and the coaching effect
Synchronous
The data in Table 2 shows that there is an overall correlation between the effects of
synchronous coaching and the personality traits: extraversion and autonomy. It
follows from the typical situation if a trainee teacher who scores high on these two
personality traits benefited from synchronous interventions. Emotional stability
also correlates with 5 of the 6 competencies with a successful exposure to
synchronous coaching. This was not only the case for the competence ‘subject
contents’. Trainee teachers in the synchronous condition who score high on
agreeableness improve the quality of the pedagogical action on the basis of the
competencies ‘pedagogical competence’, ‘organizational competence’ and
‘reflection & development competence’. The remaining 3 competencies
(‘interpersonal-‘, ‘external communication-‘ and ‘subject contents competence’)
did not improve in cases of the more flexible/friendly teachers. Finally, there was
no significant relationship between conscientiousness and the synchronous
coaching effect.
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Organizational

Synchronous coaching effect
Reflection &
Interpersonal
development
Competence
Competence
Competence
0.74**
0.51**
0.76**
0.67**
0.59**
0.64**
0.76**
0.62**
0.73**
0.40**
0.28*

Pedagogical

Competence
Extraversion
0.77**
Autonomy
0.63**
Stability
0.78**
Agreeableness
0.27*
Conscientiousness
*
Significant at the α=0.05 level **Significant at the α=0.01

External
communication
Competence
0.53**
0.54**
0.69**

Subject contents
Competence
0.51**
0.47**

Table 2 “Correlations between personality traits and the synchronous coaching
effect/competence”
Asynchronous
In the asynchronous condition there was only one significant relationship between
autonomy and the ‘pedagogical competence’ (r=0.61, p<.05).
Synchronous and asynchronous
It can be concluded that those test subjects with high scores on extraversion,
emotional stability and autonomy benefited synchronous coaching much more. The
whole competence spectrum of these trainees shifted positively. Therefore it can be
concluded that trainee teachers having these personality traits benefit extra from
synchronous coaching. It is possible to apply the synchronous interventions on all
aspects of the timing of the pedagogical actions.
Flexible/friendly (agreeableness) teachers should be coached
synchronously on the competencies ‘pedagogical competence’, ‘organizational
competence’ and ‘reflection & development competence’. The remaining three
competencies (‘interpersonal’, ‘external communication’ and ‘subject contents’)
may be subjected to the traditional asynchronous coaching.
It is important to note that the two conditions (synchronous &
asynchronous) show no contradicting results. As mentioned, a relationship
between personality traits and the synchronous coaching effect is demonstrated by
the results in Table 2. In contrast, the same relationship in the asynchronous
condition is not occurring. Therefore, it appears that a trainee teacher who is both
extravert, emotional stable, and autonomous responds better to synchronous
coaching than those who score high on agreeableness and conscientiousness.
3.1.3. The Relationship between the coaching effect and the learning to teach
orientations
A cluster analysis (Ward’s method) on the 10 scales of the Inventory Learning to
Teach Process (ILTP) was used to identify relatively homogenous groups in the
way trainee teachers learn how to teach. The 10 scales of the instrument were: 1)
Practicing and testing. 2) Strong self-determination. 3) Raising conscientiousness
under external control. 4) Proactive use of the mentor. 5) Independent search for
conceptual information. 6) Actively relating theory to practice. 7) Developing
views through discussion. 8) Pupil-oriented evaluation criteria. 9) Avoidance. 10)
Pre-occupation. Cluster analysis led to four orientations in learning to teach. The
detected orientations are: survival, closed reproduction, closed meaning and open
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meaning, increasing to the level of consciousness of one’s own learning process.
Thus, trainees with a survival orientation generally act without awareness, whereas
those with an open meaning orientation balance their decisions more carefully. The
four orientations as far as the interpretation is concerned are comparable with those
reported by Oosterheert (2001).
Synchronous coaching
It can be seen in Figure 1 that the synchronous coaching effect was the strongest in
trainees with the closed meaning orientation who were concerned over negative
lesson experiences and who questioned their own observations. It also appears
from Figure 1 that trainees with a closed reproductive orientation of learning to
teach were particularly sensitive to synchronous coaching because they find that
regular institutional meetings are poorly attuned to their individual learning
process. However, trainee teachers with a survival- or open orientation towards
meaning who prefer ad hoc solutions to problems and who can develop solid
competence on their own do not particularly benefit much from direct
interventions.
Asynchronous coaching
It is likely that the pedagogical activity of trainee teachers with a survival
orientation who prefer an ad hoc solution to problems will develop more positively
in the asynchronous condition than in the synchronous variant. This is in contrast
to the trainees with the closed reproductive- and closed meaning orientation who
respond much better to synchronous coaching.
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Figure 1 “Relation between average coaching effect and learning to teach
orientations”
In summary, it can be stated that trainee teachers with the closed meaning-, closed
reproductive- and open meaning orientation preferably participate in synchronous
coaching sessions. Trainee teachers with a survival orientation should be subjected
to the classical asynchronous coaching.

3.2. Part 2: Distinguishing the main effects of personality traits
In Table 3 it can be seen that the sixty trainee teacher participants can be divided
into four groups. It can be seen that a test subject in the asynchronous condition
(Group 4) achieved less progress on the average than those in the synchronous
condition (Groups 1, 2 and 3). Participants with a vocational prior education
achieved the most progress as a result of coaching.
Group
1
2
3
4

Number
(N)
10
20
10
20

Prior education

Year

vocational
pre-university
pre-university
pre-university

1/2/3
2/3
1
2/3

Intervention
(Synchronous/Asynchronous)
Synchronous
Synchronous
Synchronous
Asynchronous

Average coaching
effect
2.70
1.48
1.17
0.59

Table 3 “Participants and average coaching effect”
Table 4 shows that ‘personality traits’ explain the major part of the variance for the
coaching effect of Groups 1 and 2. It is also possible to predict the effect of the
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coaching interventions on the basis of one or more personality traits in Groups 3
and 4.
In the case of the second- and the third year students (Group 2) the effect of
synchronous coaching is best predicted by autonomy (β=0.92). However, high
scores on extraversion and emotional stability also indicate that the expected yield
of a synchronous intervention would be high. Agreeableness and conscientiousness
seem not to play a predictive role.
The effect of asynchronous intervention (Group 4) could be predicted on
the basis of autonomy and emotional stability. These two personality traits also had
a predictive value in Group 2 (synchronous). However, the beta-weights are clearly
lower in Group 4 (asynchronous). A high score on extraversion stresses the
difference between the two groups (Group 2 versus Group 4) considering that this
personality trait has a predictive power (β=0.80) only in Group 2 (synchronous).
In Group 1 (vocational education) agreeableness, extraversion, and
emotional stability predicted the success of the synchronous condition. In Group 3
(synchronous Year 1) only conscientiousness predicted the synchronous coaching
effect. A first year student who scored high on this trait and as a result operates
carefully and systematically, is supposed to benefit from synchronous coaching.
In summary: the results of the analyses indicate that personality traits play a
crucial role in the prediction of the coaching effect. The level of success of the
intervention can be evaluated based on the results of a personality test if the group
(1,2,3 or 4) to which the test subject belongs is known.
Beta-weights as predictors of Coaching effect
Group
1
2
3
4
Agreeableness
0.53*
Conscientiousness
0.48*
Extraversion
0.84**
0.80**
Autonomy
0.92**
0.75*
Emotional Stability
0.81**
0.86**
0.46*
0.57
0.23
0.94
0.75
R2
0.52
0.19
0.93
0.70
Adjusted R2
11.32*
5.3*
84.36**
16.08**
F
Group 1=Synchronous progression (vocational) Group 2=Synchronous progression (Years 2&3) Group 3=Synchronous
progression (year 1) Group 4= Asynchronous progression (Years 2&3)
*Significant at the α=0.05 level **Significant at the α=0.01 level

Table 4 “Beta-weights of the Big Five personality traits as predictors of coaching
effect of groups 1, 2, 3, 4”

4. Conclusions and discussion
The three synchronously coached groups (vocational, second-/ third year preuniversity and first year pre-university education) all proved to enjoy a higher
coaching effect than those who were coached asynchronously. It can be concluded
that, irrespectively of personality trait and orientation of learning to teach, in
almost all cases synchronous coaching is to be preferred above the asynchronous
condition.
However, this study also indicates that the coaching effect can be optimized
for each individual by actually tailoring to his or her personality attitudes and
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orientation of learning to teach. The conclusion below serves as a guideline for
optimizing the effect of synchronous coaching if the group (1,2,3 or 4) to which
the trainee teacher belongs is known. Thereby an insight into the personality traits
and orientation of learning to teach is essential. However, this is possible through
taking the Five-factor Personality Inventory (FFPI) (Hendriks, 1997) and the
Inventory Learning to Teach Process (ILTP) (Oosterheert, 2001) into account.

Main effects (according to Hypothesis 1: personality traits)
With respect to personality traits there is a significant relationship between
extraversion, autonomy, emotional stability and the synchronous coaching effect.
Subjects with high scores on these traits were successfully exposed to the
synchronous intervention. Competencies, like ‘interpersonal competence,
pedagogical competence, subject contents competence, organizational competence,
external communication competence and reflection & development competence’
improved in those who scored high on autonomy and extraversion. These
competencies except ‘subject contents comptence’ also improved in emotionally
stable trainee teachers. In a previous study (Hooreman, Kommers, & Jochems,
accepted) it appeared to be impossible for the trainee teacher to assimilate
whispered suggestions on the subject matter in plenary teaching situations. An
emotionally-stable trainee manages to remain calm if the coach whispers on the
subject contents. The trainee ignores the information and concentrates on his/her
planned story, thus avoiding the chances of ‘cognitive overload’.
In line with De Raad, Hendriks, and Hofstee (1992), it follows from the
above that an energetic trainee teacher who balances his/her actions carefully and
is open to new experiences can benefit successfully from synchronous coaching,
according to the observations in this study.
In general, however, there was no positive correlation between
agreeableness, conscientiousness, and the synchronous coaching effect. The
competencies: ‘pedagogical competence, organizational competence, and
reflection & development competence’ are an exception and can be improved by
synchronous coaching in novice teachers who rate high on agreeableness.

The role of prior education (according to Hypothesis 1: personality traits)
By contrasting personality traits to prior education, it finally enables us to predict
whether a trainee teacher benefits from synchronous- versus asynchronous
coaching. The distinction between the various types of prior education is justified
because these groups enjoy different coaching effects.
Synchronously coached second- and third year trainee teachers who
originated from a secondary school with high scores on autonomy, extraversion
and emotional stability best indicated that synchronous coaching will lead to an
improvement in the competencies ‘pedagogical competence’, ‘organizational
competence’ and ‘external communication competence’. The remaining
competencies are optimally improved through asynchronous coaching. An optimal
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combination of synchronous and asynchronous coaching is achieved in this
manner.
It is adequate to provide these trainee teachers with the traditional
asynchronous coaching when their score on autonomy and emotional stability is at
least at a medium level. A first year trainee teacher with high scores on
conscientiousness may be successfully exposed to the synchronous condition,
provided the intervention is directed at the competencies ‘interpersonal
competence’ and ‘pedagogical competence’, as stressed above. The remaining four
competencies may be improved by being submitted to the classical asynchronous
coaching. Once again an optimal combination of the synchronous and
asynchronous condition is achieved in this manner.
Finally, if the score on agreeableness is high, then asynchronous coaching
is indicated, except in the case where the trainee teacher underwent vocational
prior education.

Learning to teach orientations (according to Hypothesis 2)
It appeared from our results that trainee teachers with the ‘closed meaning
orientation of learning to teach’ benefit best from synchronous coaching. In a
descending order the closed reproductive-, survival- and open meaning orientation
of learning to teach proved to be suitable for synchronous coaching. Alternatively
to Oosterheert and Vermunt (2002), it is possible to provide an explanation for the
unexpectedly-high synchronous coaching effect on trainee teachers with a closed
meaning orientation. They stress that these trainee teachers had serious concerns
about negative teaching experiences, and they also tended to doubt their own
observations. They literally followed the advice of the institutional instructor
because of a lack of self-confidence. They considered this external steering
essential for functioning as starting teachers. Therefore, they obviously value
whispering via the earpiece as an important complement to the traditional
asynchronous feedback.
As expected, trainee teachers with a closed reproductive orientation can
successfully be exposed to synchronous coaching. In this case synchronous
interventions help in accumulating knowledge, which can be used to anticipate the
dynamic situations in lessons. Besides, the trainee teachers with a closed
reproductive orientation dislike regular institutional meetings because the practical
information that is provided during these meetings is poorly attuned to their
individual learning process. Synchronous coaching provides this information justin-time.
Trainee teachers with a survival orientation of learning to teach respond
considerably poorer to synchronous coaching than was predicted on beforehand.
Trainee teachers with this orientation are expected to gain better results by
asynchronous coaching than by the synchronous condition. Apparently,
synchronous coaching does not help these trainees in ad hoc solutions to problems.
They derive more value from what they automatically tend to do and see the new
coaching mode as a threat instead. As expected, the open meaning orientation
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seems not to be suitable for synchronous coaching. Indeed, these trainee teachers
are also able to develop solid competencies without any synchronous interventions.
The current education practice requires that the role of synchronous
coaching is further tested as forms of collaborative learning are used. In the next
experiment the role of synchronous coaching in a collaborative learning
environment will be investigated. In contrast to the first two studies on plenary
teaching, the coaching of collaborative learning is a multidimensional process and
thus requires more subtle and diversified observational schemas. The urgency of
coaching teachers for collaborative learning practices is evident however. Also the
role of ‘soufflage’ will be more delicate and decisive. The result of this research
project, which consists of four studies, is the development of a synchronous
coaching program of trainee teachers. The role of this study is that on the basis of
the variables ‘personality’ and ‘learning to teach orientations’ the success of the
direct intervention can be predicted. If a teacher trainer concludes that a trainee
teacher has a personality or a learning to teach orientation which doesn’t fit the
requirements for synchronous coaching, the traditional asynchronous intervention
will be used.
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Appendix 1 “Elicited behaviour indicator per situation”
Remark: The number behind the ‘C’ corresponds to the number of the competence.
o Situation 1: C1.1. communicate effectively through verbal (e.g. volume,
tempo, articulation, melody) and non-verbal techniques (e.g. facial
expression, appearance, posture).
o Situation 2: C1.4. shows personal involvement and enthusiasm for
individual students and groups of students.
o Situation 3: C1.7. corrects undesirable behaviour and rewards desired
behaviour.
o Situation 4: C1.8. motivates his/her action in comprehensible language to
students.
o Situation 5: C1.3. promotes effective communication through e.g. listening,
summarising, and through questions at the level of contents and
involvement.
o Situation 6: C2.1. offers a safe environment in which students and teachers
treat each other respectfully.
o Situation 7: C2.2. cares for a learning situation in which students can show
their own input.
o Situation 8: C2.3. systematically uses the input of students in teaching.
o Situation 9: C2.4. stimulates discussion on norms and values between
students.
o Situation 10: C2.5. challenges students to think along with him/her on their
own development- and learning process.
o Situation 11: C2.6. considers cultural, social and emotional differences
between students.
o Situation 12: C2.7. takes action where necessary to improve the social
climate within the group.
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o Situation 13: C2.8. signals and names developmental- and behavioural
problems in students and refers further if necessary.
o Situation 14: C4.2. is consequent in applying rules and appointments.
o Situation 15: C4.1. states clearly the content, the form, the structure and the
relevance of the (educational) activity.
o Situation 16: C4.4. establishes priorities and divides the available time
efficiently, both for himself and for the students.
o Situation 17: C4.5. knows how to cope with limited possibilities of the
teaching facility and has alternatives for bottlenecks.
o Situation 18: C3.11. deals with actuality and practice in education.
o Situation 19: C6.1. applies relevant conversation skills and techniques (e.g.
breaking bad news, giving advice).
o Situation 20: C7.6. is flexible and immune to stress: adapts to changing
circumstances and has alternatives.
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Chapter 4 - Competence development of
synchronously coached trainee teachers in
collaborative learning
Ralph W. Hooreman* Piet A.M. Kommers Wim M.G. Jochems
*Corresponding Author
Abstract: The need to make trainee teachers more prepared to coach collaborative
learning effectively is increasing, as collaborative learning is becoming more
important. One complication in this training process is that it is hard for the teacher
trainer to hear and understand the pupil’s utterances to the trainee teacher and
those of the coaching trainee teacher to the pupils. Besides, it is essential that the
teacher trainer does not intervene with the students directly. This constraint is a
strong plea for facilitating the direct whispered suggestions by an earpiece to the
trainee teacher. In this study, first of all an instrument for measuring the quality of
the teacher behaviour during collaborative learning was developed. Subsequently,
it was concluded that the quality of the pedagogical action and the reaction time of
the trainee teacher in the synchronous condition (direct interventions via an
earpiece) progressed better than in the traditional asynchronous variant (coaching
form with a discussion at the end of the lesson). The final request for validation is:
to what extent the video recognition task reflects the teacher performance in a full
real life setting?

Keywords: teacher education; educational technology; synchronous coaching;
feedback; collaborative learning.
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1. Introduction
Teacher trainers have difficulty in monitoring and coaching trainee teachers as they
are guiding collaborative learning sessions (Lockhorst, 2004). The main problem is
the difficulty for the teacher trainer to hear what the trainee teacher says to the
students in various working groups, as was concluded in an interview with ten
teacher trainers of Dutch teacher training institutes. Normally the teacher trainer
takes a remote position in order not to disturb the interaction process between the
trainee teacher and the students. It is important to solve this problem considering
that collaborative learning still gains more momentum in every-day school life
until now (Van der Sanden, 2004). Typically the teacher who guides collaborative
group learning needs to develop the associated diagnostic and subsequent coaching
skills.
The aim of this study is to investigate whether synchronous (direct)
coaching with the help of an earpiece has a more positive effect on the quality of
the pedagogical action compared to asynchronous coaching where the teacher
trainer can only provide feedback afterwards. The earpiece offers the possibility to
directly steer the pedagogical action at a given moment. Another big advantage is
that the earpiece allows the teacher trainer to monitor the verbal interaction during
the lesson in more detail. Additionally, feedback can be more focussed and
provided more comfortably.

1.1. Ideal teacher behaviour in supervisory collaborative learning
Collaborative learning has kept the attention of several researchers for a number of
years (Dillenbourg, 1999; Slavin, 1996; Dillenbourg, Baker, Blaye, & O’Malley,
1996). In the context of the present study, it is important to identify the expression
of the ideal teacher behaviour as a part of the core competencies in the supervision
of collaborative learning. Using data, among others, by Ebbens and Ettekoven
(2005), Schmidt and Moust (2000), and Schmidt, Van der Arend, Moust, Kokx,
and Boon (1993) the following theoretical competencies (numbered) should be met
at least:
1. formulate adequate learning goals;
2. propagate the importance of social skills;
3. reliable evaluation of product /quality of collaboration;
4. recognize one’s own role as a teacher;
5. efficiently search for functional collaborative interaction structures, and
6. being able to separate ‘content oriented learning revenues’ and ‘learn how
to collaborate revenues’.

1.2. The role of personality in being submitted to synchronous coaching for
optimizing one’s ability to coach collaborative learning
According to prior research (Hendriks, 1997; Vermetten, Lodewijks, & Vermunt,
2001; Vermetten, 1999), the ‘Big Five’ personality traits are: extraversion,
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agreeableness, conscientiousness, emotional stability, and autonomy. Trainee
teachers who score high on agreeableness are expected to respond positively to
synchronous interventions in collaborative learning (Busato, Prins, Elshout, &
Hamaker, 1999). Their empathic, flexible, and co-operative attitude
(agreeableness) is essential for having discussions with students working in
groups. They will regard a synchronous intervention as enriching the learning
process of both the student and the teacher. Trainee teachers whose personality is
characterised as emotionally stable are also suitable for being exposed to
synchronous coaching in collaborative learning. These trainee teachers do not
panic when being whispered to; they value the suggestions and may find a suitable
moment to integrate it in one’s overall learning process. Similarly to the mastery of
plenary teaching, a high score on autonomy corresponds to a successful exposure
to synchronous coaching. In collaborative learning however, one should consider
the fact that being open to new experiences may also have a restraining effect on
the quality of the pedagogical action. Undergoing synchronous interventions solely
is not ideal as well. Thereby, one can think of the self-correcting capacity of the
group process. There is the risk that the intertwined nature of the collaborative
group process and its relationship with the coach may be interfered by the external
almost immediate interventions. That’s why a systematic analysis of its positive
and negative effects is needed indeed.
We expect that trainee teachers who have a systematic and careful
behaviour (high degree of conscientiousness) benefit relatively little from
synchronous coaching. These trainee teachers prefer a well-structured educational
surrounding (De Raad, Hendriks, & Hofstee, 1992). An unexpected sudden
intervention conflicts with this ideal. Trainee teachers who have a high score on
extraversion are not likely to benefit from being exposed to synchronous
interventions during collaborative learning either; They attempt to convert the
synchronous instructions into behaviour change in a too energetic manner
(Kourilsky, Esfandiari, & Wittrock, 1996). However, in addition to that they fail to
see Factor 4 ‘recognize one’s role as a teacher’ and Factor 5 ‘efficiently searching
for functional collaborative interaction structures’ of the ideal teacher behaviour in
collaborative learning. Acting immediately to a synchronous intervention, may
lead the trainee teacher to feel placed at the very centre of the collective learning
process of the group. The creativity of the group may also be impaired in case the
trainee teacher steers the group through external interventions only. Therefore,
experimenting with introducing new roles within the group may have its
limitations.

1.3. Synchronous coaching of trainee teachers while supervising collaborative
learning
We start from the hypothesis that the coach has a better insight in the interaction
between the trainee teacher and the students in collaborative learning while
monitoring via an earpiece. After all, the coach is able to hear the conversations
much better without his/her presence being felt. Veenman, Gerrits, and Kenter
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(1999) stressed that novice trainee teachers rely on the coach for solving problems.
We expect that the synchronous instructions can serve at this point as well.
Kulik and Kulik (1988) reported that immediate feedback is preferred to
delayed feedback. The principle of synchronous coaching fits in with this. The
less-competent action of a trainee teacher can immediately be corrected during
supervision of a group of students. At that moment, the trainee teacher becomes
aware of the less-competent behaviour and gets used to the instantaneously felt
need for changing situations through interventions. As a consequence, the
demanded reaction time required for evaluation and intervention will decrease.
Hooreman, Kommers, and Jochems (accepted a) stated hereby as a condition that
‘‘cognitive overload’’ should be avoided (Sweller, 1999, 2003; Sweller, Van
Merriënboer, & Paas, 1998).
The mentioned advantages of synchronous coaching of the trainee teacher
in collaborative learning will become stronger as the number of coaching moments
increase. Changes in the coaching structure may initially result in a shock reaction.
However its negative effects will decrease in time (Koetsier & Wubbels, 1995).

These notions entail to the following hypotheses:
•

Hypothesis 1: Synchronous coaching has a significant greater effect on
collaborative teacher skills as compared to asynchronous coaching.

•

Hypothesis 2: The future reaction time of the trainee teacher would be
influenced more positively through synchronous intervention than through
asynchronous coaching as the trainee teacher gets used to responding
directly to problematic situations.

•

Hypothesis 3: Trainee teachers who have a high score on agreeableness and
emotional stability are more apt to synchronous coaching during
collaborative learning compared to those with personality traits of
autonomy, conscientiousness and extraversion.

•

Hypothesis 4: The difference in the quality of pedagogical actions between
trainee teachers coached synchronously versus asynchronously increases in
collaborative learning situations as the intensity of the coaching
interventions increases.

2. Method
2.1. Participants
Video recordings of two secondary vocational training classes were made in order
to obtain an insight into the behaviour of students when they are exposed to
collaborative learning. The first class had seventeen and the second class had
sixteen students.
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Four senior teachers assisted in the development of an instrument for
measuring the quality of teacher behaviour. They were regarded as experts as they
had extensive experience in coaching trainee teachers. They also had an
understanding of the teaching material used for this experiment.
A total of forty bachelor of education students from Dutch teacher training
institutes (second and third year) were randomly assigned as test subjects to two
groups. The twenty students in the first group were exposed to synchronous
coaching, whereas the remaining twenty students in the second group were
exposed to the asynchronous condition. It is possible to follow a bachelor of
education course in three disciplines: science, language and social sciences. Each
group consisted of different subgroups; for example ‘language’ can be divided into
French, English etc. Graduates are allowed to teach appropriate subjects at high
schools and institutions of vocational education.
An observer evaluated the quality of the teacher behaviour of the test
subjects. The same observer was also involved in compiling the video material.

2.2. Materials
The competence assessment is an instrument for measuring the quality of critical
elements in teacher behaviour. The reliability expressed on an average Cronbach’s
alpha\scale of 0.88, is according to Field (2005) more than adequate. This
instrument was modified in order to measure the quality of the pedagogical action
as the trainee teacher supervises collaborative learning. The instrument consists of
external behaviour indicators associated with underlying competencies. The
teacher behaviour was scored for each criterion using a Likert scale ranging from
(1) to (5).
Video recordings of students in a simulated collaborative learning task were
observed in order to gain insight into all the possible flaws by the students. The
group simulation emulated a fictitious enterprise. The students were supposed to
perform common tasks in an office setting in the sales and administration
department. This type of corporate simulation is a part of the curriculum in many
curricula for business administration and thus represents a vital element in the
school practices.
A film script with twenty written fragments was another integrated
instrument in this study. Only one single mistake per student per fragment was
described. The twenty fragments were recorded on video in two ways. For the sake
of fair repeated measures the two versions differed in terms of 1) episode sequence
and 2) in terms of slight situation variation such as the acting persons. Besides the
instruments described above, the trainee teacher in this study also had an earpiece
for whispering instructions by the coach during synchronous coaching sessions.

2.3. Design and procedure
Part 1: Convert ‘competence assessment plenary situations’ into ‘competence
assessment collaborative learning situations’
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Video recordings of two classes in secondary vocational education (second grade)
participating in the described commercial-economic simulation were made. The
observer selected fragments of the videos in which students appeared to make
mistakes.
One point of attention was that the complete spectrum of mistakes by the
students had to be clearly visible in the whole assortment of fragments. This
overview of mistakes (visual material) was discussed with the four senior teachers
in a group interview.
1.
The experts had to reach consensus for each of the mistakes in the
appropriate action by the teacher in a given situation. In this way an overview of
behaviour indicators for the ‘desired reactions of the beginning teacher in a given
situation’ was produced.
2.
The experts labelled the detected factors under the six formulated
theoretical competencies after a factor analysis (Table 2). The result of the above
procedure was an overview of behaviour indicators per competence which had to
be satisfied by an ideal teacher supervising collaborative learning: ‘the competence
assessment collaborative learning’.

Part 2: Development of competencies of trainee teachers coached in
collaborative learning
Pre-test
Each of the forty bachelor students (both in the synchronous- and asynchronous
condition) received a film script consisting of twenty fragments on paper
(Appendix 1). A typical inferior teacher reaction to a certain event in collaborative
learning was expressed in each of the fragments.
The trainee teachers had to indicate how they would either correct the
mistake or help the student per each fragment. The observer checked the
explanation against the behaviour indicators described in the ‘competence
assessment collaborative learning’. The mistakes by the students were already
assigned to the behaviour indicators of the ideal teacher during the construction of
the competence assessment in the context of collaborative learning (Part 1). The
observer scored the quality of the explanation in the competence assessment
collaborative learning on a scale ranging from (1) to (5). The reaction time per
fragment of each trainee teacher was registered as well.
The observations of the observer mentioned were initially compared with
those of a second observer in order to arrive at an estimate of the interrater
reliability. This provided an acceptable Cohen’s kappa of 0.67 according to Field
(2005), so that in the rest of the investigations a single observer was sufficient.
Experiment
The experimental subjects (both under the synchronous and asynchronous
condition) were shown Version 1 of the video. There was a student mistake in each
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fragment (with a total of twenty). After each fragment, the screen went blank and
the trainee teacher had to show the observer and an arbitrary second observer what
his/her supervision of the student who had made the mistake would look like. The
observer scored the quality of the manifested teacher behaviour. If in the
observer’s opinion the quality of the behaviour deserved a score of less than (5),
then the keywords of the appropriate behaviour indicator were whispered in the
synchronous condition. In the asynchronous variant there was a discussion at the
end of the experiment. This discussion was focussed on the fragments based on
which the trainee’s teacher behaviour had received a score of less than the
maximum of (5) from the observer. The used procedure was further completely
identical to that used for the synchronous coaching.
Post-test
The test subjects were shown video fragments again. However, this time they were
shown Version 2 instead of Version 1 (see materials). Once again, each fragment
showed a student mistake. Once more, the trainee teacher had to show the observer
and an arbitrary second observer what his/her supervision of the student who had
made the mistake would look like.
Similar to the pre-test, the quality of the manifested teacher behaviour was
scored on the competence assessment collaborative learning and the reaction time
registered. The trainee teacher received neither synchronous- nor asynchronous
coaching in contrast to the experiment.
Subsequent longitudinal experiment
The test subjects were subsequently confronted four times with the experiment and
once with the post-test. All participants remained assigned to the same
synchronous- or asynchronous coaching. In contrast to the previous experiment,
the participants were not shown all video fragments. They were presented
fragments with mistakes that concerned the third (reliable evaluation of product
and quality of collaboration) and the fourth (recognize one’s own role as a teacher)
competencies on paper. This choice is clarified in the discussion of the results. The
observer took care that the five (inclusive post-test) versions of the script differed
sufficiently from each other.

2.4. Data analyses
The validity of the ‘competence assessment collaborative learning’ was established
by the use of a principal component analysis with varimax rotation (Table 2). The
number of factors was determined by including components with an eigenvalue
larger than one (Kaiser’s criterion) (Kim & Mueller, 1978). Next we determined
the Cronbach’s alpha for the resulting factors (Table 1).
A post hoc ANOVA was used to map the difference between the
synchronous- and the asynchronous condition. This examined difference concerned
two variables: ‘quality of the pedagogical action of the trainee teacher’ and
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‘reaction time reduction’. Subsequently, Pearson correlations between the Big Five
personality traits and the mentioned variable were calculated. A longitudinal trend
analysis was finally utilised to investigate the long-term effects of the synchronous
instructions.

3. Results
3.1. Part 1: Convert ‘competence assessment plenary situations’ into ‘competence
assessment collaborative learning situations’
It can be seen in Table 1 that the proportion of explained variance by the five
factors is 70.1%. The reliability of the scales is more than adequate according to
Field (2005). However, the latter is invalid for the fifth scale. An explanation for
this is that the calculation of the alpha-values is based on the individual scores of
students. The range of the individual scores is larger than the averages of the
groups. However, to guarantee a complete picture of possible teacher behaviour
this less-reliable scale will be used.
Component/Scale
1 (formulate adequate
learning goals/separate
content oriented learning
revenues)
2 (propagate importance
of social skills)
3 (reliable evaluation of
product/ quality of
collaboration)
4 (recognize one’s own
role as a teacher)
5 (efficiently searching
for functional
collaborative structures)

Eigenvalue

% of Variance

Cumulative
%

4.0

20.0

20.0

3.1

15.7

35.8

2.9

14.4

50.2

2.7

13.5

63.7

1.3

6.4

70.1

Cronbach’s
Alpha

Number of
Fragments (items)

.89

6

.83

5

.79

4

.74

3

.46

2

Table 1 “Total variance explained and reliability competence assessment
collaborative learning”
An overview of factor loadings (≥0.4) per factor is shown in Table 2. The
five factors are assigned by the experts to the theoretical competencies and are
referred to as follows:
• Factor 1. formulate adequate learning goals/being able to separate ‘content
oriented learning revenues’ and ‘learn how to collaborate revenues’
• Factor 2. propagate the importance of social skills
• Factor 3. reliable evaluation product/quality of collaboration
• Factor 4. recognize one’s own role as a teacher
• Factor 5. efficiently search for functional collaborative interaction
structures.
It should be remarked that Competence 1 ‘formulate adequate learning
goals’ and Competence 6 ‘being able to separate ‘content oriented learning
revenues’ and ‘learn how to collaborate revenues’ are combined in Factor 1.
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Video Fragment
11
13
3
8
5
14
12
19
20
6
9
18
10
15
17
1
4
7
16
2

Factor 1
.83
.75
.66
.64
.59
.55

Factor structure ‘Competence Assessment Collaborative Learning’
Factor 2
Factor 3
Factor 4

Factor 5

.54
.80
.77
.66
.63
.45
.80
.73
.49
.41

.47

.

.87
.69
.51
.83
.49

Table 2 “Results of principal component analysis after varimax rotation, factor
loadings ≥0.4”
3.2. Part 2: Development of competencies in trainee teachers coached in
collaborative learning
Hypothesis 1
Table 3 shows that the progression in the quality of the pedagogical action in the
synchronous condition on average was significantly higher than in the
asynchronous condition. This result may be distinguished per factor and is shown
in Table 4. The progression per factor in all cases in the synchronous condition was
higher than that in the asynchronous variant. This difference was significant for the
first factor ‘formulate adequate learning goals/being able to separate ‘content
oriented learning revenues’ and ‘learn how to collaborate revenues’ and the fourth
factor ‘recognize one’s own role as a teacher’.
Average Quality of the Pedagogical Action/Video Fragment
Moment/condition

Synchronous

Asynchronous

Before Intervention (Pre-test)

2.63

2.47

After Intervention (Post-test)

3.90

3.23

Table 3 “Comparison of quality (average/video fragment) of the pedagogical
action of trainee teachers/video fragment/test subject”
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Factor

Synchronous
progression/Factor/Videofragment
1
28.8
2
20.2
3
30.0
4
29.7
5
13.0
*Significant at the α=0.05 level (ANOVA)

Asynchronous
progression/Factor/Video
fragment
14.3
10.0
27.3
13.7
10.0

∆ Progression

Sig. ( ∆ between
groups)

14.5
10.2
2.7
16
3

0.01*
0.09
0.55
0.02*
0.62

Table 4 “Progression/factor/video fragment”
Figure 1 shows that Factor 4 ‘recognize one’s own role as a teacher’ benefited
most from the synchronous interventions via the earpiece. This is hardly the case
for Factor 3 ‘reliable evaluation of product and quality of collaboration’. An
explanation for this is that a synchronous intervention (whispering), which is
directed at a change in attitude/role (Factor 4) can be easily whispered in keywords
without causing cognitive overload (Sweller, 1999, 2003; Sweller, Van
Merriënboer, & Paas, 1998). However, an extensive explanation instead of several
keywords is essential to make it clear to the trainee teacher through whispering
instructions that his/her manner of evaluation (Factor 3) should be changed. In this
experiment extensive whispering was explicitly avoided. ‘Cognitive overload’,
after all, has a negative influence on the development of the quality of the
pedagogical action of the trainee teacher. Thus, the test subjects do not exactly
know how to change his/her behaviour with regard to Factor 3 ‘reliable evaluation
of product and quality of collaboration’, because of cryptic (only keywords)
whispering by the coach. Its direct result is a relatively low synchronous
progression for Factor 3. Nevertheless, it is interesting to be aware of the fact that
although Factor 3 ‘reliable evaluation of product /quality of collaboration’ presents
the worst in the synchronous coaching via the earpiece, the relative increase is still
higher than that in the asynchronous condition, in which a discussion with the
teacher trainer at the end of the experiment is central (synchronous: 0.52 versus
asynchronous: 0.48). An explanation for this is that through whispering
instructions, the trainee teacher at the certain moment knows that his/her
competence under Factor 3 is insufficient. As already mentioned, the whispering is
too short for exactly clarifying where the problem is. However, the experimental
subject knows that something is wrong when whispered to and attempts on his/her
own to find out what it is. Subsequently, a behaviour change occurs, possibly
leading to an increase in the quality of the pedagogical action. This process of
becoming aware and reacting does not manifest in the asynchronous condition,
because it becomes clear to the trainee teacher that he/she underachieved at this
aspect. Therefore, synchronous interventions stimulate a creative/problem solving
thinking, whereas the traditional asynchronous ignores it. The required reaction
time will decrease on its own as the trainee teacher gets used to solving the
problems ad hoc.
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Relative Progression

Relative Progression/Factor
Relative Asynchronous progression

1.5

Relative Synchronous progression

1
0.5
0

Factor 4

Factor 1

Factor 2

Factor 5

Factor 3

Relative Asynchronous
progression

0.32

0.33

0.33

0.43

0.48

Relative Synchronous progression

0.68

0.67

0.67

0.57

0.52

Factor

Figure 1 “Relative progression/factor”
Test subjects who were found to be less-competent in the pre-test (Table 5)
reached a higher progression in the synchronous condition compared to the
asynchronous variant. Less-competent trainee teachers developed much better after
being coached than the average trainee teacher in a comparable condition. In
contrast to the less-competent trainee teachers, more-competent trainee teachers
(Table 5) benefited more from the asynchronous- than from the synchronous
coaching. The talented trainee teachers developed themselves more than the
average through the asynchronous discussion after the end of the lesson. This
cannot be claimed for the more-competent trainee teachers in the synchronous
coaching. An explanation for this phenomenon is the ceiling effect: The potential
learning gain in less-competent trainee teachers is higher than that in morecompetent trainee teachers. A synchronous intervention guides a trainee teacher
directly in the right direction.
More-competent trainee teachers made fewer mistakes than less-competent
trainee teachers (Table 5). They have the basic skills so that we expect that the
superficial synchronous interventions are subordinate to an in-depth asynchronous
discussion. They use their talents to efficiently integrate newly acquired insights
from asynchronous discussion so that they develop themselves more positively
than the average trainee teacher who has a higher potential learning gain at his/her
disposal.

Less- competent
teachers
More-competent
teachers

Average synchronous
progression

Average asynchronous
progression

32

19

16

27.5

µ synchronous
progression of all
participants

µ asynchronous
progression of all
participants

25.5

15.3

Table 5 “Progression of the quality of the pedagogical action of less- and morecompetent trainee teachers”
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Hypothesis 2
The needed reaction times on the average for all fragments decreased more in the
synchronous- than in the asynchronous condition (Table 6). This difference is
significant for Factor 3 ‘reliable evaluation of product/quality of collaboration’
(Table 7). Factor 2 ‘propagate the importance of social skills’ finds itself in a
unique position taking into account that the reaction time decreased more in the
asynchronous than in the synchronous coaching. This was a remarkable result
because one would expect that a trainee teacher can evaluate the rapidly changing
social problems within a group faster than the evaluation of the overall process.
Obviously, the trainee teacher experiences Factor 3 ‘reliable evaluation of
product/quality of collaboration’ as an important focus of attention and therefore
gives all efforts to react quickly. This line of thought is justified by the fact that
students are result-oriented. If students notice that the trainee teacher is serious
about this highest goal, coming to an instructive end product that leads to a
successful conclusion of a part of the curriculum, the nuances in teacher behaviour
are no longer perceived by the students. This is an ideal situation for both the
trainee teacher and the student. The students can work towards the end of the
module without any distraction, whereas the trainee teacher can concentrate
entirely on the evaluation and optimisation of the end product. It appeared in
practice that a trainee teacher besides this third factor must also master the
remaining factors (1,2,4 and 5). This is because in the dynamics of teaching there
are moments when the trainee teacher cannot only concentrate on the evaluation of
output, like the application of Factor 2: ‘propagate the importance of social skills’.
Therefore it is up to the trainee teacher to rely upon his/her other competencies
(Factors 1, 2, 4 and 5) for making the students concentrate on the main task: ‘the
construction and optimisation of the end product’.
Moment/condition

Synchronous

Asynchronous

Before Intervention (Pre-test)

2.70

2.85
∆= -0.3

After Intervention (Post-test)

2.40

∆ = -0.23
2.62

Table 6 “Average reaction time/video fragment/participant”
Factor

Synchronous Reaction
time
reduction//Factor/Video
fragment

1
-2.13
2
-0.7
3
-1.9
4
-2.1
5
-0.45
*Significant at the α=0.05 level (ANOVA)

Asynchronous
Reaction time
reduction/
Factor/Video
fragment
-0.68
-1.7
-1.25
-0.35
-0.1

∆ Progression

Sig. ( ∆ between
groups)

-1.45
1
-0.65
-1.75
-0.35

0.83
0.48
0.04*
0.35
0.17

Table 7 “Reaction time reduction/factor/video fragment”
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The relative reaction time reduction/factor in Figure 2 shows that considering the
reduction in reaction time goes very well together with Factor 4 ‘recognize one’s
own role as a teacher’ and Factor 5 ‘efficiently search for functional collaborative
interaction structures’ in synchronous coaching. The difference in favour of the
synchronous coaching is smaller for Factor 1 in formulating adequate learning
goals / being able to separate ‘content oriented learning revenues’ and ‘learn how
to collaborate revenues’. Given that this difference is not significant, it is
questionable whether synchronous instructions are practical in all situations. This
decision should be taken per situation. If a group of students demands to
‘undertake an investigation’ it takes much more time for a trainee teacher to
evaluate its relevance compared to a group of students who questions the
importance of a certain assignment. As mentioned, it appeared from the results that
the synchronous coaching is preferred for Factor 5 ‘efficiently searching for
functional collaborative interaction structures’ considering the variable ‘reaction
time reduction’. This result is desirable considering that it is important for a trainee
teacher to respond quickly to signals that indicate that the collaboration between
the members of the group is progressing hardly. Nonetheless, such a complication
leads to the complete learning process of all the members that are under pressure.
The trainee teacher is immediately made aware of this big drawback in the
condition of synchronous interventions. Asynchronous discussions also help in this
awareness process, but to a lesser extent only.
Relative Reaction Time Reduction/Factor

Relative Reaction Time
Reduction

1.2
1

Relative Asynchronous
Reaction Time
Reduction

0.8
0.6

Relative Synchronous
Reaction Time
Reduction

0.4
0.2
0
4

5

1

3

2

Factor

Figure 2 “Relative reaction time reduction/factor”
Table 8 shows that an increase in the relative synchronous progression in the
quality of the pedagogical action in all cases, except Factor 2 ‘propagate the
importance of social skills’ and Factor 5 ‘efficiently search for functional
collaborative interaction structures’, is accompanied by a higher synchronous
relative reaction time reduction. It follows from here that the Factors 1 and 4
benefit most in terms of reaction time in the synchronous condition. The relative
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increase in the quality of the pedagogical action was similar to the synchronous
condition.
Condition\Factors
ranked by decreasing
relative synchronous
progression of quality
pedagogical action
Synchronous
Asynchronous

Factor 4

Factor 1

Factor 2

Factor 5

Factor 3

-0.86
-0.14

-0.76
-0.24

-0.29
-0.71

-0.82
-0.18

-0.60
-0.40

Table 8 “Condition\Factors ranked by decreasing relative synchronous
progression of quality of pedagogical action. In the cells is the relative reaction
time reduction/factor displayed in seconds”
During the experiment, the reaction time decreased by more than average in lesscompetent trainee teachers in the synchronous condition (Table 9). This was not
the case for the asynchronous coaching.
The reaction time of more-competent teachers decreased almost equally in
both the synchronous- and asynchronous condition (Table 9). Therefore, there is no
preference for intervention strategy where this personality trait is at stake.

Less- competent
teachers
More-competent
teachers

Average synchronous
reaction time reduction

Average asynchronous
reaction time reduction

-7.0

-3.0

-5.25

-5.0

µ synchronous
reaction time reduction
of all participants

µ asynchronous
reaction time reduction
of all participants

-6.6

-4.5

Table 9 “Reaction time reduction of less- and more-competent teachers”

Hypothesis 3
As predicted by Hypothesis 3, the quality of pedagogical action indeed correlates
with the personality traits agreeableness and emotional stability in the synchronous
condition (Table 10). In contrast, it is shown in Table 11 that in the asynchronous
variant extraversion and conscientiousness correlate with the quality of
pedagogical action of the trainee teachers. This cannot be said with certainty for
autonomy as correlations were only observed in two of the five factors. It is
noteworthy that Factor 3 ‘reliable evaluation of product/quality of collaboration’
did not correlate with one of the five personality traits. Therefore, a trainee teacher
who is open to new experiences (autonomy) will not develop positively through
the synchronous intervention taking into account the competence of arriving at an
adequate evaluation.
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Factor 1
0.78*
0.66*

Synchronous coaching effect (Quality pedagogical action)
Factor 2
Factor 3
Factor 4
Factor 5
0.76**
0.6*
0.54*
0.80*
0.65*
0.53*
0.77*
0.74*
0.66**

Agreeableness
Stability
Autonomy
Extraversion
Conscientiousness
*
Significant at the α=0.05 level **Significant at the α=0.01 (Pearson correlation)
Factors: 1. formulate adequate learning goals/being able to separate ‘content oriented learning revenues’ and ‘learn how to
collaborate revenues’; 2. propagate importance of social skills; 3. reliable evaluation of product/quality of collaboration; 4.
recognize one’s own role as a teacher; 5. efficiently search for functional collaborative interaction structures.

Table 10 “Correlations between the synchronous coaching effect (quality
pedagogical action) and the Big Five personality traits”
Factor 1
0.88*

Asynchronous coaching effect (Quality pedagogical action)
Factor 2
Factor 3
Factor 4
Factor 5
0.78*
0.66*
0.58*
0.68*
0.72*
0.40**
0.28*
0.52*

Extraversion
Conscientiousness
Autonomy
Stability
Agreeableness
*
Significant at the α=0.05 level **Significant at the α=0.01 (Pearson correlation)

Table 11 “Correlations between the asynchronous coaching effect (quality
pedagogical action) and the Big Five personality traits”
It is shown in Table 12 that considering the reaction time reduction, there is a
relationship between extraversion and autonomy in the synchronous condition.
However, as shown in Table 13, there is only a weak relationship between
conscientiousness, agreeableness and the reaction time reduction in the
asynchronous variant. The mentioned relationships are expressed as negative
numbers in order to emphasize that an increase in the correlating personality trait
leads to a decrease of the reaction time. An example is; a teacher with systematic
and careful behaviour (high score on conscientiousness) reacts faster via an
asynchronous discussion in situations in which Factor 2 ‘propagate the importance
of social skills’ and Factor 4 ‘recognize one’s own role as a teacher’ are at stake.
Factor 1
-0.66*
-0.78**

Synchronous reaction time reduction
Factor 2
Factor 3
Factor 4
-0.8*
-0.65*
-0.62*
-0.68*
-0.64*

Factor 5
Extraversion
-0.72*
Autonomy
Stability
Agreeableness
-0.55*
Conscientiousness
*
**
Significant at the α=0.05 level Significant at the α=0.01 (Pearson correlation)
Factors: 1. formulate adequate learning goals/being able to separate ‘content oriented learning revenues’ and ‘learn how to
collaborate revenues’; 2. propagate importance of social skills; 3. reliable evaluation of product/quality of collaboration; 4.
recognize one’s own role as a teacher; 5. efficiently search for functional collaborative interaction structures.

Table 12 “Correlations between the reduction of synchronous reaction time and
the Big Five personality traits”
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Factor 1

Asynchronous reaction time reduction
Factor 2
Factor 3
Factor 4
-0.66*
-0.78*
-0.70*
-0.62*
-0.59*

Conscientiousness
Agreeableness
Stability
Autonomy
Extraversion
*
Significant at the α=0.05 level **Significant at the α=0.01 (Pearson correlation)

Factor 5
-0.72*

Table 13 “Correlations between the asynchronous reaction time reduction and the
Big Five personality traits”

Hypothesis 4
Figure 3 shows that the development of the quality of the pedagogical action with
regard to Factor 3 ‘reliable evaluation of product/quality of collaboration’
progresses more favourably in the synchronous than in the asynchronous
condition. The overall progression in the synchronous variant is also higher. It is
interesting to get acquainted with the fact that the difference between the two
coaching variants becomes higher as the number of coaching moments increases.
A test subject added the following to this: ‘A mistake is immediately intervened
through the earpiece. You as a teacher immediately know that you are evaluating
someone incorrectly. The first time you are shocked if someone whispers
something in your ear. You get used to it and it helps a lot to keep things on track’.
Factor 3 ‘reliable evaluation of product/quality of collaboration’ was
selected for this analysis because this component responds relatively poorly to
synchronous coaching. This in contrast to the selected Factor 4 ‘recognize one’s
own role as a teacher’, that is particularly suitable for exposure to synchronous
coaching, as was observed in the initial experiment (Figure 1).
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Figure 3 “Development quality pedagogical action Factor 3”
Factor 4 ‘recognize one’s own role as a teacher’ responded more positively to
synchronous than asynchronous coaching during all measurement moments as
shown in Figure 4. The difference between the two intervention strategies
increased when more than one coaching moment was integrated into the
experiment. An explanation for this is that the trainee teacher gets used to the
whispering and as such benefits optimally from the tips that reaches him or her via
the earpiece. A test subject added the following concerning this factor after the
experiment: ‘I did not know what was exactly meant when my behaviour was
corrected first time via the earpiece. It became clearer to me after the second and
the third time when the whispering made me take action’.
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Figure 4 “Development quality pedagogical action Factor 4”
As already mentioned, it appeared from the initial experiment that Factor 3
‘reliable evaluation of product/quality of collaboration’ responded relatively poorly
and Factor 4 ‘recognize own role as a teacher’ responds relatively the best to
synchronous coaching. As the coaching moments increased, it appeared that after
four coaching moments, Factor 4 ‘recognize one’s own role as a teacher’ differed
more (synchronous-/-asynchronous) than Factor 3. Thus, Factor 4 ‘recognize one’s
own role as a teacher’ benefited more from synchronous interventions on the longterm than Factor 3 ‘reliable evaluation of product/quality of collaboration’. It is
plausible that this trend continued because during the whole experiment the slope
of the ‘progression line Factor 4’ was higher than that of Factor 3, as shown in
Figure 5.
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Figure 5 “Development difference quality pedagogical action/factor”

4. Conclusions and discussion
The study shows that it would be a missed opportunity not to integrate
synchronous coaching in teacher training. It is even incomprehensible that this
successful coaching technique fails to receive the attention it deserves. This study
confirms that the synchronous intervention technique clearly has more value in
collaborative learning, compared to the traditional asynchronous coaching method.
Previous research by these authors (Hooreman, Kommers, & Jochems, accepted a,
accepted b) also emphasized the positive experiences with this new coaching
opportunity.
An overview of the points given below serve as a summary of the
conclusions of this study and as a short manual ‘how to coach the trainee teacher in
collaborative learning; synchronous versus asynchronous’.
A. The five factors concerning ideal teacher behaviour in collaborative learning,
which may be subject for synchronous coaching are: 1. formulate adequate
learning goals/being able to separate ‘content oriented learning revenues’ and
‘learn how to collaborate revenues’; 2. propagate the importance of social skills; 3.
reliable evaluation of product/quality of collaboration; 4. recognize one’s own role
as a teacher; 5. efficiently search for functional collaborative interaction structures.
B. Hypothesis 1: Synchronous coaching indeed has a significant greater effect on
the quality of pedagogical action of trainee teachers than the asynchronous
condition if collaborative learning is used. The synchronous condition is preferred
above the asynchronous variant for all the named factors. One achieves the best
results if whispered for Factor 4 ‘recognize one’s own role as a teacher’. However,
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Factor 3 ‘reliable evaluation of product/quality of collaboration’ should be exposed
to a combination of synchronous- and asynchronous coaching. A method for this is
to record the whispering session on video and discuss it in an asynchronous
discussion with the trainee teacher.
Considering the quality of the pedagogical action, less-competent trainee
teachers should be subjected to synchronous whispering, whereas more-competent
teachers must be involved in an asynchronous discussion, because skills that are
above the basic level are often of a more complex nature. In that case, only a
keyword is not sufficient for triggering the improvement of the trainee teacher’s
advanced skills. Asynchronous discourse offers the opportunity for addressing the
issue much better.
C. Hypothesis 2: The reaction time of the trainee teacher decreased more in the
synchronous- than in the asynchronous condition indeed. This remark particularly
concerned less-competent trainee teachers. Considering the reaction time
reduction, more-competent trainee teachers responded indifferently to both
intervention strategies. The manner in which each individual factor should be
coached can be determined from the results of this study:
- Factor 1 ‘formulate adequate learning goals/being able to separate ‘content
oriented learning revenues’ and ‘learn how to collaborate revenues’, Factor 4
‘recognize one’s own role as a teacher’ and Factor 5 ‘efficiently search for
functional collaborative interaction structures’ should all be coached
synchronously. The reaction time decreases and the quality of the pedagogical
action of the trainee teacher increases.
- Factor 2 ‘propagate the importance of social skills’. The quality of the
pedagogical action concerning this factor is improved by synchronous coaching.
However, the trainee teacher should be involved in the asynchronous condition to
bring about reaction time reduction.
- Factor 3 ‘reliable evaluation of product/quality of collaboration’. A combination
of synchronous- and asynchronous coaching should be set in. Especially the
development of the quality of the pedagogical action is doubtful.
D. Hypothesis 3: Personality traits and synchronous coaching in collaborative
learning.
- Trainee teachers who score high on agreeableness and emotional stability should
be coached synchronously to improve the quality of the pedagogical action.
However, trainee teachers who score high on the personality traits extraversion and
conscientiousness should be involved in an asynchronous discussion after the
lesson to improve the quality of the pedagogical action. Individuals in whom
autonomy is dominant should be exposed to a combination of synchronous and
asynchronous coaching.
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- Trainee teachers who score high on extraversion and autonomy should be
subjected to synchronous instructions to bring about reaction time reduction.
However, trainee teachers who score high on conscientiousness should be involved
in an asynchronous discussion. A combination of synchronous and asynchronous
coaching is desirable for trainee teachers who are agreeable and/or emotionally
stable.
E. Hypothesis 4: The advantages of synchronous coaching increase in
collaborative learning situations as the number of coaching moments increase.
Therefore, factors that initially benefit from synchronous coaching (see
Hypotheses 1, 2 and 3) should also be involved in the synchronous condition as the
number of coaching moments increases. However, factors that initially benefited
less from the synchronous intervention should be ultimately subjected to a
combination of synchronous- and asynchronous coaching.
In summary it can be stated that synchronous coaching is desirable in
collaborative learning. The quality of pedagogical action increases and the reaction
time of the trainee teacher decreases. In other words, it is likely that through
synchronous interventions teachers arrive at a higher level of competence for
conveying groups of students in collaborative learning situations. And indeed
collaborative learning practices still gain more momentum nowadays (Van der
Sanden, 2004). However, longitudinal investigations are required to verify the
longer term positive effects of synchronous coaching in teacher training in
collaborative learning situations. The chosen experimental approach with video
fragments can after all deviate from the dynamics that accompany actual lesson
situations.
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Appendix 1
In this study a film script, describing mistakes by students, was used. An example
of such a fragment is shown below:
Fragment 12
-Situation: It is a big mess. One group of students is throwing pens at the other
group. It is clear that the things came from an outsider / pathetic student.
-Actors: 2 groups of students (4 per group). In one of the groups, there is a pathetic
student, the owner of the pens who helplessly tries to collect his/her things.
During the experiment, the test subjects are presented with Fragment 12 (Total 20).
They are required to show the manner in which they as a teacher would take action
in the given situation. The observer must see to in this example that the test subject
intervenes and makes it clear to the students that their behaviour is inappropriate.
In doing so, the teacher behaviour should be related to Factor 2 ‘propagate the
importance of social skills’. The observer rates the quality of this manifested
teacher behaviour on the ‘competence assessment collaborative learning’.
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Chapter 5 - Synchronous peer coaching and
coaching skill development of trainee teachers
Ralph W. Hooreman*, Peter B. Sloep, Wim M.G. Jochems
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Abstract: Synchronous coaching via an earpiece is a new method with which the
trainee teacher can be provided with instructions in class. The aim of this study
was to investigate which form of synchronous coaching stimulates the quality of
the pedagogical action best. It was also investigated whether the coaching skills of
the trainee teacher improved because of his or her providing synchronous
coaching.
The experiment consisted of four components: 1) Each trainee teacher
whispered instructions to a fellow student (synchronous peer coaching); 2) Trainee
teachers received synchronous instructions from a fellow student to whom in turn
also instructions were whispered when he or she was teaching (synchronous
reciprocal peer coaching); 3) Trainee teachers only received synchronous
interventions from a fellow student (synchronous coaching); 4) The development
of coaching skills of trainee teachers was studied when they coached a fellow
student synchronously or asynchronously.
In plenary lessons, the quality of the pedagogical action proved to develop
better with synchronous peer coaching than with synchronous reciprocal peer
coaching. However, the reverse is the case in collaborative learning situations, in
which synchronous reciprocal peer coaching is better.
With regard to the development of the quality of pedagogical action of the
trainee teacher, synchronous reciprocal peer coaching is superior to synchronous
coaching, in the plenary lessons as well as in collaborative learning situations (only
synchronous interventions were received).
This study thus further substantiates our claim that synchronous coaching
via an earpiece should be implemented in teacher training.

Keywords: teacher education; educational technology; feedback; synchronous
peer coaching; synchronous reciprocal peer coaching.
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1. Introduction
There are several examples of synchronous (direct) coaching via an earpiece in
present day society. In top sports such as Formula 1 car racing, the driver is
synchronously kept informed on the progress of the race. In the popular MTVprogramme ‘can’t get a date’ synchronous interventions are used to get hold of a
dream partner. However, synchronous coaching has not yet been used in teacher
training. On the basis of e.g. Lagerwerf and Korthagen (2003) we expect that
synchronous coaching has additional value there too. According to these authors a
trainee teacher unconsciously applies a Gestalt in an immediate teaching situation.
This Gestalt influences the non-intentional teacher behaviour negatively. The
trainee teacher should then receive whispered, synchronous instructions to alter
this Gestalt in a manner that would result in competent teacher behaviour. A
Gestalt in this context can be described as a ‘dynamic action centre that steers nonintentional behaviour’ (Dolk, Korthagen, & Wubbels, 2000). A synchronous
intervention that is whispered to the trainee teacher promotes that he or she
establishes a relationship between the actual non-competent behaviour and the
desired competent behaviour that the supervisor has in mind.
There is a second argument for further investigating the possibilities of
synchronous coaching of teachers. It is based on Kulik and Kulik (1988) and
Guadagnoli, Dornier and Tandy (1996). They established that for less experienced
learners immediate feedback was superior to delayed feedback. Mason and
Bruning (1999) further stipulated that ‘cognitive overload’ should be avoided
(Sweller, 1999, 2003).
The aim of this study is to investigate whether the quality of the
pedagogical action and the coaching skills of the trainee teacher improve if he/she
synchronously whispers instructions to a fellow student. This study is part of a
larger research project in the field of synchronous coaching of trainee teachers.
Therefore, some previous findings are described first.
1.1. Prior results
In a previous study (Hooreman, Kommers, & Jochems, accepted a) we compared
the effects of synchronous and asynchronous coaching. It appeared that
synchronous interventions raise the quality of the pedagogical action of the trainee
teacher more than does asynchronous coaching. Analyses of the synchronous
condition showed significant progress between the pre-test and post-test in 95% of
the cases. This occurred in only 60% of the cases in the asynchronous condition.
Especially trainee teachers who were labelled as ‘less competent’ in the pre-test,
showed large progress in the synchronous condition, more so than those in the
asynchronous situation. In particular the ‘interpersonal competence’ and the
‘organisational competence’ appeared to have improved significantly in the
synchronous situation. In contrast, the traditional asynchronous approach appeared
to be more beneficial for ‘subject contents and pedagogical competence’.
It was also concluded that ‘cognitive overload’ (Sweller, 1999, 2003) had
not reached a critical level. These findings suggest that synchronous coaching via
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an earpiece in the initial teacher training is in general superior to the traditional
asynchronous method.
Our second study (Hooreman, Kommers, & Jochems, accepted b) showed
that a high score on the personality traits extraversion, autonomy and emotional
stability coincided with a successful exposure to synchronous coaching. Our third
study (Hooreman, Kommers, & Jochems, 2007), revealed that synchronous
coaching is also desirable in collaborative learning situations and not in plenary
situations only. The quality of pedagogical action increased and the reaction time
of the trainee teacher decreased as a consequence of synchronous coaching.
In the present study, two important changes were made as compared with
the three previous studies. First of all, the trainee teacher was no longer coached
synchronously by an expert, but by a fellow student. Second, the laboratory
experiment was augmented with observations in actual lessons.
1.2. Synchronous (reciprocal) peer coaching and coaching skill development
Showers and Joyce (1996) emphasized that peer coaching is a very promising
approach for stimulating learning of the coach as well as the person being coached.
After all, the coach increases his/her professional expertise by observing a fellow
student and discussing experiences (after class). He or she also reflects on his/her
feedback, through which an increase in his/her coaching skills and an increase in
the quality of the pedagogical action is to be expected (Reiman & Thies-Sprinthall,
1998; Veenman & Denessen, 2001). The person who is exposed to coaching
acquires new insights and receives feedback. Ackland (1991) also added that being
involved in peer coaching helps to overcome isolation because colleagues (thus
also trainee teachers who follow their apprenticeship at the same school) work on
the same shared goal. It is to be expected that the advantages ascribed to traditional
asynchronous peer coaching hold even more for synchronous peer coaching,
because prior to a direct intervention the coach is forced to consider his/her
instructions very carefully. Thus he/she becomes more aware of ‘what competent
teacher behaviour ought to be’. After all, the instruction reaches the trainee teacher
directly. An incorrect or superfluous instruction would not only influence the
teacher behaviour negatively, it would also increase the chance of ‘cognitive
overload’ (Sweller, 2003). ‘Cognitive overload’ may occur because the negative
intervention by the trainee teacher and/or the coach might be inconsistent and must
be corrected. For all these reason, this study is devoted to peer coaching.
In this study we also pay attention to a derivative form of peer coaching:
‘reciprocal peer coaching’ (Joyce & Showers, 2002). In contrast to the regular
form, in ‘reciprocal peer coaching’ roles are swapped. This means that the teachers
take turns being a teacher coach and a coached teacher (Engelen, 2002). Therefore,
both the coach and the person who is being coached benefit from the purported
advantages of peer coaching. Another advantage is that it better suits the practice
of learning from each other, for students who have been co-located for their
apprenticeship. The insights of a fellow student help to solve concrete problems in
this situation. The question of who is the coach at a certain moment is not
important (Engelen, 2002).
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These considerations have led us to distinguish four experimental conditions (C):
•
•
•

•

Synchronous coaching (C1): The test subject (trainee teacher) only receives
synchronous instructions via an earpiece.
Synchronous peer coaching (C2): The test subject (trainee teacher)
whispers instructions synchronously to a fellow student via an earpiece.
Synchronous reciprocal peer coaching (C3): The test subject (trainee
teacher) whispers instructions synchronously to a fellow student and, in the
next lesson, receives synchronous interventions from the same fellow
student.
Asynchronous peer coaching (C4): The test subject (trainee teacher)
coaches a fellow student asynchronously.

On the basis of these four conditions the following three hypotheses were
formulated:
•

Hypothesis 1: The quality of the pedagogical action of a trainee teacher
who synchronously provides instructions to a fellow student (C2:
synchronous peer coaching) increases more than if he/she only receives
synchronous instructions (C1: synchronous coaching);

•

Hypothesis 2: The quality of the pedagogical action of a trainee teacher
who participates in synchronous reciprocal peer coaching (C3) increases
more than when the coaching is synchronous but not reciprocal (either
he/she only provides instructions (C2) or he/she only receives instructions
(C1));

•

Hypothesis 3: The coaching skills of a trainee teacher increase more if
he/she coaches synchronously (C2) than if he/she coaches asynchronously
(C4).

2. Method
2.1. Participants
The participants were 40 randomly selected ‘bachelor of education’ students from
Dutch teacher training institutes. Data of another 40 bachelor of education
students, who in our earlier studies (Hooreman, Kommers, & Jochems, accepted a,
accepted b, 2007) had received synchronous coaching, were integrated into this
study to allow a comparative analysis. Students were trained as natural science,
language or social sciences teachers.
An observer rated the quality of the teacher behaviour and the coaching
skills of the test subjects by use of a ‘competence assessment’ and the ‘scale for
coaching skills asynchronous/synchronous’ (SCSAS), respectively. Two observers
were used to increase reliability. Their observations were compared and the inter-
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rater reliability was estimated. This provided a Cohen’s kappa of 0.7, which
according to Field (2005) is acceptable.
Four experts converted ‘the scale for coaching skills’ (SCS) to ‘the scale
for coaching skills asynchronous/synchronous’ (SCSAS).
2.2. Materials
Three versions of video films were used to elicit teacher behaviour. Each version
consisted of 40 fragments. Per version, 20 fragments concerned plenary lessons in
which the teacher behaviour displayed was non-competent on the basis of a single
behaviour indicator. The remaining 20 fragments concerned collaborative learning
in which each fragment showed one mistake by the trainee teacher. The three
versions were mutually comparable with regard to the behaviour indicators under
study. Different groups of actors were used for each version and the order of the
fragments was reversed to avoid sequencing effects.
The observer used the competence assessment to score the quality of the
pedagogical action. The first version of the assessment that was used in this study
was the ‘competence assessment plenary lessons’ (average Cronbach’s alpha/scale
= 0.88). However, the ‘competence assessment collaborative learning’ (average
Cronbach’s alpha/scale = 0.74) was used to obtain insight into the quality of the
pedagogical action of the trainee teacher in collaborative learning situations. The
teacher behaviour in both versions was scored for each behaviour indicator, using a
5-point Likert scale .
The Scale for Coaching Skills (SCS) (Veenman, Gerrits, & Kenter, 1999)
was selected because its Cronbach’s alpha ranges from 0.85 to 0.96 for the entire
scale and the four sub-scales, which explains at least 75% of the variance in the
SCS ratings. This SCS was adapted to synchronous coaching situations: ‘scale for
coaching skills asynchronous/synchronous’ (SCSAS) (reliability will be discussed
later).
Finally, an earpiece was used for whispering instructions to the test subjects
in the synchronous condition.
2.3. Design and procedure

Hypothesis 1: The quality of the pedagogical action of a trainee teacher who
synchronously provides instructions to a fellow student (C2: synchronous peer
coaching) increases more than if he/she only receives synchronous instructions
(C1: synchronous coaching)

Pre-test: Determining the quality of pedagogical action
Twenty bachelor of education students (test subjects) who were synchronously to
coach a fellow student, were shown Version 1 of the video films. The teacher
behaviour per video fragment was referred to as non-competent on the basis of one
behaviour indicator. After each fragment, the test subjects were required to show
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and explain how they would act in a similar situation. An observer scored the
quality of this manifested teacher behaviour on the competence assessment. Two
versions of this instrument were used in this study. The ‘competence assessment
plenary situations’ (Version 1) was used in plenary teaching situations and the
‘competence assessment collaborative learning’ (Version 2) in collaborative
learning teaching situations.

Experiment: Test subjects synchronously whispered instructions to fellow students
The participants (test subjects) each whispered instructions via an earpiece to a
fellow student during two lesson fragments. The behaviour indicators of the
competence assessments served as starting-points for an intervention. The fellow
students were exposed to Version 1 of the video films after one lesson fragment in
order to be sure that that all behaviour indicators were dealt with. The fellow
students were required to show how they would act in the particular situation and
the test subjects whispered instructions synchronously on the basis of the
competence assessments.

Post-test: Determining the quality of pedagogical action
Version 2 instead of Version 1 (pre-test) of the video films was used during the
post-test. Similar to the pre-test, the test subjects were required to show how they
would act in the video situations displayed. The observer once again scored the
quality of the manifested teacher behaviour on the competence assessments. The
development of the quality of the pedagogical action after synchronous peer
coaching was compared with the results of the situation in which a few
synchronous interventions were received.

Hypothesis 2: The quality of the pedagogical action of a trainee teacher who
participates in synchronous reciprocal peer coaching (C3) increases more
than when the coaching is synchronous but not reciprocal (either he/she only
provides instructions (C2) or he/she only receives instructions (C1))
Twenty bachelor of education students (test subjects) each whispered instructions
to a fellow student on basis of the competence assessments during two lesson
fragments. However, after the first lesson fragment, instructions were whispered to
them by the fellow student (C3: synchronous reciprocal peer coaching). The test
subjects were involved in a pre- and post-test to determine the quality of the
pedagogical action respectively before and after this series of 2 x 2 lesson
fragments. The procedure was the same as that described for the pre- and post-test
above. However, different versions of the video films were used.
It is essential to know what the competence development of the test subject
would look like if he/she whispers instructions synchronously (C2) in order to
either accept or reject Hypothesis 2. This can be deduced from the experiment
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described above (Hypothesis 1). The development of competencies of the test
subjects who were only subjected to synchronous interventions, was investigated
in, for example, Hooreman, Kommers and Jochems (accepted b).

Hypothesis 3: The coaching skills of a trainee teacher increase more if he/she
coaches synchronously (C2) than if he/she coaches asynchronously (C4)
The scale for coaching skills (Veenman, Gerrits, & Kenter, 1999) was adapted in a
group interview with 4 experts for this experiment in which the combination of
synchronous and asynchronous coaching was central. The name of this new
instrument is: ‘Scale for coaching skills asynchronous/synchronous’ (SCSAS).
Twenty bachelor of education students (test subjects) were asked to subject
a fellow student 3 times (including pre- and post-test) to the classical asynchronous
condition on the basis of 3 observed lesson fragments. These coaching discussions
were recorded on tape and an observer scored the SCSAS after every coaching
discussion.
Twenty new bachelor of education students who had not previously been
involved in any experiment subjected a fellow student 3 times (including pre- and
post-test) to the synchronous condition. An observer scored the SCSAS during
each lesson fragment.
2.4. Data analyses
A combination of analyses of variances (ANOVAs) was used to investigate
whether the quality of pedagogical action had improved in the experiments. The
construct validity of the SCSAS was investigated by conducting two confirmatory
factor analyses (MPLUS), a correlation analysis and an exploratory factor analysis.
Considerable attention was paid to establish the reliability (Cronbach’s alpha) of
the SCSAS scales obtained. Analyses of covariances (ANCOVAs) with an effectsize analysis (eta squared) were used to examine the differences in coaching skills
between the different conditions. The pre-test SCSAS scores hereby served as a
covariate. Seven separate ANOVAs instead of one MANCOVA had to be used
because the seven factors correlated weakly (Field, 2005) (see Table 7).

3. Results
3.1. Hypothesis 1: The quality of the pedagogical action of a trainee teacher who
synchronously provides instructions to a fellow student (C2: synchronous peer
coaching) increases more than if he/she only receives synchronous instructions
(C1: synchronous coaching)
Table 1 shows that the quality of pedagogical actions of trainee teachers who
whispered instructions to a fellow student, improved more in four of the six
competencies than in the situation in which the test subjects only received
synchronous interventions. This conclusion concerns the plenary teaching
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competencies: 1 ‘interpersonal competence’, 2 ‘pedagogical competence’, 3
‘subject contents competence’ and 4 ‘organisational competence’.

Competence
(plenary
situation)

Plenary situations (quality of the pedagogical action)
Synchronous coaching
∆ Progression
Synchronous peer coaching
(C1) progression***/
(in favour of
(C2)
synchronous peer
competence/video
progression***/competence/
video-fragment
fragment
coaching)

Sig. ( ∆
between
groups)

1
2
3
4
6
7

22.6
25.9
37.0
40.0
14.0
14.0

0.042*
0.029*
0.023*
0.004**
0.174
0.104

11.8
15.9
23.0
24.3
25.0
28.0

10.8
10.0
14.0
15.7
-11.0
-14.0

*Significant at the α=0.05 level **Significant at the α=0.01 level (ANOVA) ***Progression=post-test-/-pre-test; Plenary
teaching competencies: 1) interpersonal competence; 2) pedagogical competence; 3) subject contents competence; 4)
organisational competence; 6) competence in co-operating with external actors; 7) competence to reflect and develop.

Table 1 “Synchronous peer coaching progression versus synchronous coaching
progression (plenary situations)”
The development of the quality of the pedagogical action of the trainee teacher in
synchronous peer coaching (C2) was not only investigated in plenary teaching
situations, as just discussed, but also in collaborative learning situations. However,
Table 2 shows that the quality of the pedagogical action of a trainee teacher who
synchronously gave instructions to a fellow student, was not higher than the
quality for trainee teachers who only received synchronous interventions. Table 2
even reveals that the average progression in the synchronous condition for all
collaborative learning teaching competencies was higher than in the situation in
which the trainee teacher whispered instructions to a fellow student (C2:
synchronous peer coaching). This difference, however, was only significant for one
competence, namely the collaborative learning competence 4 ‘recognize one’s own
role as a teacher’.
Competence
(collaborative
learning situation)

1
2
3
4
5

Collaborative learning situations (quality of the pedagogical action)
Synchronous coaching
∆ Progression
Synchronous peer
(C1)progression**
(in favour of
coaching (C2)
synchronous peer
progression**/competence /competence/video
/video fragment
fragment
coaching)
12.2
25.8
14.8
18.0
18.5

20.0
29.8
22.3
30.0
24.5

-7.8
-4
-7.5
-12
-6

Sig. ( ∆
between
groups)

0.090
0.420
0.204
0.034*
0.23

*Significant at the α=0.05 level (ANOVA) **Progression=post-test-/-pre-test; Collaborative learning teaching
competencies: 1) formulate adequate learning goals/being able to separate ‘content oriented learning revenues’ and ‘learn
how to collaborate revenues’; 2) propagate importance of social skills;3) reliable evaluation of product/quality of
collaboration; 4) recognize one’s own role as a teacher; 5) efficiently searching for functional collaborative interaction
structures.

Table 2 “Synchronous peer coaching progression versus synchronous coaching
progression (collaborative learning situations)”
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3.2. Hypothesis 2: The quality of the pedagogical action of a trainee teacher who
participates in synchronous reciprocal peer coaching (C3) increases more than
when the coaching is synchronous but not reciprocal (either he/she only provides
instructions (C2) or he/she only receives instructions (C1))
The differences in the development (in plenary situations) of the quality of the
pedagogical action of the trainee teacher under the different conditions (C1, C2 and
C3) are shown in Table 3. It is emphasized in this table that in plenary lessons, the
quality of pedagogical actions of the trainee teacher for competencies 1,2,4,6 and 7
is influenced more positively through synchronous reciprocal peer coaching (C3)
than in the situation in which the test subjects only whispered instructions
synchronously to a fellow student (C2: synchronous peer coaching). This
difference was only significant for Competence 7 ‘competence to reflect and
develop’ in favour of synchronous reciprocal peer coaching. However,
Competence 3 ‘subject contents competence’ in plenary lessons appeared to
benefit more from synchronous peer coaching (C2) than from synchronous
reciprocal peer coaching (C3).
Synchronous reciprocal peer coaching appears to have clear advantages
over the kind of synchronous non-reciprocal peer coaching in which only
synchronous interventions are received (C1: synchronous coaching). All plenary
teaching competencies (2, 4, 6, 7) improved significantly more in the ‘synchronous
reciprocal peer coaching’ condition. Competences 1 ‘interpersonal competence’
and 3 ‘subject contents competence’ showed the same improvement, which was
not significant, however.
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Plenary teaching situations (quality of the pedagogical action)
(J) Synchronous peer
coaching (C2) or
Mean
(I) Synchronous reciprocal synchronous coaching
difference
Dependent Variable
(I-J)
peer coaching (C3)
(C1)
Competence 1
Synchronous reciprocal
Synchronous peer
2.95
peer coaching
coaching
Synchronous reciprocal
Synchronous coaching
2.90
peer coaching

Sig.
.061
.061

Competence 2
..

Synchronous peer
coaching
Synchronous coaching

3.80

.057

7.80*

.000

-.65

.197

.05

1.00
0

.35

1.00
0

2.70*

.006

.800

.069

1.350*

.001

1.25*

.014

1.95*

.000

Competence 3
..
..

Synchronous peer
coaching
Synchronous coaching

Competence 4
..
..

Synchronous peer
coaching
Synchronous coaching

Competence 6
..
..

Synchronous peer
coaching
Synchronous coaching

Competence 7
..
..

Synchronous peer
coaching
Synchronous coaching

* This mean difference is significant at the .05 level (Bonferroni post hoc multiple comparison ANOVA)
Plenary teaching competencies: 1) interpersonal competence; 2) pedagogical competence; 3) subject contents competence;
4) organizational competence; 6) competence in co-operating with external actors; 7) competence to reflect and develop.

Table 3 “Synchronous reciprocal peer coaching versus synchronous peer
coaching and synchronous coaching in plenary situations”
This study also dealt with collaborative learning situations, without plenary
sessions. Table 4 points out that in collaborative learning situations synchronous
reciprocal peer coaching (the coach and the person being coached swap roles)
performs better than synchronous non-reciprocal peer coaching (trainee teachers
only provide instructions to fellow students). This holds for the collaborative
learning teaching competencies 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5; for Competence 4 ‘recognize one’s
own role as a teacher’ no significant difference could be found.
Just as for the plenary lessons, for collaborative learning situations we also
compared synchronous reciprocal peer coaching with synchronous non-reciprocal
peer coaching, in which only synchronous instructions were received (C1:
synchronous coaching). The quality of the pedagogical action proved to benefit
most from synchronous reciprocal peer coaching (C3). However, only for the
collaborative learning teaching competencies 1 (‘formulate adequate learning
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goals/being able to separate content oriented learning revenues’ and ‘learn how to
collaborate revenues’), 3 (‘reliable evaluation of product/quality of collaboration’)
and 5 (‘efficiently search for functional collaborative interaction structures’) the
improvement was significant.

Collaborative learning teaching situations (quality of the pedagogical action)
(J) Synchronous peer
(I) Synchronous
Mean
coaching (C2) or
reciprocal peer coaching
difference
synchronous coaching
Dependent Variable
(C3)
(C1)
(I-J)
Competence 1
Synchronous reciprocal
Synchronous peer
8.05*
peer coaching
coaching
Synchronous reciprocal
Synchronous coaching
5.70*
peer coaching

Sig.
.000
.000

Competence 2
..
..

Synchronous peer
coaching
Synchronous coaching

3.20*

.025

2.20

.195

5.10*

.000

3.60*

.008

2.35

.054

.85

.863

2.00*

.002

1.40*

.038

Competence 3
..
..

Synchronous peer
coaching
Synchronous coaching

Competence 4
..
..

Synchronous peer
coaching
Synchronous coaching

Competence 5
..
..

Synchronous peer
coaching
Synchronous coaching

* This mean difference is significant at the .05 level (Bonferroni post hoc multiple comparison ANOVA)
Collaborative learning teaching competencies: 1) formulate adequate learning goals/being able to separate ‘content oriented
learning revenues’ and ‘learn how to collaborate revenues’; 2) propagate importance of social skills; 3) reliable evaluation of
product/quality of collaboration; 4) recognize one’s own role as a teacher; 5) efficiently search for functional collaborative
interaction structures.

Table 4 “Synchronous reciprocal peer coaching versus synchronous peer
coaching and synchronous coaching in collaborative learning situations”
3.3. Hypothesis 3: The coaching skills of a trainee teacher increase more if he/she
coaches synchronously (C2) than if he/she coaches asynchronously (C4)

3.3.1. Validation of the ‘scale for coaching skills asynchronous/synchronous’
(SCSAS)
Veenman, Gerrits and Kenter (1999) did not extensively validate the scale for
coaching skills (SCS) so it’s doubtful whether the factor structure of the scale for
coaching skills asynchronous/synchronous (SCSAS) will be adequate. Therefore, it
was attempted to establish the construct validity (see Tables 10 and 11 in
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Appendix 1 for descriptives) of the SCSAS (32 items) with the help of the
computer programme MPLUS (Muthén & Muthén, 2007). However, this
confirmatory factor analysis did not produce satisfactory results. Several problems
were encountered, which indicated that the existing four-factor structure was
actually unsatisfactory. Possibly, too many factors were included in the model at
that time.
We observed the following problems:
• Three pairs of perfectly correlating items made it impossible to establish
model fit. Therefore these 3 items were removed. It was unclear for 2 items
whether, on the one hand, there was a perfect correlation and whether, on
the other hand, no coherence at all with other items was causing problems.
In any case it was not necessary to remove these 2 items because they
contributed particularly little to the variance explained for the factor which
they were a part of. The negative average covariance among some of these
items also violates the reliability model assumptions. Ignoring the items of
Scales 2 and 4 (Table 5) is followed by a negative Cronbach’s alpha. It was
not possible to achieve a good model fit, not even after removing the items
mentioned. This pointed at serious problems in the model or the data.
• A low level of internal consistency (reliability) of each factor (Cronbach’s
alpha), based on the original scales, pointed at a low coherence between the
items within the scales of the SCSAS. Therefore, it was to be expected that
the model fit would increase if more factors were included. Please note that
the Cronbach’s alpha of the post-test should be compared with this
reliability of the pre-test scores (Table 5). The time of measurement for
which the Cronbach’s alpha is calculated is important, considering: 1)
raters still must practice on scoring the SCSAS; 2) test subjects (trainee
teacher) who have been observed, are used to the experimental setting, so
that they can concentrate more on the manifestation of coaching skills.
Moment
Pre-test
Post-test

Pre- and post-test Cronbach’s alpha (first confirmatory factor analysis)
Cronbach’s alpha
Cronbach’s alpha
Cronbach’s alpha
scale 1 (13 items)
scale 2 (7 items)
scale 3 (8 items)
0.38
-0.18
0.13
0.68
0.50
0.33

Cronbach’s alpha
scale 4 (4 items)
-0.20
0.69

Table 5 “Pre- and post-test Cronbach’s alpha (first confirmatory factor analysis)”
An exploratory factor analysis with varimax rotation (Field, 2005) was conducted
to improve the construct validity and the reliability of the SCSAS. This analysis
showed a large number of (relatively small) components with an eigenvalue higher
than 1. On the basis of the scree-plot, it was therefore decided to select a factor
model with 9 factors. Subsequently, a number of items which simultaneously
covered several factors were removed because of the unclear role of the contents of
the concepts. For example, it is possible that the raters had the same concepts in
mind when assessing different items or they had different concepts in mind when
assessing one single item.
Once the above mentioned changes had been made, a second confirmatory
factor analysis (MPLUS) led to a factor structure which immediately fitted
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reasonably well. This factor structure consisted of seven factors and could be
optimized by allowing a limited number of relations between incorrect
measurements. After this last change the confirmatory factor model met the
following conditions:
• The chi-square/degrees of freedom is lower than 2.00 and a p-value that
differs from zero (Saris & Stronkhorst, 1984).
• The root mean square error approximation (RMSEA) is between 0.05 and
0.10 (Browne & Cudeck, 1993).
• The comparative fit index (CFI) and the Tucker and Lewis index (TLI) are
above 0.90 (Marsh, Balla, & McDonald, 1988).
Our seven-factor model fully met the specified conditions above:
• Chi-square/df =187.44/143 = 1.31; p-value = 0.008.
• RMSEA = 0.062.
• CFI = 0.97; TLI = 0.96.
The quality of this model is supported further by looking at the reliability of the
seven scales obtained (Table 6). An attempt was made to increase the reliability of
the factors 3 and 7 to α > 0.70 based on Table 6. This appeared not to be possible
for both these factors. Unfortunately, the reliability level did not improve when the
items with a negative influence on the Cronbach’s alpha were removed.
Scale

N items

Mean (pre+post-test)

Standard dev.
(pre-+post-test)

Cronbach’s alpha
(pre-test)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

4
2
4
3
2
2
3

10.58
5.10
11.64
7.89
5.45
5.34
7.26

2.84
2.19
3.02
2.80
2.42
1.46
2.69

0.59
0.95
0.64
0.75
0.98
0.97
0.45

Cronbach’s
alpha (posttest)
0.73
1.00
0.67
0.86
0.97
0.99
0.56

Coaching skill scales: 1) stimulate self-reflection; 2) show respect; 3) remain to the point; 4) strive for a structured approach;
5) exude confidence; 6) promote autonomous learning; 7) provide adequate feedback.

Table 6 “Reliability of the validated SCSAS”
Low correlations between the seven scales (coaching skills) of the SCSAS (Table
7) also indicate that the quality of the model obtained is acceptable. Scales map
individual aspects when there is a low mutual correlation so that the variable
‘coaching skills’ can be investigated in various areas.
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Correlations between the coaching skills (SCSAS)
Coaching
skill
1

Coaching
skill 1
-

2

.22*

Coaching
skill 2
.22*
-

Coaching
skill 3
.29*

Coaching
skill 4
.34**

Coaching
skill 5
.24*

Coaching
skill 6
.04

Coaching
skill 7
.37**

.42**

.33**

.25*

-.03

.35**

3

.29*

.42**

4

.34**

.33**

.42**

5

.24*

.25*

.18
.09

6

.04

-.03

7

.37**

.35**

-

.42**

.42**
-

.18

.09

.42**

.45**

.21

.40**

.26*

.14

.45**

-

.21

.26*

.40**

.14

.11

.11
-

* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed) ** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
Coaching skills: 1) stimulate self-reflection; 2) show respect; 3) remain to the point; 4) strive for a structured approach; 5)
exude confidence; 6) promote autonomous learning; 7) provide adequate feedback.

Table 7 “Correlations (Pearson) between the coaching skill scales”
We expect it to be easier for the observers to score the new SCSAS, obtained after
confirmatory factor analysis (20 items) than the original SCSAS (32 items). The
observer can concentrate much better on the main concepts because of the
reduction of the number of items. Another argument for defending the seven factor
structure is that the items, which were removed, were difficult for the observer to
score because of for example, inadequate phrasing. This last argument defending
the seven factor structure would also contribute to the quality of the scoring
because the maximum number of unequivocally interpretable items is included in
the SCSAS after confirmatory factor analysis.

3.3.2. Results Hypothesis 3
Table 8 shows that some aspects of the coaching skills of the trainee teachers
improved significantly more, with sufficient effect size, when they synchronously
instructed a fellow student (C2: Synchronous peer coaching) than when they
coached asynchronously, by organising a discussion at the end of the lesson with
the fellow student (C4: Asynchronous peer coaching). This was the case for the
following coaching skills: 2 ‘show respect’, 3 ‘remain to the point’, 4 ‘strive for a
structured approach’, and 7 ‘provide adequate feedback’. However, the results also
showed that ‘promote autonomous learning’ (Coaching skill 6) can be improved by
letting the trainee teacher conduct a coaching discussion with the fellow student
after the lesson, i.e. asynchronously. The difference (Coaching skill 6) in coaching
skill progression between both conditions (synchronous and asynchronous) was
not significant, though.
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Coaching skill
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Mean
S:12.20
A:11.75
S:6.90
A:5.10
S:14.70
A:12.55
S: 11.10
A:7.70
S:7.10
A:5.80
S:5.55
A:6.10
S:10.35
A:7.40

Std. dev.
S: 2.88
A:2.15
S:1.77
A:1.89
S:2.00
A:1.36
S:2.10
A:1.78
S:2.00
A:1.28
S:1.15
A:1.65
S:1.66
A:1.43

Sig. (ANCOVA)
0.85

Eta squared
0.01

0.01*

0.22

0.00*

0.32

0.00*

0.45

0.058

0.151

0.14

0.10

0.00*

0.49

*Mean difference (synchronous-asynchronous) is significant at the α=0.05 level (ANCOVA with covariate: pre-test scores);
S=synchronous peer coaching (C2) A=asynchronous peer coaching (C4); Eta squared is an effect size measure and should be
above 0.14 (Cohen, 1988).

Table 8 “Mean differences (coaching skills) between synchronous and
asynchronous coaching skills”
At this juncture, a stepwise regression analysis should have been able to determine
the extent to which a stimulation of one of the seven coaching skill scales
contributed to the effect of synchronous or asynchronous coaching on the quality
of the pedagogical action. Unfortunately, it was not possible to compute the
necessary standardised beta weights. Part of the experiment was conducted with
test subjects for whom only the development of the coaching skills of the trainee
teacher (independent variables, measured over the seven scales) was investigated
when he/she coached a fellow student (synchronous or asynchronous). Therefore
no data were available on the dependent variable ‘quality of the pedagogical
action’, thus making a stepwise regression analysis impossible.

4. Conclusions and discussion
4.1. Hypothesis 1
In plenary lessons, the quality of the pedagogical action of a trainee teacher who
whispers instructions synchronously to a fellow student (C2: synchronous peer
coaching) develops more positively in four of the six competencies than when only
synchronous interventions are received (C1: synchronous coaching). It concerns
the following plenary teaching competencies: 1 ‘interpersonal competence’, 2
‘pedagogical competence’, 3 ‘subject contents competence’ and 4 ‘organisational
competence’.
However, in contrast to that in plenary lessons, in collaborative learning it
is more sensible to only whisper instructions to the trainee teacher (C1:
synchronous coaching) instead of letting him/her coach a fellow student
synchronously (C2: synchronous peer coaching). A possible explanation could be
that in plenary situations it is easier to use competence assessments to determine
the behaviour indicators needed to provide instructions than in collaborative-
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learning situations. Collaborative learning situations are more complex because
there is a lot of communication between the teacher and his/her pupils. Thus a
critical lesson moment is not quickly repeated. The trainee teacher is also likely to
whisper fewer instructions because he/she notices that the fellow student is very
busy because of the interaction with the pupils. Apparently, the trainee teacher is
afraid to cause ‘cognitive overload’ through whispering instructions (Sweller,
1999, 2003). Since we noticed that the trainee teacher whispers very few
instructions to the fellow student in collaborative learning situations, it is also not
essential for him/her to think frequently about the content of the whispering, so
that the quality of the pedagogical action of the trainee teacher will not increase.
The trainee teacher has ample room to whisper instructions to the fellow student in
plenary lessons so that it is plausible that synchronous peer coaching is more
effective in plenary lessons.
4.2. Hypothesis 2
Generally speaking, in plenary lessons synchronous reciprocal peer coaching is
more effective than synchronous non-reciprocal peer coaching . This holds true for
five of the six plenary teaching competencies (the exception is Competence 3
‘subject contents competence’). However, the only difference that is significant is
for competence 7: ‘competence to reflect and develop’.
It can be concluded that the pedagogical action performs better in all six of
the plenary teaching competencies in synchronous reciprocal peer coaching (C3)
when synchronous reciprocal peer coaching in plenary lessons is compared with
synchronous coaching (trainee teacher only receives synchronous interventions).
These differences were significant, except for Competence 1 ‘interpersonal
competence’ and Competence 3 ‘subject contents competence’.
Synchronous reciprocal peer coaching is better then synchronous peer
coaching for four of the five collaborative-learning teaching competencies in
situations in which collaborative learning is central. There was no significant
difference for Competence 4 ‘recognize one’s own role as a teacher’.
It can be concluded that synchronous reciprocal peer coaching is the best
choice for three competencies when the development of the quality of the
pedagogical action of the trainee teacher in collaborative learning situations in
synchronous reciprocal peer coaching is compared with the situation in which the
trainee teacher only receives synchronous interventions (synchronous coaching).
There was a noticeable significant difference between both the coaching methods
for these competencies: 1 ‘formulate adequate learning goals/being able to separate
‘content oriented learning revenues’ and ‘learn how to collaborate revenues’, 3
‘reliable evaluation of product/quality of collaboration’ and 5 ’efficiently search
for functional collaborative interaction structures’.
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Comparison
SRPC compared with SPC

Plenary situations
Collaborative learning situations
1 competence (total=6) showed
4 competencies (total=5) showed
significant difference in favour
significant differences in favour of
of SRPC
SRPC
SRPC compared with SC
4 competencies (total=6) showed 3 competencies (total=5) showed
significant differences in favour of
significant differences in favour
SRPC
of SRPC
SRPC=Synchronous reciprocal peer coaching (C3); SPC=Synchronous peer coaching (C2); SC=Synchronous coaching (C1)

Table 9 “Summary of the results of Hypothesis 2”
The results shown in Table 9 confirm the suspicion that synchronous reciprocal
peer coaching (Joyce & Showers, 2002), in which the role of coach and the person
being coached changes contributes in the development of competencies of the
trainee teacher. On the one hand, the trainee teacher is required to think critically
about the content of the whispering to the fellow student and on the other hand,
he/she learns from the direct interventions that are received.
4.3. Hypothesis 3
The trainee teacher should synchronously coach a fellow student in order to
improve certain coaching skills such as: 2 ‘show respect’, 3 ‘remain to the point’, 4
‘strive for a structured approach’ and 7 ‘provide adequate feedback’. However, the
trainee teacher should involve the fellow student in a discussion at the end of the
lesson (asynchronous peer coaching) to improve Coaching skill 6 ‘promote
autonomous learning’.
This study has lent further support to the thesis that it is worthwhile to
integrate synchronous coaching via an earpiece in teacher training. This
investigation particularly emphasizes that synchronous coaching is also a useful
aid from which trainee teachers can learn without the help of a teacher training
expert at the same apprenticeship school. The isolation feared by Ackland (1991)
during apprenticeships can thus be avoided because trainee teachers can learn from
each other.
The arguments by Showers and Joyce (1996); Reiman and Thies-Sprinthall
(1998); Veenman and Denessen (2001) and Licklider (1995) that peer coaching is
a highly promising approach for stimulating learning by the coach as well as the
one being coached also applies to the synchronous variant. The quality of the
pedagogical action responds positively to the synchronous interventions. With
regard to the coaching skills, it can be said that immediate feedback (C2:
synchronous peer coaching) is preferential to the asynchronous variant (C4) (Kulik
& Kulik, 1988; Guadagnoli, Dornier, &Tandy, 1996).
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Appendix 1: Descriptive statistics SCSAS before validation

Items

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

Pre-test
synchronous
mean
2.45
2.60
2.20
2.05
2.65
2.35
2.45
2.10
2.20
2.50
2.15
2.35
1.90
2.35
1.90
2.40
2.05
2.70
2.20
2.00
2.45
2.00
2.35
2.70
2.50
1.60
1.60
2.30
1.70
2.25
2.45
2.05

Pre-test
asynchronous
mean
2.45
1.95
2.15
2.30
3.20
2.10
2.35
2.10
2.30
2.35
2.15
2.45
1.85
2.45
1.85
2.35
2.10
2.50
2.15
2.10
2.20
2.05
2.30
2.50
1.85
1.90
1.70
2.35
1.90
2.15
2.20
2.10

Post-test
synchronous
mean
2.80
3.50
3.45
3.50
3.10
3.85
3.75
3.85
3.25
3.30
3.65
2.75
3.55
2.80
3.55
3.45
3.90
3.95
3.65
3.80
3.20
3.45
2.50
3.95
3.60
3.30
3.45
3.80
3.20
3.60
3.20
3.90

Post-test
asynchronous
mean
3.05
2.90
2.55
2.50
2.20
2.45
3.35
2.75
2.70
2.45
2.55
3.05
4.10
3.05
4.10
2.45
3.35
3.45
2.55
2.60
2.40
2.55
2.55
3.45
2.90
2.30
2.65
3.35
2.35
2.60
2.40
3.35

Table 10 “SCSAS means”
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Items

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

Pre-test
synchronous
std. dev.
0.69
1.57
1.24
0.95
0.81
1.14
0.69
1.12
0.62
0.51
1.04
0.67
0.85
0.67
0.79
0.60
1.10
1.30
1.11
1.03
1.28
1.30
0.49
1.30
1.61
1.05
0.82
0.80
1.03
0.91
1.28
1.10

Pre-test
asynchronous
std. dev.
0.69
0.83
0.75
1.13
1.06
1.02
0.49
1.29
0.66
0.75
0.67
0.69
0.49
0.69
0.49
0.75
0.72
0.95
0.67
0.64
0.95
0.69
0.47
0.95
0.88
1.02
0.66
0.49
0.85
0.88
0.95
0.72

Post-test
synchronous
std. dev.
0.62
1.00
0.89
0.61
0.72
0.81
0.72
0.81
0.85
1.03
0.81
0.55
0.83
0.62
0.83
1.05
0.72
0.69
0.81
0.77
0.70
0.89
0.51
0.69
1.05
0.73
0.83
0.70
0.83
0.88
0.70
0.72

Post-test
asynchronous
std. dev.
0.83
0.64
0.94
0.51
0.52
0.60
0.49
1.12
0.57
0.89
0.83
0.83
0.55
0.83
0.55
0.89
0.67
0.76
0.83
0.75
0.68
0.94
0.51
0.76
0.64
0.92
0.67
0.49
0.59
1.10
0.68
0.67

Table 11 “SCSAS standard deviations”
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Chapter 6: General conclusions and
discussions
1. Introduction
For an overview of the main effects see Appendix B on pages 132-135.
The coaching of teachers has enjoyed considerable attention in fundamental
academic research (among others, Bergen, 1996; Veenman & Denessen, 2001;
Houtveen, Booij, & De Jong, 1995; Costa & Garmston, 1994; Ackland, 1991).
Besides, much attention has been paid to professional publications which would
facilitate an easy integration of the research outcomes into the teaching practice
(Crasborn & Hennissen, 2001; Fonderie-Tierie & Hendriksen, 1998; Veenman,
Visser, & Wijkamp, 1995; Veenman & Visser, 1997, 1998; Veenman, De Jonghe,
& Van Wezel, 1995; Slagter & Visser, 1999; Simons & Zuylen, 1997; Herpen,
Schut, & Zuylen, 1999; Fonderie-Tierie & Rozemond, 2000). Uzat (1998)
emphasized that the investigated forms of coaching such as technical coaching,
collegial coaching, challenge coaching and cognitive coaching are examples of the
asynchronous variant. Showers and Joyce (1996) spoke in this context of ‘a
traditional supervisory mode of pre-conference/observation/post-conference’
(p.14).
In this dissertation an attempt has been made to extend the existing forms
of coaching with a synchronous component. In an immediate teaching situation, in
which a teacher has to react immediately, the trainee teacher receives instructions
that are whispered to him / her via an earpiece. The need to intervene directly in
these kinds of immediate situations is the observation by the teacher trainer of a
discrepancy between the actual behaviour of a trainee teacher and the desired
behaviour.
We carried out four different investigations into synchronous coaching: 1)
Investigations into the effects of synchronous coaching as compared with the
effects of the asynchronous variant in plenary lessons. These were meant to find
out whether the introduction of the direct coaching variant in general could be
effective in plenary teaching situations. 2) Investigations into the role of individual
differences between trainee teachers. We wanted to see whether trainee teachers
with specific ‘personality traits’and ‘learning to teach orientations’ benefit more
form the direct interventions than others. 3) Investigations into the effects of
synchronous coaching in collaborative learning situations. The aim was to find out
whether the direct coaching form is useful in teaching in collaborative learning
situations. 4) Investigations into the possibilities of synchronous (reciprocal) peer
coaching. They were meant to determine whether the quality of the pedagogical
action of trainee teachers who mutually coach each other, improves. The most
important conclusions with respect to these four selected perspectives will be given
below. See Hooreman, Kommers, and Jochems (accepted a, accepted b, 2007) and
Hooreman, Sloep, and Jochems (submitted) – that is Chapters 2, 3, 4, and 5 of this
thesis - for detailed analyses. Secondly, we will reflect on the impact of these
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conclusions in our view should have on the theoretical perspectives we described
in Chapter 1. Third we will present a few critical reflections, both from a
theoretical and a methodological point of view. Then, some practical implications
will be described. Finally suggestions for future research will be discussed.

2. Conclusions
2.1. Synchronous coaching in plenary situations
The first experiment focused on plenary-lesson situations in which we wanted to
compare the effectivity of synchronous coaching with the effectivity of
asynchronous coaching. Van der Sanden (2004) emphasized that the plenary lesson
is unlikely to disappear in the near future, even thought various forms of
collaborative learning are gaining ground in educational practices nowadays.
Therefore, in the first study, the effect of synchronous coaching and asynchronous
coaching on the quality of the pedagogical action of the trainee teacher was
investigated.
The following conclusions were drawn from this experiment (Chapter 2). In
general, synchronous coaching improved teaching quality significantly more
(sufficient effect size) than asynchronous coaching. This indicates that
synchronous coaching is superior to asynchronous coaching in plenary lessons.
Interestingly, when we looked specifically at the effect on quality for less
competent groups of trainee teachers, as determined in a pre-test, the less
competent ones who received synchronous coaching showed more progress than
those who were exposed to the asynchronous variant. A possible explanation for
this is that during teaching they do not feel that they are on their own. For that
matter, their teacher trainer can always intervene immediately if a problematic
situation arises which will make them feel more at ease. Finally, when we look at
the effect on specific competences, only the interpersonal and the organizational
competence, but not the pedagogical competence and subject content competence
benefit from synchronous coaching in plenary situations. Indeed, these two
competencies are better off with the asynchronous form of coaching. A description
of the mentioned plenary teaching competencies is given in Appendix A.
2.2. Synchronous coaching and individual differences
In the third study, we investigated whether the effects of synchronous coaching
were related to individual differences between trainee teachers. We attempted to
predict for what types of trainee teachers synchronous coaching was specifically
suitable. This was a logical step in our investigations because it is important for the
teacher trainer not to expose a trainee teacher to the ‘pushy’ direct interventions if
the expectation is that he/she would either not benefit or even experience a
disadvantage.
Individual differences enjoy considerable interest in educational and
psychological investigations (among others, Vermetten, Lodewijks, & Vermunt,
2001; Zanting, Verloop, Vermunt, & Van Driel). Especially, individual differences
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like the Big Five personality traits and the learning-to-teach orientations are of
interest in teacher training (Kourilsky, Esfandiari, & Wittrock, 1996; Oosterheert,
2001; Oosterheert & Vermunt, 2002).
The Big Five personality traits are: (De Raad, Hendriks, & Hofstee, 1992;
Busato, Prins, Elshout, & Hamaker, 1999; Hendriks, 1997).
Emotional stability: This trait seems crucial as novice teachers with more
emotional control are less likely to panic when instructions are whispered to them
over an earpiece. Because they will tend to remain calm, they are more likely to
benefit from the direct and immediate flow of information offered by synchronous
coaching.
Autonomy: This trait is about being creative, imaginative and self-directing. A
direct consequence of having this trait is that a trainee teacher is likely to be open
to new experiences such as synchronous coaching.
Extraversion: People with this trait are energetic and active. Therefore, it seems
likely that they will actively attempt to convert the synchronous intervention to
changed behaviour and be quite motivated to learn to teach; this makes them more
suitable for the new synchronous coaching program. Teacher trainers may,
however, need to exercise extra care with active, extravert trainee teachers. They
probably need help to convert their energy into a high willingness to participate in
synchronous coaching rather than into more or less boisterous behaviour. After all,
a certain degree of calm on the part of the trainee teacher seems to be necessary for
synchronous intervention to take effect.
Agreeableness: According to Vermetten (1999), this trait is not critical in teacher
training. A trainee who scores high on the factor agreeableness is, in fact, relatively
unlikely to benefit from synchronous interventions. Being agreeable (in Hendriks’s
technical sense (Hendriks, 1997)) includes being friendly, flexible and cooperative, which, in turn, is associated with the danger that a synchronous
intervention will be followed blindly – which, of course, would hamper learning.
Conscientiousness: This trait — which Vermetten (1999) also considers to be
nonessential in teacher training – includes a tendency towards careful, systematic
behaviour. Conscientious trainees prefer structured educational surroundings in
which cautious, deliberate choices can be made. Sudden, unexpected interventions,
as in synchronous coaching, would conflict with this ideal.

The four learning to teach orientations (Oosterheert, 2001) mentioned are
‘closed reproduction’, ‘survival’, ‘closed meaning’ and ‘open meaning’. Teachers
with a ‘closed reproduction’ orientation cannot stimulate their own pedagogical
development and do not like pre-arranged (asynchronous) meetings with coaches
since they tend to find these meetings remote from the problems that they
experience in practice. They also find it unpleasant to talk about problems that
have arisen during lessons. They therefore try to develop the quality of their
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pedagogical action on the basis of previous experiences on their own, without
consulting teacher trainers (closed reproduction). Synchronous coaching
overcomes these problems because the coach is able to intervene directly and
immediately – that is, when the practical import of the intervention is especially
likely to be appreciated. And this offers the added advantage of minimizing the
need for, or the length of, post-lesson meetings in which faults might have to be
discussed at uncomfortable lengths. We would therefore expect that particularly
trainees with a ‘closed reproduction’ orientation would benefit from a switch from
asynchronous coaching to synchronous coaching.
‘Survival-oriented’ trainees are less open to guidance by an instructor
because they tend to believe that they teach well enough already, which inevitably
reduces the effectiveness of synchronous coaching. Their main purpose is to
survive during lessons, competence development has less of priority for them.
However, they do appreciate tips from the coach in difficult teaching situations –
ones in which they recognize that they don’t know what to do. Because in all
situations they tend to prefer ad hoc solutions, the potential learning effect of
judiciously timed synchronous interventions may still be relatively high because
such on-the-spot interventions are highly likely to have ad hoc relevance.
Trainees with a ‘closed meaning’ orientation are able to improve their
teaching behaviour on their own. However, sometimes they have difficulty in
registering and observing what goes on, and completely understanding the
problems that they encounter. Trainees with the ‘open meaning’ orientation are
excellent at learning to teach on their own. They consult sources on their own
initiative when problems arise and try to get a complete understanding of the
problems they face. The ‘closed meaning-’ and the ‘open meaning-oriented’
trainees therefore seem least likely to benefit from synchronous coaching. At best,
synchronous coaching could be marginally beneficial to trainees with a ‘closed
meaning orientation’ as immediate interventions may help to increase their
confidence in their own observations.
Thanks to this investigation we know how to handle individual differences
between trainee teachers from the coaching perspective. The following conclusions
were drawn:
2.2.1. With regard to plenary situations
Main effects on personality traits in plenary situations:
As far as the personality traits are concerned, extraversion, autonomy and
emotional stability are significantly related to the effectiveness of synchronous
coaching. Synchronous intervention was successful in subjects who had high
scores on these traits. Competencies such as ‘interpersonal competence,
pedagogical competence, subject contents competence, organisational competence,
external communication competence and reflection and development competence’
improved in individuals who had a high score on autonomy and extraversion.
These competencies also improved in emotionally stable trainee teachers, except
for ‘subject contents competence’. However, no significant effect was found for
agreeableness and conscientiousness on the effectiveness of synchronous
coaching. The competencies ‘pedagogical competence, organisational competence
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and reflection and development competence’ were an exception and could be
improved through synchronous coaching in novice trainees who scored high on
agreeableness.
Prior education and personality traits (plenary situations):
Based on our data, we are able to predict on the basis of the variable
‘personality’, whether a trainee teacher will benefit from synchronous or
asynchronous coaching if his or her personality traits have been related to his/her
prior education.
For synchronously coached second and third year trainee teachers with
high scores on autonomy, extraversion and emotional stability who graduated from
a secondary school (havo/vwo), synchronous coaching leads to an improvement in
their ‘pedagogical competence’, ‘organisational competence’ and ‘external
communication competence’. The remaining competencies are better improved by
asynchronous coaching. An optimal combination of synchronous and
asynchronous coaching is achieved in this way. Traditional asynchronous coaching
is adequate in these trainees with at least a medium level score on autonomy and
emotional stability.
Our data also show that first year trainee teacher who had a high score on
conscientiousness are succesfully exposured to synchronous coaching if the
intervention is focused on the competencies ‘interpersonal competence’ and
‘pedagogical competence’. The remaining four competencies will improve after
receiving the classical asynchronous coaching. In this manner, an optimal
combination of synchronous and asynchronous coaching is achieved once again.
Asynchronous coaching is indicated when the score on agreeableness is
high, except in trainee teachers who had previously received vocational education.
Learning to teach orientations:
The effect of synchronous coaching was highest in trainee teachers with a
‘closed meaning orientation’. Our data show that trainee teachers with a ‘closed
reproductive orientation’ benefited especially from synchronous coaching,
because they think that regular coaching meetings do not fulfil their needs.
However, trainee teachers with a ‘survival orientation’ are less open to guidance
by the teacher trainer than those who are oriented towards closed reproduction. The
effect of synchronous coaching is thereby reduced. Taking into account that they
rather prefer ad hoc solutions to problems in all situations, the potential learning
effect might still be relatively high. Based on this, prior to conducting the
experiment we expected that this group is almost suitable for synchronous
coaching as the closed reproduction oriented group. Unfortunately, it appeared
retrospectively that synchronous coaching had no large (positive) effect on the
quality of the pedagogical action of trainee teachers with this orientation. In fact,
this is probably due to the fact that they are less open to the in-put from the teacher
trainer. Direct interventions come over as compulsory to them, whereas the
asynchronous coaching gives them time to overweigh whether the instructions
from the teacher trainer in fact fit-in with their own learning needs.Trainee teachers
with an ‘open meaning orientation’ also benefited little in our experiment,
probably because they are able to develop solid competence on their own.
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The pedagogical activity of trainee teachers with a ‘survival’ (i.e. ad hoc)
orientation will develop more positively after asynchronous coaching. As already
stated, this is in contrast with ‘closed reproductive- and closed meaning
orientations’ which benefit most from synchronous coaching.
2.2.2. With regard to collaborative learning situations
Trainee teachers who scored high on agreeableness and emotional stability during
our study should be coached synchronously in collaborative learning situations to
improve the quality of their pedagogical action. However, trainee teachers who
score high on the personality traits extraversion and conscientiousness must
participate in an asynchronous discussion for improving the quality of their
pedagogical action. Individuals in whom autonomy is dominant should receive a
combination of synchronous and asynchronous coaching.
Trainee teachers who score high on extraversion and autonomy should
receive synchronously whispered instructions in order to reduce reaction time.
However, trainee teachers who score high on conscientiousness should participate
in an asynchronous discussion. Trainee teachers who are agreeable and/or
emotionally stable are likely to benefit from a combination of synchronous and
asynchronous coaching in order to reduce the reaction time.
2.3. Synchronous coaching in collaborative learning situations
In the last decade considerable scientific attention has been paid to collaborative
learning in which pupils work together more and more actively shape and
determine their own learning options (Dillenbourg, 1999; Slavin, 1996;
Dillenbourg, Baker, Blaye, & O’Malley, 1996). This collaborative learning
approach demands a different role from the teacher (Ebbens & Ettekoven, 2005),
which justifies the choice of investigating the effects of synchronous coaching in a
collaborative learning environment.
It is assumed that a teacher must posses the following teaching skills (i.e.
collaborative learning teaching competencies) when he/she supervises
collaborative learning. He or she should be able: 1) to formulate adequate learning
goals and to separate ‘content oriented learning revenues’ and ‘learn how to
collaborate revenues’; 2) to propagate the importance of social skills; 3) reliably to
evaluate product and quality of collaboration; 4) to recognize one’s own role as a
teacher; 5) efficiently to search for functional collaborative interaction structures
(Ebbens & Ettekoven, 2005; Schmidt & Moust, 2000; Schmidt, Van der Arend,
Moust, Kokx, & Boon, 1993). In this study, it was investigated whether
synchronous coaching helped to prepare trainee teachers for immediate
(problematic) situations in lessons (among others: Dolk, Korthagen, & Wubbels,
2000) when various forms of collaborative learning were used.
The following conclusions were drawn (Chapter 4) from this experiment in
which the effect of synchronous coaching was compared with that of the
asynchronous variant in situations where pupils were asked to learn through
collaboration.
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Firstly, with regard to the quality of pedagogical actions, less-competent trainee
teachers preferably receive synchronously whispered instructions, whereas morecompetent teachers had better participate in the asynchronous discussion. Our
explanation is that skills that are above the basic level are often of a more complex
nature. In such cases, only whispering a keyword is inadequate for improving the
advanced skills of a trainee teacher. Asynchronous discourse offers the opportunity
for addressing this issue more in details.
A teacher is required to act directly in immediate teaching situations (Dolk,
1997). Therefore, it is positive that the time period within which a teacher acts in
such immediate teaching situation is reduced through coaching. This reaction time
of more-competent trainee teachers was equal in both intervention strategies
(synchronous or asynchronous). However, for less-competent teachers the
synchronous condition reduced the reaction time further than did the asynchronous
condition.
Secondly, synchronous coaching has a significantly larger effect on the quality of
the pedagogical action and the reaction time of trainee teachers than the
asynchronous condition in collaborative learning. The following refinements can
be incorporated in each of the collaborative learning teaching competencies.
Factor 1 ‘formulate adequate learning goals/be able to separate content oriented
learning revenues’ and ‘learn how to collaborate revenues’, Factor 4 ‘recognize
one’s own role as a teacher’ and Factor 5 ‘efficiently search for functional
collaborative interaction structures’ can best be coached synchronously. The
quality of the pedagogical action of the trainee teacher increases, whereas the
reaction time decreases significantly. The best results are achieved when
instructions are whispered for Factor 4 ‘recognize one’s own role as a teacher’.
Factor 2 ‘propagate the importance of social skills’ can best be coached
synchronously as this improves the quality of the pedagogical action significantly
more than the asynchronous condition. However, trainee teachers must also
participate in asynchronous discussions in order to reduce the reaction time.
Factor 3 ‘reliably evaluate product and quality of collaboration’ didn’t show a
difference between both conditions and therefore could be coached both
synchronously and asynchronously. Particularly when only synchronous coaching
is used, one cannot be sure that the quality of the pedagogical action develops any
further. To eliminate this problem, one can combine both intervention strategies by
recording on video the instructions that are synchronously whispered to the trainee
teacher. This video recording is then discussed with the trainee teacher after the
lesson has ended (combination between synchronous and asynchronous condition).
Third, the advantages of synchronous coaching as compared to the asynchronous
condition, increase in collaborative learning situations with increasing number of
coaching sessions. Collaborative learning teaching competencies, which initially
benefit from synchronous coaching (see previous section), should therefore also be
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included in the synchronous variant with increasing number of coaching sessions.
However, a combination of synchronous- and asynchronous coaching should
finally be used for the collaborative learning teaching competencies that initially
benefited less from the synchronous variant.
2.4. Synchronous (reciprocal) peer coaching
This study focused on instructions that students whispered to each other
(synchronous peer coaching). In light of the current educational developments developments in the area of asynchronous coaching where students learn from each
other (Engelen, 2002; Van der Sanden, 2004) - it seemed relevant to carry out such
a study. Two questions were investigated. Does the quality of the pedagogical
action of the trainee teacher who is ‘coached’ improve? Do the coaching skills
through whispering (‘coaching’) of the fellow students improve? These questions
were also investigated in situations in which trainee teachers took roles, both as
‘coach’ and as ‘trainee’ (synchronous reciprocal peer coaching) (Joyce & Showers,
2002; Engelen, 2002). Showers and Joyce (1996) emphasized that peer coaching is
a very promising approach to stimulate learning by the coach as well as the person
being coached. The ‘coach’ expands his or her professional expertise by watching
a fellow student, discussing experiences (after the lesson) and reflecting on his or
her feedback (Reiman & Thies-Sprinthall, 1998; Veenman & Denessen, 2001). As
before, the person who is exposed to coaching acquires new insights and receives
feedback.
In this study, three synchronous coaching conditions are distinguished,
alongside two asynchronous ones:
Synchronous coaching (C1): A test subject (trainee teacher) only receives
synchronous instructions via an earpiece.
Synchronous peer coaching (C2): A test subject (trainee teacher) whispers
instructions synchronously to a fellow student via an earpiece.
Synchronous reciprocal peer coaching (C3): A test subject (trainee teacher)
whispers instructions synchronously to a fellow student and, in the next lesson, the
test subject receives synchronous interventions from the same fellow student.
Asynchronous peer coaching (C4): A test subject (trainee teacher) coaches a fellow
student asynchronously.
Asynchronous coaching (C5): A test subject (trainee teacher) only receives
asynchronous coaching.
The following conclusions were drawn:
Synchronous peer coaching (C2) versus synchronous coaching (C1):
In plenary lessons, the quality of the pedagogical actions of a trainee
teacher who whispered instructions to a fellow student (C2: synchronous peer
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coaching), developed significantly better in four of the six competencies than when
only synchronous interventions (C1) were received (synchronous coaching). The
four are: 1 ‘interpersonal competence’, 2 ‘pedagogical competence’, 3 ‘subject
contents competence’ and 4 ‘organisational competence’.
In collaborative learning, it was preferential to only whisper to the trainee
teacher (C1: synchronous coaching) instead of letting him/her coach a fellow
student synchronously (C2: synchronous peer coaching). The following five
competencies (there are five collaborative learning teaching competencies in total)
showed differences in favour of synchronous coaching (C1): 1) formulate adequate
learning goals/being able to separate ‘content oriented learning revenues’ and
‘learn how to collaborate revenues’; 2) propagate importance of social skills; 3)
reliable evaluation of product/quality of collaboration; 4) recognize one’s own role
as a teacher; 5) efficiently search for functional collaborative interaction structures.
Only collaborative learning teaching competence 4 ‘recognize one’s own role as a
teacher’ showed a significant difference, in favour of synchronous coaching (C1).

Synchronous reciprocal peer coaching (C3) versus synchronous coaching (C1):
In plenary situations the quality of the pedagogical action develops better in
all six of the plenary teaching competencies in synchronous reciprocal peer
coaching when synchronous reciprocal peer coaching in plenary lessons is
compared with synchronous coaching (see Appendix B for an overview of the
experimental conditions). These differences were significant, except for Plenary
teaching competence 1 ‘interpersonal competence’ and Competence 3 ‘subject
contents competence’.
With respect to collaborative learning situations it was concluded on the
basis of three competencies that synchronous reciprocal peer coaching was
preferential, when the development of the quality of the pedagogical action of the
trainee teacher in collaborative learning who received synchronous reciprocal peer
coaching, was compared with the situation in which the trainee teacher received
only synchronous interventions (synchronous coaching). A significant difference
was found between both the coaching forms for the following three competencies:
1 ‘formulate adequate learning goals/being able to separate ‘content oriented
learning revenues’ and ‘learn how to collaborate revenues’, 3 ‘reliable evaluation
of product/quality of collaboration’ and 5 ’efficient search for functional
collaborative interaction structures’.

Synchronous reciprocal peer coaching (C3) versus synchronous peer coaching
(C2):
In plenary lessons, synchronous reciprocal peer coaching improved the
quality more than synchronous peer coaching. This was valid for all plenary
teaching competencies with the exception of Competence 3 ‘subject contents
competence’; whereby there was only a significant difference concerning the last
plenary teaching competence ‘competence to reflect and develop’.
For four of the five collaborative learning teaching competencies,
synchronous reciprocal peer coaching improved the quality significantly more than
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synchronous peer coaching. There was no significant difference for Competence 4
‘recognize one’s own role as a teacher’.

Coaching skill development (synchronous peer coaching (C2) versus asynchronous
peer coaching (C4)):
For improving the following coaching skills: 2 ‘show respect’, 3 ‘remain to
the point’, 4 ‘strive for a structured approach’ and 7 ‘provide adequate feedback’, a
trainee teacher should synchronously coach a fellow student. The trainee teacher
should involve the fellow student in a discussion after the lesson moment
(asynchronous peer coaching) in order to improve Coaching skill 6 ‘promote
autonomous learning’.

3. Connecting the main effect to two theoretical perspectives
The study has shown that synchronous coaching has a positive influence on the
quality of the pedagogical action in problematic plenary and collaborative learning
situations that require immediate action. We will now connect this main effect of
synchronous coaching to the two theoretical perspectives (Gestalt and feedback),
as discussed in Chapter 1.
The Gestalt perspective
The main effect can be interpreted and understood from the Gestalt perspective.
The result of a synchronously whispered instruction is that the behaviour that was
originally present at the non-intentional Gestalt level (Dolk, 1997; Dolk et al.,
2000; Korthagen & Lagerwerf, 2001) is ‘lifted’ from the reflex level to the level of
overview and insight. In terms of cognition this is called ‘rising to schema level’
(Korthagen & Lagerwerf, 2001). According to Korthagen and Lagerwerf (2001) a
characteristic of this schema level is that a teacher can connect actual to desirable
behaviour so that the quality of his or her pedagogical behaviour improves over
time. It should be emphasized that the exact manner in which behaviour rises to
schema level cannot be measured and therefore not be understood, which is a weak
element in the Gestalt perspective. However, it seems obvious that when a trainee
teacher in a problematic situation receives whispered instructions, he or she is
made aware of this less-competent behaviour and of the need to act immediately in
a different way. Thus the trainee teacher is forced immediately to convert the
whispered instruction into a behaviour change. Once having noticed that the
changed behaviour is more successful than the original one (experience of
success), he or she is likely to use the changed behaviour pattern in the future
(Lagerwerf & Korthagen, 2003; Korthagen & Lagerwerf, 1996; Korthagen &
Lagerwerf, 2001). Consequently, the quality of pedagogical action in this kind of
problematic situation is expected to increase.
The trainee teacher becomes accustomed to the new behaviour pattern, so
that a certain amount of ‘routine’ arises. In this way a teacher develops a larger and
more adequate behavioural repertoire, thus freeing attention for other aspects of
teaching. Adopting new routines is called ‘level reduction’; observation and
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reaction of the teacher are now steered through Gestalts (Van Hiele, 1973;
Korthagen & Lagerwerf, 1994, 1996; Korthagen et al., 2001). Functioning at
Gestalt level is characterized by a higher level of fluency, whereby attention is
completely available for other aspects of the pedagogical situation. So, the effects
found are in line with the Gestalt perspective.
The feedback perspective
Feedback has long been recognized as an important instrument for improving
learning (Pressey, 1927). This feedback theory is also receiving considerable
attention at present. An example of this is its role in investigations into
technological developments (Jochems, Van Merriënboer, & Koper, 2004; Johnson
& Johnson, 1993). The feedback theory even lends itself for clarifying the results
of our own investigations into the effects of synchronous coaching on the quality
of the pedagogical action of the trainee teacher.
Kulik and Kulik (1988) and Guadagnoli, Dornier and Tandy (1996)
established that immediate feedback is preferable to delayed feedback. Mason and
Bruning (1999) added to this that ‘cognitive overload’ should be avoided (Sweller,
1999, 2003; Sweller, Van Merriënboer, & Paas, 1998). It also appeared that some
forms of feedback fit in better with synchronous coaching than others. One can
think of the difference between elaborate versus global feedback (e.g., Pridemore
& Klein, 1995; Morrison, Ross, Gopalakrishnan, & Casey, 1995). Global feedback
provides the trainee teacher with information on the overall approach of the
problem without providing the details of each step to be taken. This is in contrast
to elaborate feedback that indicates in specific details how the trainee teacher's
behaviour should change. Therefore, elaborate feedback fits in better with the aims
of synchronous coaching because the trainee teacher is made aware of a specific
problem via a short intervention.
It is positive that elaborate feedback matches synchronous coaching
because according to Clariana (1990) and Gilman (1969) elaborate feedback has
the most effect on learning, especially in situations without high prior knowledge
(i.e., the amount of domain knowledge that learners already possess prior to the
learning phase; Jonassen & Grabowski, 1993; Hannafin, Hannafin, & Dalton,
1993). Probably the trainee teacher is not confronted with a specific (unique)
immediate (problematic) teaching situation before, so he/she will not have prior
knowledge about ‘how to act’ in that immediate situation.
Cognitive overload will occur less often through the elaborate feedback
approach as compared with global feedback in which only a general description of
the pedagogical shortcoming of the trainee teacher is given. A second reason is that
a lot of research indicates that for learning complex tasks (learning to teach is an
example of a complex task), learners with little or no prior knowledge of the
domain benefit more from guided instruction, such as elaborate feedback, than
from unguided instruction (global feedback), because the guided instruction does
not overload working memory capacity (Carroll, 1994; Cooper & Sweller, 1987;
Sweller & Cooper, 1985; Sweller, Van Merriënboer, & Paas, 1998).
This theoretical feedback perspective appears to fit in particularly well with
the results of this study. Indeed, the teacher behaviour developed more positively
through the synchronous intervention than through the traditional
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(delayed/asynchronous) feedback. Therefore, we expect from this perspective that
synchronous coaching via an earpiece may be very attractive for integration into
teacher training.

4. Critical reflection
4.1. Theoretical remarks
As stated before, the Gestalt perspective (Dolk, 1997; Dolk et al., 2000; Korthagen
& Lagerwerf, 2001) is unable to measure the processes that occur. For example, it
cannot be determined at which moment the trainee teacher converts the corrected
behaviour into a new Gestalt (level reduction). Secondly, the distinction between
intentional and non-intentional behaviour is not relevant in every situation. In our
research, only the situation in which the trainee teacher showed non-competent
behaviour in a problematic situation that requires immediate action, was important.
Whether he/she displayed this non-competent behaviour intentionally or nonintentionally was irrelevant. Whispering instructions had results in all situations,
thus also in situations in which the trainee teacher behaved non-intentionally, as
long as he/she was made aware of the non-competent behaviour. However,
Korthagen and Lagerwerf (2001) and Dolk, Korthagen, & Wubbels (2000)
prominently bring forward this distinction. They stress that teacher behaviour is
not exclusively rational or intentional. Teacher behaviour is often a result of
previously experienced reflexes, emotions, routines and intuitions. This nonintentional behaviour manifests itself especially in situations in which there is little
time to consider alternative behaviour. Based on the points mentioned above, we
can conclude that the Gestalt perspective does not assist us in closer analysis of the
learning effects of synchronous coaching. Especially, the argument that sometimes
it is not clear whether the teacher behaviour is intentional or non-intentional. This
has the consequence that there is a need for broadening the theoretical framework
in the future. In paragraph 6 ‘future research’ this broadening coupled to the
feedback perspective and cognitive load theory is described, because these two
theoretical starting-points appear to provide a better theoretical basis for further
investigations into synchronous coaching of the trainee teacher.
Finally, we chose to pay hardly any attention to the exact definition of
coaching and the similarities and the differences with cognate activities such as
mentoring and training, something that is frequent in the literature (Engelen, 2002).
Detailed themes such as the description of the hierarchical relationship between the
coach and the one being coached (mentoring versus coaching) (Sullivan & Glanz,
2000) or the question as to what extent personal development (Costa & Garmston,
1994) is achieved through synchronous coaching, have not been addressed. We
limited ourselves to the question whether synchronous coaching is effective in
specific situations. In overview, these side-roads mentioned, only become
interesting when a main effect ‘synchronous coaching can positively influence the
quality of the pedagogical action in problematic plenary- and collaborative
learning situations requiring immediate action’, is observed. The results described
in this thesis confirmed this effect and clear the way for investigations that allow
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synchronous coaching its rightful place in the existing theoretical framework of
coaching.
4.2. Methodological and practical remarks
Experimental approach
An experimental approach has been used frequently in this study. An example of
this is the video fragments that were shown to the participating trainee teachers.
After having seen the fragments the trainee teachers were required to show how
they would act in a similar situation. If the manifested behaviour deviated from the
ideal behaviour then, in the synchronous condition, they received instructions via
an earpiece. In the asynchronous condition, the behaviour portrayed in the video
fragment was discussed after the lesson. Obviously, this experimental approach is
because of the used video fragments are not in every detail similar to the real
teaching situations, in which the earpiece is used in actual lessons. In spite of this,
this approach was chosen because we preferred the control that an experiment
offers over the realism of observations. The justification for this choice is
strengthened by the fact that the used video fragments represent the actual
situations in lessons particularly well according to the experts. The video material
is also highly representative of all possible teacher behaviours, taking into account
that almost all behaviour indicators of the competence assessment (both plenary
and collaborative learning) have been incorporated in the video fragments. This
allows an increased generalisation of the results. When a trainee teacher scores
well in this specific experiment, then the same will also be the case in a
comparable experiment. As a matter of fact, the teacher behaviour of the test
subjects must concern all possible teacher behaviours.
So research into new, direct forms of coaching still has to take shape. This
process can only be successful if evidence can be found that synchronous coaching
of trainee teachers makes a positive contribution. It has been our aim for the
investigations described in this thesis to search for such evidence. An experimental
approach made it possible to activate enough accuracy. The experiment was set up
in such way that only the synchronous coaching effect was studied, without any
interference from changes in lessons and asynchronous coaching influences. A
more practical argument for choosing an experimental approach is the fact that
teacher behaviour in problematic situations that required immediate action was
investigated (Dolk, 1997; Dolk, Korthagen, & Wubbels, 2000; Korthagen &
Lagerwerf, 2001; Lagerwerf & Korthagen, 2003). One has to wait and see whether
sufficiently problematic situations occur in actual lessons with the risk that such
situations may not occur at all. In an experimental set up, such situations can be
simulated and repeated so that the mutual comparison between the observed results
will be increase.
Competence assessment
Competence assessment was used to investigate whether the quality of the
pedagogical action of the trainee teacher improved by whispering instructions. An
already existing instrument of proven quality was used in plenary lessons
(competence assessment plenary situations). This instrument is used to evaluate the
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teacher behaviour of trainee teachers in the Netherlands. A version that was
adapted on the basis of literature insights and an evaluation by the experts has been
used for collaborative learning (competence assessment collaborative learning).
Although, the construct validity as well as the reliability of both versions (plenary
and collaborative learning) were adequate according to Field (2005), it was
possible to establish the quality of both versions of the competence assessment
more accurately. Validation criteria for the chi-square/degrees of freedom, the root
mean square error approximation (RMSEA), the comparative fit index (CFI) and
the Tucker & Lewis index (TLI) were not checked (Saris & Stronkhorst, 1984;
Browne & Cudeck, 1993; Marsh, Balla, & McDonald, 1988). We did not check as
this might lead to a modification in the factor structure (Muthén & Muthén, 2007).
This is not desirable because the instrument is used in practice (plenary lessons) or
has been approved by experts (collaborative learning) and thus has high-quality
contents and should not be adapted only on statistical grounds.
Video fragments
In the part of the research in which video fragments were used, the trainee teacher
was required to indicate on the basis of the fragments, how he/she would act in a
similar situation when he/she is confronted with such a situation in actual lessons
in the future. Various versions (filming of the same film script) were used in the
experiment, in order to prevent the test subject from recognizing the fragments.
Obviously, particular fragments of the various versions of the video films showed
the same behaviour indicators, for non-competent behaviour, so that the
measurements remained mutually comparable. Although, there were no clear
indications that the test subjects recognized the fragments, we recommend making
more financial resources available for writing and filming the film scripts. One
may consider using (still) more actors and professional script writers etc. The aim
of improvement in the video material is that the setting of the experimental
investigation would show similarities with the actual situation in real lessons. This
is positive since there is a chance in the present experimental setting that test
subjects would show social desirable behaviour because for example, it is very
clear how a trainee teacher must act when he/she is exposed to the video material.
After some time, there is adequate experience with synchronous coaching
in the experimental investigation setting, so that a switchover to actual lessons can
be made. It is sensible at that time to go into whether trainee teachers in actual
lessons act differently than in the experimental approach.
The behaviour indicators in the various versions of the film did not differ.
However, this is valid for the versions that were used in the pre-test, experiment,
and post-test for each part of the experiment. The behaviour indicators of the film
script of the plenary lessons and collaborative learning were obviously different,
because the competencies, which the teacher had to possess for both the situations
differed. The behaviour indicators in the video fragments that were used in the first
study (Chapter 2) also differed from those in the video fragments used in the third
study (Chapter 4), because a new investigation phase had been started in which the
knowledge acquired in making the videos, was used.
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Test subjects
The selection of test subjects could have been more meticulous. Although, the ad
random assignment of the trainee teachers to the coaching conditions (C1 to C5)
reduced the chance that test subjects with ‘predisposition’ for synchronous
coaching were assigned to the synchronous conditions, it would have been better to
generally reduce the differences between trainee teachers who participated in the
experiment. Firstly, in the present study, no distinction was made between a trainee
teacher who for example taught French and the one who taught Mathematics. It
can be assumed that the nature of the subject and the optimum pedagogical manner
of working do have a substantial effect on the success of synchronous coaching. It
is methodologically impure to compare the results of the different groups of test
subjects if subjects such as history and geography are more suitable for
synchronous coaching than subjects such as English and Dutch. For that matter, the
effects of the coaching condition per subject or subject domain (alpha, beta or
gamma) should be classified in analyses. Unfortunately, this classification was not
used in our present investigations. In principle, this was unavoidable because it
was particularly difficult to find an adequate number test subjects.
Secondly, the number of years of teaching experience of the test subjects,
which once again also reflects the differences between the test subjects was not
taken into account in this investigation. However, subdivision of results according
to the year of study was integrated in Chapter 4. This is methodologically not
completely pure because it is possible that a trainee teacher, for example has
already taught for some years prior to starting the teacher training course. Once
again, it was chosen to allow this impurity considering the fact that it was rather
difficult to find an adequate number of test subjects who were prepared to invest
their time substantially in this investigation.
Considering the large differences between the test subjects in combination
with the relatively large numbers, it is plausible that the results can somewhat be
generalised for the current total population of teachers. For that matter, not only the
‘standard teacher’ who follows the full time teacher training course immediately
after finishing high school is included in the dataset, but also all other variations
with more teaching experience, varied study backgrounds and a previous career
outside of education are included. In spite of the previously mentioned differences
between the test subjects, an attempt was made to bring about some selection in the
later phases of the investigation in order to reduce the chance that trainee teachers
receive synchronous interventions that are totally unsuitable. Prior to the
experiments in the framework of Chapter 5, for example, trainee teachers were
rejected on the basis of ‘personality traits’ and ‘orientation of learning to teach’
which indicated that they would probably not benefit from synchronous coaching.

5. Practical implications of the investigations
This dissertation deals with a concrete and practical theme: ‘is there evidence that
synchronous coaching has additional value in teacher training?’, and, if so, ‘to
what aspects of synchronous coaching of trainee teachers should future research
pay attention?’ It appeared from the results of the first study (Chapter 2:
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Hooreman, Kommers, & Jochems, accepted a) and the third study (Chapter 4:
Hooreman, Kommers, & Jochems, 2007) that synchronous coaching can indeed be
used in teacher training both for plenary lessons and collaborative learning
situations. As mentioned, there are strong indications that the quality of the
pedagogical action improves signifcantly and the reaction time is shortened
significantly in problematic situations that require immediate action.
The second study (Chapter 3: Hooreman, Kommers, & Jochems, accepted b),
revealed that not every trainee teacher profits from synchronous coaching.
However, even in cases in which success is to be expected, synchronous coaching
should be cautiously integrated in the training of individual trainee teachers, once
its success spreads. This because investigation into the influence of ‘the Big Five
personality traits’ (De Raad, Hendriks, & Hofstee, 1992; Busato, Prins, Elshout, &
Hamaker, 1999; Hendriks, 1997) and ‘the learning to teach orientations’
(Oosterheert, 2001; Oosterheert & Vermunt, 2002) on the effect of synchronous
coaching shows that it is possible that trainee teachers become blocked after a
synchronous intervention.
It is sensible to allow a student to either whisper instructions to a fellow
student or allow them to mutually exchange whispered instructions (synchronous
reciprocal peer coaching). The study by Hooreman, Sloep, and Jochems
(submitted) (Chapter 5) showed that the quality of the pedagogical action of the
trainee teacher was especially positively influenced by this.
A general guideline for the synchronous coaching of trainee teachers can be
compiled from Appendix B ‘overview main effects’: In plenary situations, in
collaborative learning situations, and in situations in which trainee teachers
mutually (reciprocally) coach each other, synchronous interventions stimulate the
quality of the pedagogical action, reduce the reaction time and improve the
coaching skills. An important condition is that trainee teachers are pre-selected on
the basis of ‘personality’ and ‘learning to teach orientations’. The ‘FFPI’
personality trait test (Hendriks, 1997) and the ILTP (questionnaire for assessing
learning to teach orientations) (Oosterheert, 2001) are examples of instruments for
carrying out this selection.
Teacher trainers who begin with synchronous coaching should receive
training beforehand. A core element of such a course must be to avoid ‘cognitive
overload’ (Sweller, 1999, 2003; Sweller, Van Merriënboer, & Paas, 1998). In this
study, this danger was avoided by standardization of the instructions the teacher
trainer whispered. When the teaching behaviour of the trainee teacher is lesscompetent, the corresponding behaviour indicator (a description of ideal teacher
behaviour in a specific situation in the competence assessment) should be the
keyword instruction that is whispered to the trainee teacher. During the course, one
should be informed on the contents of the competence assessment (competencies
including corresponding behaviour indicators) and on the technique of
‘whispering’ (whispering keywords of behaviour indicators).
It appeared from our investigations that a trainee teacher should consider a
number of organisational points when he/she begins with synchronous coaching.
This includes a decision on the type of earpiece that should be purchased. Roughly,
there are two options: one is to purchase an earpiece that is connected to the trainee
teacher’s computer via an internet link (Skype); the other one is to purchase a
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walkie-talkie. Only a Bluetooth earpiece has to be purchased since every school
has a computer with microphone. This makes the first option relatively cheaper as
compared with the second option. A disadvantage of the first option is that the
Bluetooth earpiece is connected to the trainee teacher’s computer via a Skype link.
A stable internet connection is therefore essential, which may be a problem in
classrooms. The second option overcomes this problem because the internet
connection is not required. A nice aspect of the second option is also that a link
between the teacher trainer and the trainee teacher is only established when the
teacher trainer presses the button. Therefore, when a walkie-talkie is used, the
trainee teacher is not distracted by the background noise in the absence of any
whispering.
We recommend the choice of the second option in spite of the higher costs.
The walkie-talkie is simpler to install and to use. Complicated and unnecessary
computer installations are thus avoided. It is just a matter of putting on the earpiece
and whispering can begin directly. The quality of sound is constant because
possible interruptions in internet connection are avoided.
A second organisational decision is the location from which the teacher
trainer whispers. There should be adequate distance between the teacher trainer
and the pupils if the teacher trainer chooses to whisper from the back of the
classroom. It is not desirable that the pupils hear the synchronous instructions
directly and respond to these. Based on the results of our investigations, we
concluded that the teacher trainer should have a large classroom at his/her disposal
for plenary lessons. The pupils cannot hear the whispering when they sit in front of
the trainee teacher and the teacher trainer sits right at the back of the classroom. If
a high quality earpiece has been purchased then the soft whispering is clearly
understood by the trainee teacher.
It is also possible to set up a camera (including the microphone) at the back
of the classroom if a large classroom is not available. Live video recording is
transmitted to the teacher trainer in another room. The teacher trainer can intervene
synchronously on the basis of this video observation. The problem of pupils
responding to the synchronous intervention in collaborative learning would arise
less frequently. Any discussion between a trainee teacher and a group of pupils is
transmitted to the teacher trainer via the earpiece. During such a discussion, the
teacher trainer has sufficient time to choose a strategic location in the classroom in
which various groups of pupils are working together.
A third point of organisational nature is that the trainee teacher and teacher
trainer should practice their mutual communication during the lesson, prior to the
whispering session. It can be envisaged that a trainee teacher is unable to
concentrate on a synchronous instruction because he/she is too busy with other
activities that require attention. The trainee teacher should then be able to make
this clear to the teacher trainer through a subtle gesture such as going through the
hair with the left hand. Indeed, such gestures should neither be detected nor
recognised by the pupils present.
A fourth point of organisational attention is that the teacher trainer should
reflect on the manner in which he/she will retrospectively discuss the synchronous
interventions with the trainee teacher. In actual lessons, it is desirable that the
trainee teacher benefits from the advantages of both the synchronous- as well as
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asynchronous coaching (see future research). We recommend that video recordings
of both the trainee teacher as well as the whispering by the teacher trainer are
made. Both videos are played simultaneously afterwards so that the moment at
which ‘what’ was whispered is visible. In this manner, the teacher trainer and the
trainee teacher can discuss the reason for the synchronous instructions at their
leisure.
It appears from paragraph 2 ‘conclusions’ that the quality of the
pedagogical action increases if a fellow student whispers to a trainee teacher. An
interesting variation on this might be that pupils whisper to the trainee teacher in a
number of lessons. The result is that pupils get used to the fact that their teacher is
steered during the lessons so that there are fewer reasons for the pupils to respond
negatively in the synchronous setting. A second advantage could be that the trainee
teacher probably learns from the synchronous instructions received from the
pupils. In order to increase the chance of success, the pupils should receive training
beforehand on the basis on which they should whisper to the trainee teacher.
In this new synchronous coaching setting with pupils, the pupils then
experience the teaching qualities of the trainee teacher live. They probably focus
on elements other than those by the professional teacher trainer. Whether this
approach would lead to satisfactory results remains to be investigated further. In
any case, it is positive when pupils realise that they are involved in teaching
decisions in their direct environment. Synchronous coaching of the trainee teacher
fits in directly with this.

6. Future research
In the previous section a number of practical implications of the investigations
were mentioned that require further attention. Although our findings are
sufficiently solid to infer such implications, more research is needed further to
refine for instance the preconditions for or the size of their impact:
•

•

•

•

How should the training of teacher trainers who are novices at synchronous
coaching be set up and what is the effect of this training on the quality of
the pedagogical action of the trainee teacher?
What is the effect of changing the location from which instructions are
whispered (at the back of the classroom or elsewhere, via a video link) on
the quality of the pedagogical action of the trainee teacher?
Technically speaking, how can the instructions that the teacher trainer
sends to the trainee teacher during a teaching session be distinguished from
the messages that go in the reverse way?
Does it have any additional value when pupils are allowed synchronously
to whisper instructions to the trainee teacher? The acceptance and
usefulness of synchronous coaching by the pupils is the research question
here. Usefulness can be measured through the effect the pupils’ instructions
have on the quality of the pedagogical action of the trainee teacher. The
question whether synchronous instructions by pupils enhance the
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•

interventions by the professional teacher trainer makes this investigation all
the more interesting. Offering pupils the change to intervene through
whispered instructions can be viewed as an attempt to make pupils more
responsible for their own learning (Van der Sanden, 2004).
Does the subject (for example: history or mathematics etc.) that is being
taught influence the effect of the synchronous interventions?

In addition to these questions that indicate that further attention to our findings is
needed, several other questions may be asked that will carry our research further
into adjacent but different areas:
Longitudinal investigation in the classroom
Our experimental approach used video fragments on the basis of which the trainee
teacher was required to indicate his/her own behaviour in similar situations. This
approach, however, hampers longitudinal investigations (the shortcommings of the
use of video fragments in relation to teacher behaviour in real lesson situations is
described in the section ‘methodological and practical remarks, experimental
approach’). A written film script and two or three different versions of the ensuing
video films were a prerequisite for each session of the experiment. In order to stay
on budget, the video fragments were reused several times. The manner, in which
longitudinal investigations into synchronous coaching can be conducted more
efficiently, should be addressed in subsequent studies.
Chapter 4 confirmed the assumption that more information on the longterm effects of synchronous interventions is necessary. The first exploratory
investigations did indeed show that the quality of the pedagogical action of the
trainee teacher continued to improve after a number of synchronous coaching
sessions. The selected theoretical perspectives also confirmed the idea that more
information on the long-term effects of synchronous coaching is necessary. Quite
possibly, the trainee teacher feels he or she scored a success through synchronous
intervention (Korthagen & Lagerwerf, 1996; Korthagen, 1998; Korthagen &
Lagerwerf, 2001). If the experience of having been successful is strong enough,
then the Gestalt that was affected by the original non-competent behaviour will not
relapse to the original negative Gestalt in a similar situation in another lesson;
rather, it will be replaced by the Gestalt that was positively influenced by the
synchronous coaching session (Lagerwerf & Korthagen, 2003). Perhaps, the
experience, caused by whispering instructions, of having been successful becomes
stronger as the trainee teacher is coached synchronously on the same aspects for
longer. Therefore, more studies are necessary to investigate the persistence of longterm effects of the direct interventions.
Cognitive overload
The largest danger, in our view, of synchronous coaching, namely cognitively
overloading the trainee teacher, has been discussed in Chapter 4. This danger arises
if the task complexity exceeds the limited capacity of the learner’s working
memory (Baddeley, 1992; Miller, 1956; Sweller, 1988). Subsequent investigations
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on synchronous coaching should therefore focus on an in-depth examination of the
theoretical aspects of cognitive load and, subsequently, on establishing the actual
size of this danger. According to Hummel (2005) and Van Merriënboer, Kirschner,
and Kester (2003), three types of cognitive load can be distinguished: ‘intrinsic
cognitive load, extraneous cognitive load and germane cognitive load’.
According to Van Merriënboer, Kirschner, and Kester (2003) ‘intrinsic
cognitive load’ is inherent to the task itself and is determined by the degree of
element interactivity of the task. High element interactivity requires the learner to
process several elements and their relationships simultaneously in working
memory in order to carry out the task or solve the problem. Low element
interactivity allows the learner to serially process a small number of elements at a
time” (p. 5).
In contrast to ‘intrinsic cognitive load’, ‘extraneous cognitive load’ is not a
consequence of the learning task itself. It refers to stressful activities which do not
directly contribute to the learning process. For instance, “searching for relevant
information sources, combining different information sources in order to
understand the learning material, or weak-method problem solving yield
extraneous cognitive load that uses up cognitive resources at the cost of the
learning processes” (p. 6).
Van Merriënboer, Schuurman, De Croock, and Paas (2002) explain that:
just as ‘extraneous cognitive load’, ‘germane cognitive load’ is not a consequence
of the intended learning content itself, but is an additional point of attention that
results from the learning process itself. In contrast to activities, which cause
‘extraneous cognitive load’, activities which cause ‘germane cognitive load’, are
beneficial to learning. A case in point is carrying out a variety of learning tasks so
as to construct more general and abstract cognitive schemata (Spiro, Coulson,
Feltovich, & Anderson, 1988).
As far as we know, this dissertation is the first large-scale investigation into
synchronous coaching of trainee teachers. Not only the methodological choices we
made, but also our selection of a relatively simple theoretical framework with only
two perspectives (feedback and Gestalt) helped keep the investigations organised.
However, follow-up investigations should further embed this theoretical
framework into the existing ‘body of knowledge’. Coupling synchronous coaching
to cognitive overload should start with an exploration on the kind of cognitive load
(‘intrinsic cognitive load’, ‘extraneous cognitive load’ or ‘germane cognitive
load’), the synchronous instructions may cause. It is also necessary to pause at
questions such as: ‘How does the teacher trainer recognise the signs of cognitive
overload in the trainee teacher?’ and ‘How should the teacher trainer act if
cognitive overload actually occurs?’
Combination of synchronous and asynchronous coaching
An ideal situation arises if a trainee teacher can benefit from the advantages of
both synchronous- and asynchronous coaching. Since synchronous coaching is so
novel, no in-depth studies have yet been published in this field. Therefore
interesting research opportunities abound, e.g.:
What would the mixed (synchronous and asynchronous) coaching variant
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exactly look like? Is the maxim ‘steering problematic situations through
synchronous coaching and dealing with the remaining points through
asynchronous coaching’, a good starting point? In which manner can the two
coaching variants strengthen each other?
If an optimal mix of the two variants is possible, should the synchronous
variant then still be extended with a visual component? (An example of this would
be an auto-queue, so that the trainee teacher can also be steered directly via
projected text).
Obviously, there are numerous investigations that may shed light on the
benefits of synchronous coaching for teacher training. This dissertation suggests
that investigations into learner characteristics would be useful, particularly into
those that may influence the effect of the synchronous interventions; this concerns
various learner characteristics, but not personality and learning to teach
orientations, because they were already part of the research in this dissertation.
Finally, it would be sensible to extend the experimental approach with
future observations of synchronous coaching in actual lessons. Particularly the
question of whether in these practical situations whispering keywords of behaviour
indicators when actual behaviour deviates from ideal behaviour is also successful,
should be investigated. If this appears not to be so, then a new technique of
whispering instructions should be developed for actual lessons.
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Appendix A - Competence assessment
(Plenary teaching situations)
Based on: Fontys University of Applied Sciece. (2005). Competence cards:
Secondary and vocational education [Brochure]. SBL.
Likert scale of each behaviour indicator ranges form (1) to (5).
1. Interpersonal competence
Behaviour indicators
1.1 communicates effectively using verbal (e.g. volume, tempo, articulation,
melody) and non-verbal (e.g. mime, appearance, body language) techniques
1.2 makes proper use of skills such as speaking, reading, writing and computing
1.3 encourages communication by listening, summarising and enquiring, both with
respect to content and involvement
1.4 shows personal involvement and enthusiasm for individual pupils and groups
1.5 engages in professional, personal relationships with pupils
1.6 identifies and specifies patterns of behaviour in individual pupils and in groups
and makes this comprehensible to pupils
1.7 corrects undesirable behaviour and values desirable behaviour
1.8 motivates his/her actions by using language which is understood by pupils.

2. Pedagogic competence
Behaviour indicators
2.1 provides a save environment in which teachers and pupils treat each other with
respect
2.2 ensures a learning environment in which pupils are able to demonstrate their
own input
2.3 is able to systematically use the input of pupils in the learning process
2.4 encourages discussions on social values amongst pupils
2.5 challenges pupils to think about their own development and learning processes
2.6 takes into account the cultural, social and emotional differences between pupils
2.7 if necessary, undertakes action to improve the social climate in the group
2.8 recognises and identifies a number of developmental and behavioural problems
amongst pupils and makes any necessary referrals
2.9 carries out an established plan of action in the event of developmental and
behavioural problems
2.10 is able to support pedagogical beliefs and the plan of action adopted.

3. Subject contents competence
Behaviour indicators
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3.1 ensures meaningful and practicable learning activities
3.2 designs different learning processes to meet the different needs of pupils
3.3 designs both individual and group-bases activities
3.4 develops assessment tools
3.5 uses effective written, audio-visual and digital teaching materials to achieve
learning goals
3.6 adapts existing teaching resources past and expands on these with his/her own
input (questions, suggestions, examples)
3.7 the presentation of materials has a clear structure
3.8 makes active use of acquired knowledge and identifies with the world of pupils
3.9 uses different work forms to meet the different needs of the pupils (learning
styles, level and way of working)
3.10 where necessary, switches from theory to practice and combines detail with
overview
3.11 processes currency and practice in the teaching activity
3.12 encourages the pupil to formulate his/her own learning process
3.13 supports pupils in their learning process, by pointing out learning issues and
problems, and responds to them
3.14 systematically reflects on the learning process with pupils with respect to
results and accompanying process
3.15 analyses (subject-specific) learning problems and adequately anticipates these
with specific assignments and/or questions
3.16 is able to establish links between the content of his/her own subject and that
of related subjects
3.17 has full command of the subject matter
3.18 uses current applications from the field
3.19 is able to justify the function of the subject for the development of the pupils
3.20 evaluates the learning process of the pupils and the result of this
3.21 can support his/her didactical beliefs and the approach adopted.

4. Organisational competence
Behaviour indicators
4.1 is able to clearly explain the content, form, structure and relevance of the
(teaching) activities
4.2 is consistent in keeping rules and agreements
4.3 makes agreements with pupils regarding their tasks and explains the support
that they can expect
4.4 sets priorities and uses time efficiently, both for himself/herself and for pupils
4.5 knows how to deal with the limited opportunities of the learning environment
and is able to come up with alternatives in the event of problems
4.6 monitors the planning of activities together with pupils
4.7 can support his/her beliefs, approach to class management and the organisation
of his/her teaching.
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5. External communication competence
Behaviour indicators
5.1 places the interests of the team above his/her own personal interests
5.2 asks for help from and gives help to colleagues
5.3 is able to indicate his/her capabilities and limitations: is clear about what is
possible and not possible
5.4 takes on responsibility for his/her tasks (and those of others)
5.5 works in line with the organisation’s prevailing policies, procedures and
systems, such as the pupil monitoring system and quality control
5.6 contributes to the development and the improvements of the school
5.7 is able to explain his/her beliefs and methods regarding cooperation with
colleagues within the school organisation.

6. Community communication competence
Behaviour indicators
6.1 uses relevant communicative skills and techniques (e.g. imparting bad news,
advisory talks)
6.2 consults the available information, registers new information and enables
others to use this information
6.3 provides information to parents and other interested parties in the interests of
the pupil and does this with respect
6.4 is able to support his/her beliefs, methods and approach vis-à-vis parents and
other interested parties and adapts his/her work accordingly in joint consultation.

7. Reflection and development competence
Behaviour indicators
7.1 is able to define his/her own qualities and limitations based on actual situations
7.2 reflects systematically on own behaviour and uses the feedback of others in this
process
7.3 indicates aspects on which personal development (of competence) can be
improved on
7.4 works methodically to furthering his/her development
7.5 matches his/her own development to school policy
7.6 is flexible and able to cope with stress: adapts to changing situations and uses
alternatives
7.7 closely follows new subject and teaching-related developments
7.8 is open to alternative visions and ideas and tries these out in practice
7.9 is able to put into words what he/she considers important in his/her teaching
and the social values and educational beliefs on which these are based.
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Appendix B – Overview main effects
An overview of the main effects, which can be derived on the basis of the
conducted studies, is given in Tables 1 to 7. Firstly, an overview of the coaching
conditions that are distinguished in this dissertation is given. Subsequently, these
conditions are coupled to the results in the shown Tables.
Possible conditions
• Synchronous coaching (C1): A test subject (trainee teacher) only receives
synchronous instructions via an earpiece.
• Synchronous peer coaching (C2): A test subject (trainee teacher) whispers
instructions synchronously to a fellow student via an earpiece.
• Synchronous reciprocal peer coaching (C3): A test subject (trainee teacher)
whispers instructions synchronously to a fellow student and, in the next
lesson, the test subject receives synchronous interventions from the same
fellow student.
• Asynchronous peer coaching (C4): A test subject (trainee teacher) coaches
a fellow student asynchronously.
• Asynchronous coaching (C5): A test subject (trainee teacher) only receives
asynchronous coaching.

1. Synchronous coaching in plenary situations
In Table 1, a classification of the types of coaching (C1 to C5) with the highest
(positive) effect on the quality of the pedagogical action of the trainee teacher per
plenary teaching competence is shown. The inclusion of only significant results
has the consequence that the preferent type of coaching is only given for four of
the in total six plenary teaching competencies.
Synchronous coaching in plenary situations
Plenary teaching competence
Prefered type of coaching
Interpersonal competence
Synchronous coaching
(C1)
Organizational competence
Synchronous coaching
(C1)
Asynchronous coaching
Pedagogical competence
(C5)
Asynchronous coaching
Subject contents competence
(C5)

Table 1 “Synchronous coaching in plenary situations (only significant results at
α=0.05). Based on Chapter 2”

2. Synchronous coaching in collaborative learning situations
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In Table 2, an increase or a decrease in ‘the quality of the pedagogical action’ and
the ‘reaction time’ through the preferent type of coaching per collaborative
learning teaching competence is shown.
Collaborative learning
teaching competence
1
2

Synchronous coaching in collaborative learning situations
Reaction time of the test
Quality of the pedagogical
subject (trainee teacher)
action of the test subject
(trainee teacher)
Increase
Decrease
Increase
Decrease

Prefered type of coaching

Synchronous coaching (C1)
Synchronous and
asynchronous coaching
(C1+C5)
3
Increase
Decrease
Synchronous and
asynchronous coaching
(C1+C5)
4
Increase
Decrease
Synchronous coaching (C1)
5
Increase
Decrease
Synchronous coaching (C1)
Collaborative learning teaching competence: 1. formulate adequate learning goals/being able to separate ‘content oriented
learning revenues’ and ‘learn how to collaborate revenues’; 2. propagate importance of social skills; 3. reliable evaluation of
product/quality of collaboration; 4. recognize one’s own role as a teacher; 5. efficiently search for functional collaborative
interaction structures.

Table 2 “Synchronous coaching in collaborative learning situations (only
significant results at α=0.05). Based on Chapter 4”

3. Synchronous coaching and individual differences
In Table 3, the competencies that are influenced positively through synchronous
coaching (C1) per personality trait are shown. A trainee teacher who, for example,
scores high on the personality trait ‘extraversion’ will note an increase in his/her
‘interpersonal competence’ through participation in synchronous coaching.
Synchronous coaching (C1) and personality traits in plenary situations
Personality trait
Plenary teaching competence (Synchronous
coaching (C1) preferable)
Extraversion
Interpersonal, pedagogical, subject contents,
organizational, external communication,
reflection and development
Autonomy
Interpersonal, pedagogical, subject contents,
organizational, external communication,
reflection and development
Emotional stability
Interpersonal, pedagogical, organizational,
external communication, reflection and
development
Agreeableness
Pedagogical, organizational, reflection and
development
Conscientiousness
--

Table 3 “Synchronous coaching (C1) and personality traits in plenary situations
(only significant results). Based on Chapter 3”
In Table 4, the preferent type of coaching per ‘learning to teach orientation’ is
shown. A trainee teacher with, for example, a ‘survival orientation of learning to
teach’ will improve his/her quality of the pedagogical action through participation
in asynchronous coaching (C5).
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Synchronous coaching and ‘learning to teach orientations’ in plenary situations
Learning to teach orientation
Prefered type of coaching
Closed meaning orientation
Synchronous coaching (C1)
Closed reproduction orientation
Synchronous coaching (C1)
Open meaning orientation
Effect of synchronous coaching (C1) is doubtful
Survival orientation
Asynchronous coaching (C5)

Table 4 “Synchronous coaching and ‘learning to teach orientations’ in plenary
situations. Based on Chapter 3”

Synchronous coaching and personality traits in collaborative learning
Personality trait
Prefered type of coaching to
Prefered type of coaching to
stimulate the quality of the
reduce the reaction time of
pedagogical action of trainee
trainee teachers
teachers
Extraversion
Asynchronous coaching (C5)
Synchronous coaching (C1)
Autonomy
Synchronous and asynchronous
Synchronous coaching (C1)
coaching (C1+C5)
Emotional stability
Synchronous coaching (C1)
Synchronous and asynchronous
coaching (C1+C5)
Agreeableness
Synchronous coaching (C1)
Synchronous and asynchronous
coaching (C1+C5)
Conscientiousness
Asynchronous coaching (C5)
Asynchronous coaching (C5)

Table 5 “Synchronous coaching and personality traits in collaborative learning
(only significant results). Based on Chapter 4”

4. Synchronous (reciprocal) peer coaching
In Table 6, the effects on ‘the quality of the pedagogical action’ of three coaching
conditions (C1, C2 and C3), both in plenary teaching situations as well as in
collaborative learning teaching situations are compared.
Comparison of different types of coaching
Plenary situations
Collaborative learning situations
4 competencies (total=6) showed 0 competencies (total=5) showed
significant differences in favour of
significant differences in favour
SPC
of SPC
SRPC compared with SPC
1 competence (total=6) showed
4 competencies (total=5) showed
significant difference in favour
significant differences in favour of
of SRPC
SRPC
SRPC compared with SC
4 competencies (total=6) showed 3 competencies (total=5) showed
significant differences in favour of
significant differences in favour
SRPC
of SRPC
SC=Synchronous coaching (C1); SPC=Synchronous peer coaching (C2); SRPC=Synchronous reciprocal peer coaching (C3)
Comparison
SPC compared with SC

Table 6 “Comparison of different types of coaching. Based on Chapter 5”
In Table 7, the type of preferent coaching (C2 or C4) is shown per coaching skill.
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Stimulate coaching skills of the test subject (trainee teacher)
Coaching skill
Type of prefered coaching
1
Doubtful
2
Synchronous peer coaching (C2)
3
Synchronous peer coaching (C2)
4
Synchronous peer coaching (C2)
5
Doubtful
6
Asynchronous peer coaching (C4)
7
Synchronous peer coaching (C2)
Coaching skill: 1) stimulate self-reflection; 2) show respect; 3) remain to the point; 4) strive for a structured approach; 5)
exude confidence; 6) promote autonomous learning; 7) provide adequate feedback.

Table 7 “Stimulate coaching skills of the trainee teacher (only signficant results).
Based on Chapter 5”
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Summary
Synchronous coaching of trainee teachers: an experimental approach
Traditionally, the coaching of trainee teachers is in an asynchronous mode
(Showers & Joyce, 1996); the teacher trainer observes the trainee teacher during
his/her lessons and discusses the points for improvement with the candidate after
the lessons. The goal of this reflection and discussion is to improve the quality of
the pedagogical action of the trainee teacher in subsequent lessons.
Synchronous (direct) coaching is most likely to be combined with the
asynchronous mode. For example, in top sports such as the Formula 1 car racing, a
coach whispers to the driver via a wireless earpiece. A second example is that
directors, professional presenters and producers are prompting instructions during
live broadcasts. Synchronous coaching appears to be a good method in order to
achieve direct results in emergent task performances. It can be expected that the
coaching of trainee teachers improves once a synchronous component is added.
The aim of this thesis is based upon this assumption and targets the question: does
synchronous coaching have an added effect as compared to asynchronous coaching
and is this effect robust enough in order to introduce it in real training settings?
Compared to the asynchronous condition, the synchronous approach has the
advantage that at critical moments the coach can draw the young teacher’s
attention to what is exactly going on among the students and can provide concrete
hints on how to proceed further. In this way the novice teacher is protected from
painful confrontations such as a lesson completely running out of hand.
Secondly, synchronous coaching seems particularly suitable for steering the
behaviour of the trainee teacher directly in immediate (problematic) teaching
situations in which he/she is required to act immediately. The action in these
immediate situations is non-intentional in itself (Dolk, 1997). When the trainee
teacher shows non-competent teacher behaviour in these situations, then he/she is
immediately aware of this shortcoming by the teacher trainer via an earpiece. The
result is that the trainee teacher adapts his/her behaviour at once. When this
adaptation induces a success experience by the trainee teacher, then this adapted
behaviour is likely to emerge in similar situations in the future.
In contrast to the synchronous coaching, the asynchronous variant is
unsuitable for steering non-competent, non-intentional behaviour. The trainee
teacher has long forgotten how he/she acted in a particular situation. The behaviour
was after all non-intentional, at the moment when the discussion at the end of the
lesson took place. It is thus also not possible for the teacher trainer to make the
trainee teacher aware of this non-competent teacher behaviour during that
discussion. We do emphasize explicitly that asynchronous coaching should not be
replaced by the synchronous variant because the indirect (asynchronous) form has
additional value in situations in which a cognitive process is at stake.
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Assuming that a solid explanation on synchronous coaching is not available
yet, we choose to investigate the four more dominant aspects of the new coaching
method, namely:
• synchronous coaching in plenary situations;
• synchronous coaching in collaborative learning situations;
• synchronous coaching and individual differences and
• synchronous (reciprocal) peer coaching.
The choice for these four aspects corroborates with the current paradigm
shift of teaching and learning. Contemporary teaching methods are not limited to
plenary teaching. Collaborative learning practices are indeed taking over plenary
teaching methods quite obviously (Van der Sanden, 2004).
Not everybody learns in the same way. The new direct coaching variants
must take this into account. It would be positive if the quality of the pedagogical
action of trainee teachers would increase through synchronous (reciprocal) peer
coaching. Thus, we approach the desired situation in which every student shapes
his/her individual learning process together with fellow students with the teacher
trainer as the supervisor (Van der Sanden, 2004). We also investigated this
assumption in this thesis.
This thesis covers six chapters. A description of the theoretical structure is
given in Chapter 1. Each of the four named aspects of synchronous coaching is
dealt with in the Chapters 2 to 5. Each aspect is also reported in a scientific
publication. General conclusions and discussion on the four aspects are presented
in Chapter 6.
An investigation into the effects of synchronous coaching in plenary
situations is described in Chapter 2. These effects have been compared with those
of the traditional asynchronous approach in order to create a calibration point. An
experimental approach was used in which forty trainee teachers underwent a Dutch
teacher training course. The test subjects were required to read a video film script
consisting of twenty fragments during pre-test. Each fragment described teacher
behaviour that was considered as non-competent on the basis of one behaviour
indicator. Subsequently, they were required to indicate the basis on which the
described teacher behaviour was non-competent. An observer scored the quality of
this explanation on the corresponding behaviour indicator, a part of the
‘competence assessment plenary situations’ with which the quality of the teacher
behaviour in plenary situations can be catalogued. This instrument is used in
teacher training to evaluate teachers.
During the experiment, the forty trainee teachers were assigned at random
to two conditions (20 were synchronously- and 20 were asynchronously coached).
The forty participants were shown a video film (Version 1) of the script described
in the pre-test. The test subjects were required to show how they would act in a
similar situation after seeing each fragment. When the test subject manifested
teacher behaviour that was deviant from the one regarded as ideal by the observer,
as mentioned in the behaviour indicators in the competence assessment, then this
behaviour indicator was whispered in keywords to the trainee teacher via an
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earpiece in the synchronous condition. The trainee teacher was made aware of
his/her non-competent behaviour in this manner. In the asynchronous condition,
the participants were first required to show per each fragment (twenty) how they
would act in a similar situation. After all the twenty fragments had been dealt with,
the observer indicated which aspects were subject to improvement in a discussion
after the lesson. The observer scored the quality of the manifested teacher
behaviour on the ‘competence assessment plenary situations’ in both conditions.
The test subjects were shown a second version of the video fragments
during the post-test. Once again, after each fragment they were required to show
how they would act in similar situations. The quality of the teacher behaviour
manifested by the test subjects was scored on the competence assessment by the
observer in the same way as that during the experiment.
The quality of the pedagogical action in the synchronous condition
appeared to develop more positively than that in the asynchronous variant, with
regard to the plenary teacher competencies ‘interpersonal competence’ and
‘organisational competence’. The ‘pedagogical competence’ and ‘subject content
competence’ benefited more from the traditional asynchronous approach.
Generally, less competent teachers benefited most from synchronous coaching.
More-competent trainee teachers remained indifferent to both forms of coaching.
An investigation into the role of individual differences between trainee
teachers in synchronous coaching is described in Chapter 3. Individual differences
were set as two variables: ‘personality’ and ‘orientation of learning to teach’. This
subject was relevant in our investigations into the additional value of the direct
coaching variant, because it was expected that these might interfere with the effects
of synchronous coaching.
Investigations were conducted in plenary situations, similar to that
described in Chapter 2. The chosen methodological approach was also comparable.
Once again, pre-test, experimental and post-test measurements were conducted.
However, the number of test subjects was increased to sixty trainee teachers who
did not participate in the earlier described experiment. The reason for this was that
this opens the possibility to distinguish four groups of test subjects on the basis of
prior education (vocational training [mbo] or grammar high school [havo/vwo]),
coaching variant (synchronous or asynchronous) and the year of study (1st, 2nd or
3rd year). Each test subject also filled in a personality trait test (FFPI by Hendriks,
1997) and an ‘Inventory Learning to Teach Process’ (Oosterheert, 2001).
Trainee teachers who scored high on extraversion, autonomy and/or
emotional stability appeared to respond positively to synchronous coaching. This
relationship was not observed for the majority of the competencies in test subjects
with high scores on agreeableness and conscientiousness. It appeared that it was
possible to work out further details on the basis of competencies, prior education
and the year of study.
The results further showed that it was possible to predict whether a trainee
teacher was suitable for synchronous coaching on the basis of ‘orientation of
learning to teach’. It was remarkable that trainee teachers with a ‘survival
orientation’ did not respond positively to synchronous coaching. They naturally
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preferred ad hoc solutions to problems without being steered through synchronous
intervention.
An investigation into whether synchronous coaching can help trainee
teachers in learning to supervise various forms of collaborative learning is
described in Chapter 4. Firstly, the existing ‘competence assessment plenary
situations’ was adapted together with experts into the ‘competence assessment
collaborative learning’, in order to evaluate whether the quality of the pedagogical
action of the trainee teacher actually increased. Secondly, two versions (twenty
fragments each) of video fragments were made. Pupils were working in groups in
each fragment. The behaviour of the pupils was the reason for the test subject to
intervene.
The experiment was subsequently carried out as described in Chapter 2.
New test subjects were involved and new video films were used. Besides the
development of the quality of the pedagogical action, the development of the
reaction time of the trainee teacher was also investigated. Finally, a longitudinal
design was chosen in order to increase the accuracy of the results.
Main effects were that ‘Collaborative learning to teach competence 1:
formulate adequate learning goals/being able to separate content oriented learning
revenues and learn how to collaborate revenues’, ‘Collaborative learning to teach
competence 4: recognize one’s own role as a teacher’ and ‘Competence 5: efficient
search for functional collaborative interaction structures’ should be coached
synchronously. The reason for this was that the reaction time of the trainee teacher
decreased and the quality of the pedagogical action increased. The remaining
Collaborative learning competencies 2 ‘propagate the importance of social skills’
and 3 ‘reliable evaluation of product/quality of collaboration’ improved through a
combination of synchronous and asynchronous coaching.
It appeared that a personality test can also predict the effect of synchronous
coaching in situations where collaborative learning is central. Teachers who score
high on agreeableness and emotional stability should be coached synchronously in
order to improve the quality of pedagogical action. However, trainee teachers who
score high on the personality traits extraversion and conscientiousness should
participate in a discussion after the lesson, in order to improve the quality of
pedagogical action. Individuals in whom autonomy is dominant should be exposed
to a combination of synchronous and asynchronous coaching. Teachers who score
high on extraversion and autonomy should be whispered to synchronously to bring
about a reaction time reduction. However, teachers who score high on
conscientiousness better participate in a discussion after the lesson. A combination
of synchronous and asynchronous coaching is desirable in trainee teachers who are
emotionally stable.
An investigation into synchronous (reciprocal) peer coaching in which
trainee teachers mutually coach each other synchronously is described in Chapter
5. The experimental approach was extended through integration of real teaching
situations. Apart from the details, the following results were obtained (preferential
condition in each cell is shown):
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Condition

Plenary situations
Prefered type of coaching
Synchronous peer coaching

Collaborative learning situations
Prefered type of coaching
Synchronous coaching

Synchronous peer coaching versus
synchronous coaching
Synchronous reciprocal peer coaching
Synchronous reciprocal peer coaching
synchronous reciprocal peer coaching
versus synchronous coaching
Synchronous reciprocal peer coaching
Synchronous reciprocal peer coaching
Synchronous reciprocal peer coaching
versus synchronous peer coaching
1) Synchronous peer coaching: A trainee teacher coaches a fellow student synchronously; 2) Synchronous coaching: A
trainee teacher receives only synchronous interventions; 3) Synchronous reciprocal peer coaching: A trainee teacher coaches
a fellow student synchronously and a moment later he/she receives synchronous interventions from that fellow student.

Besides the development of the quality of the pedagogical action, the
changes in the coaching skills of the trainee teacher through the two coaching
forms (synchronous or asynchronous) were also studied. In order to improve
his/her coaching skills namely: Coaching skill 2 ‘show respect’, Coaching skill 3
‘remain to the point’, Coaching skill 4 ‘strive for a structured approach’ and
Coaching skill 7 ‘provide adequate feedback’, the trainee teacher should coach a
fellow student synchronously. Coaching skill 1 ‘stimulate self-reflection’ and
Coaching skill 5 ‘exude confidence’ benefited also more from the synchronous
condition than from the asynchronous variant. However, this difference was not
statistically significant.
To positively influence Coaching skill 6 ‘promote autonomous learning’,
the trainee teacher should involve the fellow student in a discussion after the lesson
(asynchronous condition)
An overview of the results of the four experiments is given in Chapter 6.
Subsequently, we coupled the main effect (synchronous coaching has a positive
influence on the quality of the pedagogical action in problematic plenary and
collaborative learning situations that require immediate action) to the Gestalt- and
feedback theory described in the first chapter. Besides the shown results, we also
dwelled for sometime on critical reflection, the selected theoretical perspectives
and the methodological choices that were made. The last chapter ends with a
description on practical implications of the investigations and an overview of
desired future research. Finally, a summary of the main effects is given in
Appendix B, in order to increase the readability of the thesis.
A beginning for investigations into synchronous coaching of trainee
teachers has been made in this thesis. As a result of this experiment, we can
conclude that it is sensible to experiment further with this new direct coaching
variant in actual teaching situations. Both the quality of the pedagogical action and
the reaction time of the trainee teacher after all develop positively through the
direct interventions.
As mentioned earlier, synchronous coaching will never replace the
asynchronous variant. Therefore, subsequent investigations into the manner in
which these two coaching forms can flourish alongside each other are advisable. It
is also advisable to investigate whether there are still other individual differences
besides the ‘personality traits’ and ‘orientation of learning to teach’ that would be
affected through the synchronous interventions. Teacher trainers should at all times
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make sure that those trainee teachers who are unsuitable for synchronous coaching
are not exposed to this direct variant.
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Samenvatting (Dutch)
Het coachingstraject van de leraar in opleiding is asynchroon van karakter
(Showers & Joyce, 1996). Dit houdt in dat de lerarenopleider lesmomenten van de
leraar in opleiding observeert en na afloop gezamenlijk de mogelijke
verbeterpunten met de leraar in opleiding bespreekt. Het doel van deze bespreking
is dat in volgende lesmomenten de kwaliteit van het didactische handelen
toeneemt.
In de maatschappij wordt naast asynchrone coaching ook gebruik gemaakt
van een synchrone (directe) variant. Bijvoorbeeld in topsport, waaronder de
Formule-1, fluistert een coach de bestuurder door een ‘oortje’ tips toe. Een tweede
voorbeeld is dat regieleiders en vakdeskundigen presentatoren en
programmaleiders tijdens een live-uitzending aanwijzingen toefluisteren.
Synchrone coaching blijkt in deze situaties een goede methode om direct resultaat
te boeken. Het is aannemelijk dat ook het coachingstraject van leraren in opleiding
verbetert als hieraan een synchrone component wordt toegevoegd. De doelstelling
van dit proefschrift volgt uit dit vermoeden en luidt: is het wenselijk om binnen de
lerarenopleidingen synchrone coaching in te voeren?
Ten opzichte van de asynchrone variant heeft de synchrone aanpak als
voordeel dat de coach op kritieke momenten de jonge docent direct bewust kan
maken van wat er onder de leerlingen leeft en een concrete hint kan geven over
‘hoe nu verder’. Zo kan een jonge docent worden behoed voor pijnlijke
confrontaties, zoals een les die volledig uit de hand loopt.
Ten tweede is synchrone coaching bijzonder geschikt om het gedrag van de
leraar in opleiding direct bij te sturen in onmiddellijke (problematische)
onderwijssituaties waarin hij/zij direct dient te handelen. Het handelen in deze
onmiddellijke situaties is non-intentioneel van aard (Dolk, 1997). Als de leraar in
opleiding in deze situaties niet-competent docentgedrag laat zien, maakt de
lerarenopleider hem/haar direct bewust van deze tekortkoming. Het gevolg is dat
de leraar in opleiding direct zijn/haar gedrag aanpast. Als deze aanpassing een
succeservaring bij de leraar in opleiding teweegbrengt, zal in de toekomst in
soortgelijke situaties het door de toefluistering aangepaste gedrag worden
aangewend.
In tegenstelling tot synchrone coaching is de asynchrone variant ongeschikt
om niet-competent non-intentioneel gedrag bij te sturen. Als de nabespreking volgt
is de leraar in opleiding immers allang vergeten hoe hij/zij in die situatie handelde
(het gedrag was immers non-intentioneel). Het is voor de lerarenopleider dan ook
onmogelijk om de trainee teacher tijdens een nabespreking achteraf bewust te
maken van dit niet-competente docentgedrag. Wij benadrukken uitdrukkelijk dat
asynchrone coaching niet vervangen dient te worden door de synchrone variant
omdat de indirecte (asynchrone) vorm meerwaarde heeft in situaties waarin een
cognitief proces centraal staat. We bedoelen in deze situaties niet direct (simpel) te
corrigeren gedragingen maar structurele niet-competente gedragstendensen. In dit
soort gevallen wordt van de lerarenopleider vereist dat hij/zij achteraf aangeeft wat
er precies fout ging. De leraar in opleiding reageert hier vervolgens op zodat het
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probleem stap voor stap wordt ontrafeld. In een toekomstige les oefent de leraar in
opleiding met de verkregen tips, waarna hij/zij vervolgens wederom samen met de
lerarenopleider reflecteert op dit gemanifesteerde docentgedrag.
Aangezien er nog geen uitgebreide ‘body of knowlegde’ ten aanzien van
synchrone coaching beschikbaar is, hebben wij ervoor gekozen om vier aspecten
van deze nieuwe directe coachingsmethode te onderzoeken, namelijk:
• synchrone coaching in plenaire lessituaties;
• synchrone coaching in samenwerkend leren situaties;
• de rol van individuele verschillen tussen trainee teachers bij synchrone
coaching en
• synchrone (wederkerige) peer coaching.
De keuze voor deze vier onderdelen is gemaakt in overeenstemming met de
huidige onderwijsvernieuwingen. Het hedendaagse onderwijs maakt immers niet
enkel gebruik van plenaire lessituaties. Vormen van samenwerkend leren winnen
namelijk terrein (Van der Sanden, 2004).
Iedereen leert anders. Daar zullen de nieuwe directe coachingsvarianten
rekening mee moeten houden. Het zou mooi zijn als de kwaliteit van het
didactische handelen van leraren in opleiding stijgt doordat zij elkaar synchroon
coachen. Zo benaderen we immers de wenselijke situatie waarin iedere student
zijn/haar leerproces zelfstandig met andere studenten vorm geeft, met de
lerarenopleider als begeleider (Van der Sanden, 2004). Die veronderstelling
hebben we in dit proefschrift ook onderzocht.
Het proefschrift bestaat uit zes hoofdstukken. Hoofdstuk 1 bevat een
theoretische onderbouwing. De hoofdstukken 2 tot en met 5 beschrijven ieder één
van de vier genoemde aspecten van synchrone coaching (ieder aspect wordt
behandeld in een wetenschappelijke publicatie). In hoofdstuk 6 worden
overkoepelende conclusies geformuleerd.
Hoofdstuk 2 beschrijft een onderzoek naar de effecten van synchrone
coaching in plenaire lessituaties. Om een ijkpunt te creëren werden deze effecten
vergeleken met die van de traditionele asynchrone benadering. Er werd gebruik
gemaakt van een experimentele aanpak waaraan veertig leraren in opleiding van
een Nederlandse tweedegraads lerarenopleiding deelnamen. De proefpersonen
dienden tijdens de voormeting een videoscript, bestaande uit twintig fragmenten,
door te lezen. Ieder fragment bevatte docentgedrag dat op grond van één
gedragsindicator als niet-competent te betitelen was. Vervolgens dienden zij aan te
geven op grond waarvan het beschreven docentgedrag niet-competent was. Een
observator scoorde de kwaliteit van deze uitleg op de bijpassende gedragsindicator,
onderdeel van de ‘competentiemeter plenaire lessituaties’ waarmee de kwaliteit
van docentgedrag in plenaire lessituaties in kaart gebracht kan worden. Dit
instrument wordt door de lerarenopleiding gebruikt bij de beoordeling van leraren.
Tijdens het experiment werden de veertig leraren in opleiding ad random
gelijkelijk toegewezen aan de twee condities (20 werden synchroon begeleid, 20
asynchroon). Aan de veertig participanten werd een verfilming (versie 1 van het
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videomateriaal) van het in de voormeting beschreven filmscript getoond. Na ieder
fragment moesten de proefpersonen laten zien hoe zij in een soortgelijke situatie
zouden handelen. Als het door de proefpersoon gemanifesteerde docentgedrag
afweek van het door de observator ideaal bevonden gedrag, vastgelegd in de
gedragsindicatoren op de competentiemeter, werd in de synchrone conditie deze
gedragsindicator via het oortje toegefluisterd. De leraar in opleiding werd zich
langs deze weg bewust dat hij/zij niet-competent gedrag liet zien. In de asynchrone
conditie moesten de participanten eerst per fragment (twintig in totaal) laten zien
hoe zij in een soortgelijke situatie zouden handelen. Nadat alle twintig fragmenten
waren afgehandeld besprak de observator tijdens een nabespreking welke aspecten
voor verbetering vatbaar waren. In beide condities scoorde de observator de
kwaliteit van het gemanifesteerde docentgedrag op de ‘competentiemeter plenaire
lessituaties’
Tijdens de nameting werd een tweede versie van het videomateriaal aan de
proefpersonen getoond. Zij dienden wederom per fragment te laten zien hoe zij in
soortgelijke situaties zouden ingrijpen. De kwaliteit van dit door de proefpersonen
gemanifesteerde docentgedrag werd, net als tijdens het experiment, door de
observator gescoord op de competentiemeter.
De kwaliteit van het didactische handelen bleek zich in de synchrone
conditie, gelet op de plenaire docentcompetenties ‘interpersoonlijke en
organisatorische competentie’ significant beter te ontwikkelen dan in de
asynchrone variant. De ‘pedagogische en vakinhoudelijke competentie’ profiteerde
meer van de traditionele asynchrone benadering.
Vooral minder competente docenten profiteerden van synchrone coaching.
Goede docenten bleken indifferent tussen beide coachingsvormen.
Hoofdstuk 3 beschrijft een onderzoek naar de rol van individuele
verschillen tussen docenten in opleiding bij synchrone coaching. Individuele
verschillen werden in dit experiment gevat in twee variabelen: ‘persoonlijkheid’ en
‘stijl van leren onderwijzen’. Dit onderwerp is relevant in ons onderzoek naar de
meerwaarde van de directe coachingsvariant omdat het ideaal zou zijn als op
voorhand is te voorspellen of een leraar in opleiding profijt kan hebben van
synchrone coaching.
Net als in hoofdstuk 2 wordt in dit derde hoofdstuk gewerkt met plenaire
lessituaties. Ook de gekozen methodologische aanpak is vergelijkbaar. Wederom
vindt er een voormeting, experiment en nameting plaats. Het aantal proefpersonen
werd echter uitgebreid met leraren in opleiding die geen van allen aan het eerdere
onderzoek deelnamen. De reden hiervoor was dat het mogelijk was om vier
groepen proefpersonen op basis van vooropleiding (mbo of havo/vwo),
coachingsvariant (synchroon of asynchroon) of op basis van studiejaar (jaar 1,2 of
3) te onderscheiden. Ook vulde iedere proefpersoon een
persoonlijkheidskenmerkentest (FFPI van Hendriks, 1997) en een ‘Inventory
Learning to Teach Process’ (Oosterheert, 2001) in.
Leraren in opleiding die hoog scoorden op ‘extraversion, autonomy en of
emotional stability’ bleken positief te reageren op synchrone coaching. Bij
proefpersonen met hoge scores op ‘agreeableness en conscientiousness’ was dit
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verband niet bij het merendeel van de competenties waarneembaar. Het bleek
verder mogelijk om een detaillering aan te brengen op basis van competenties,
vooropleiding en leerjaar.
De resultaten lieten verder zien dat op basis van ‘stijl van leren
onderwijzen’ is te voorspellen of een leraar in opleiding geschikt is om te
betrekken bij synchrone coaching. Opvallend was dat leraren in opleiding met een
‘survival orientation’ niet positief reageerden op synchrone coaching. Zij
prefereren van nature het ad hoc oplossen van problemen, klaarblijkelijk zonder
dat ze zich hierbij laten sturen door een synchrone interventie.
Hoofdstuk 4 beschrijft of synchrone coaching kan helpen bij het opleiden
van leraren in opleiding die vormen van samenwerkend leren begeleiden. Om te
achterhalen of de kwaliteit van het didactische handelen van de leraren in opleiding
daadwerkelijk steeg, werd de bestaande ‘competentiemeter plenaire lessituaties’
samen met experts aangepast, waarna de ‘competentiemeter samenwerkend leren’
ontstond. Ten tweede werden er twee versies videofragmenten (twintig fragmenten
per versie) vervaardigd. Per fragment waren leerlingen te zien die in groepen aan
het werk zijn. Het gedrag van de leerlingen gaf er aanleiding toe dat de
proefpersoon in zou grijpen.
Het experiment werd vervolgens uitgevoerd zoals beschreven onder het
kopje ‘hoofdstuk 2’. Er werd gebruik gemaakt van nieuw videomateriaal en er
werden nieuwe proefpersonen benaderd. Ook werd naast de ontwikkeling van de
kwaliteit van het didactische handelen ook de ontwikkeling van de reactietijd van
de leraar in opleiding onderzocht. Om de nauwkeurigheid van de resultaten te
vergroten werd ten slotte gekozen voor een longitudinaal design.
Hoofdeffecten zijn dat ‘samenwerkend leren docentcompetentie 1:
formulate adequate learning goals/being able to separate content oriented learning
revenues and learn how to collaborate revenues’, ‘samenwerkend leren
docentcompetentie 4: recognize one’s own role as a teacher’ en ‘competentie 5:
efficient search for functional collaborative interaction structures’ synchroon
gecoacht dienen te worden. De reden hiervan is dat de reactietijd van de leraar in
opleiding afnam en de kwaliteit van het didactische handelen toenam. Voor de
overige samenwerkend leren docentcompetenties 2 ‘propagate the importance of
social skills’ en 3 ‘reliable evaluation of product/quality of collaboration’ geldt dat
zij door middel van een combinatie van synchrone en asynchrone coaching
verbeteren.
Ook in situaties waarin samenwerkend leren centraal staat kan een
persoonlijkheidskenmerkentest het effect van synchrone coaching voorspellen. Om
de kwaliteit van het didactische handelen te verbeteren, dienen leraren die hoog
scoren op ‘agreeableness en emotional stability’ synchroon te worden gecoacht.
Leraren in opleiding die hoog scoren op de persoonlijkheidskenmerken
‘extraversion en conscientiousness’ dienen echter te worden betrokken bij een
nabespreking om de kwaliteit van het didactische handelen te verbeteren. Personen
waarbij autonomy dominant is dienen te worden blootgesteld aan een combinatie
van synchrone en asynchrone coaching. Om reactietijdreductie te bewerkstelligen
dienen leraren die hoog scoren op ‘extraversion en autonomy’ synchroon te
worden toegefluisterd. Docenten die hoog scoren op ‘conscientiousness’ dienen
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echter betrokken te worden bij een nabespreking. Een combinatie tussen synchrone
en asynchrone coaching is wenselijk bij leraren in opleiding die emotioneel stabiel
zijn.
Hoofdstuk 5 beschrijft een onderzoek naar synchronone (wederkerige)
peer coaching, waarbij leraren in opleiding elkaar synchroon coachen. De
experimentele aanpak werd verruimd door integratie van reële lessituaties.
Afgezien van details leverde dit de volgende resultaten op (per cel wordt
aangegeven welke conditie preferent is):
Condition

Plenary situations
Prefered type of coaching
Synchronous peer coaching

Collaborative learning situations
Prefered type of coaching
Synchronous coaching

Synchronous peer coaching versus
synchronous coaching
Synchronous reciprocal peer coaching
Synchronous reciprocal peer coaching
synchronous reciprocal peer coaching
versus synchronous coaching
Synchronous reciprocal peer coaching
Synchronous reciprocal peer coaching
Synchronous reciprocal peer coaching
versus synchronous peer coaching
1) Synchronous peer coaching: Een leraar in opleiding coacht een medestudent synchroon; 2) Synchronous coaching: Een
leraar in opleiding ontvangt enkel synchrone interventies; 3) Synchronous reciprocal peer coaching: Een leraar in opleiding
coacht een medestudent synchroon en een moment later ontvangt hij/zij synchrone interventies van die medestudent.

Naast de ontwikkeling van de kwaliteit van het didactische handelen werd
ook bestudeerd hoe de coaching skills van de leraar in opleiding door de twee
coachingsvormen (synchroon of asynchroon) veranderden. Om bepaalde coaching
skills van een trainee teacher, te weten: Coaching skill 2 ‘respect tonen’, Coaching
skill 3 ‘to the point blijven’, Coaching skill 4 ‘een gestructureerde aanpak
nastreven’ en Coaching skill 7 ‘adequaat feedback geven’ te verbeteren dient hij/zij
een medestudent synchroon te coachen. Coaching skill 1 ‘zelfreflectie stimuleren’
en Coaching skill 5 ‘vertrouwen uitstralen’ profiteren eveneens meer van de
synchrone conditie dan van de asynchrone variant. Dit verschil is echter niet
significant.
Om Coaching skill 6 ‘autonoom leren bevorderen’ positief te beïnvloeden
dient de trainee teacher de medestudent echter te betrekken bij een nabespreking
(asynchrone conditie).
Hoofdstuk 6 geeft een overzicht van de resultaten van de vier
experimenten. Het hoofdeffect (synchrone coaching beïnvloedt, zowel in plenaire
lessituaties als ook in samenwerkend leren situaties, de kwaliteit van het
didactische handelen van de leraar in opleiding als hij/zij direct moet reageren)
koppelen wij vervolgens aan de Gestalt- en feedbacktheorie uit het eerste
hoofdstuk. Naast deze weergave van de resultaten wordt ook uitgebreid stilgestaan
bij een kritische reflectie, betreffende de geselecteerde theoretische perspectieven
en de gemaakte methodologische keuzes. Het laatste hoofdstuk wordt afgesloten
met een beschrijving van de praktische implicaties van het onderzoek en een
overzicht van wenselijk vervolgonderzoek. Om de leesbaarheid van het
proefschrift te vergroten zijn de hoofdeffecten ten slotte beknopt weergegeven in
Appendix B.
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In dit proefschrift is een begin gemaakt met het onderzoek naar synchrone
coaching van de leraar in opleiding. Naar aanleiding van dit experiment kunnen we
concluderen dat het verstandig is om verder te experimenteren met deze nieuwe
directe coachingsvariant in reële lessituaties. Zowel de kwaliteit van het
didactische handelen als de reactietijd van de leraar in opleiding ontwikkelen zich
immers positief door de directe interventies.
Zoals gezegd zal synchrone coaching de asynchrone variant nooit
vervangen. Er dient zodoende vervolgonderzoek plaats te vinden op welke wijze
deze twee technieken naast elkaar kunnen floreren. Ook is het wenselijk te
onderzoeken of er nog andere individuele verschillen, naast
persoonlijkheidskenmerken en stijl van leren onderwijzen, van invloed zijn op het
effect van de synchrone interventies. Te allen tijde dienen lerarenopleiders
namelijk te voorkomen dat leraren in opleiding worden betrokken bij een
synchroon coachingstraject, terwijl zij hier helemaal niet geschikt voor zijn.
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